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GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED
AO
C&G
CCTV
CEA
CEO
CPE
CPZ
DCS
DfT
DVLA
EV
HHCT
LBC
MP
NTO
OBCEO
P&D
PATAS
PCN
PS
RTRA
SEA
SLA
SOR
TMA
TMO
VRM

Authorised Officer
City and Guilds
Closed Circuit Television
Civil Enforcement Area
Civil Enforcement Officer
Civil Parking Enforcement
Controlled Parking Zone
Despatch Control System
Department for Transport
Driver Vehicle Licensing Agency
Enforcement Vehicle
Hand Held Computer Terminals
London Borough of Camden
Metropolitan Police
Notice to Owner
On Board Civil Enforcement Officer
Pay and Display
Parking and Traffic Appeals Service
Penalty Charge Notice
Pound Supervisor
Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984, as amended
Special Enforcement Area
Service Level Agreement
Schedule of Rates, to be completed by tenderers
Traffic Management Act 2004, as amended
Traffic Management Order
Vehicle Registration Mark

The words and expressions with an initial capital letter that are used in this document shall have
the meanings set out in the Conditions of Contract unless specified in this Specification.
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1.

INTRODUCTION TO THE SPECIFICATION

1.1.

Introduction to the Specification
1.1.1.

This document is the specification of requirements for the provision of parking
and traffic enforcement Services by the Service Provider to the Council,
consisting of:
1.1.1.1.

On-street enforcement

1.1.1.2.

On-street parking place suspensions operations

1.1.1.3.

The clamping and removal of vehicles, on-street and off-street (offstreet shall mean on Council housing estates)

1.1.1.4.

Provision of a remote vehicle pound

1.1.1.5.

Vehicle pound and payment centre operations

1.1.1.6.

Parking and traffic enforcement via CCTV monitoring and data
transfer

1.1.1.7.

The provision of related information technology devices

1.1.2.

The area to be covered in terms of Service provision under the Contract is the
whole of the administrative area of the London Borough of Camden (LBC) as
specified in the map of the CEA attached at Appendix 1. There are exceptions
which include some private roads and major roads upon which there are redroutes, the latter for which enforcement of parking and traffic contraventions will
remain the responsibility of the Metropolitan Police (MP), through its uniformed
officers and traffic wardens.

1.1.3.

As guidance, the authority which forms the basis of the Contract can be found in
the following:
1.1.3.1.

Road Traffic Regulation Act (1984) as amended, (RTRA);

1.1.3.2.

Traffic Management Act (2004),as amended (TMA);

1.1.3.3.

Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions 2002 (as
amended)

1.1.3.4.

Greater London Council (General Powers) Act 1974

1.1.3.5.

Guidance, issued by the Department of Transport, and as amended;

1.1.3.6.

Various Codes of Operating Practice (the Codes), and Procedures
for the management of parking enforcement, as issued by London
Borough of Camden (the Council).

The requirements of the relevant legislation, regulations, methods and
procedures from the Codes will govern the Contract where applicable.
1.1.4.

The Service Provider shall comply with the relevant legislation, regulations,
guidance, codes of practice and relevant Council procedures and any changes
to the same and any new legislation, procedures, regulations, codes, guidance,
etc, which may be in force from time to time during the Contract Term.

1.1.5.

Scope of Contract
1.1.5.1.
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This Specification is broken down into six major sections, as follows:
Section 1:

Introduction to the Specification

Section 2:

General requirements
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1.1.5.2.

Section 3:

Services relating to on-street parking enforcement,
including parking suspensions operations

Section 4:

Services relating to the clamping and removal of
vehicles and the vehicle pound located at Regis
Road, NW5 3EW (“the Pound”) and payment centre
at the Pound (“the Payment Centre”) operations

Section 5:

Services relating to parking and traffic enforcement
via CCTV monitoring and data transfer

Section 6:

The provision and management of handheld
computer technology related to parking enforcement

Each of the following are known as core service area:





1.2.

On-street parking enforcement
CCTV monitoring and data transfer
Clamping and removals and;
Pound and Payment Centre and operations (if this is
included in this Contract)

Parking Provisions in LBC
1.2.1.

The control of parking in LBC is based upon the Council’s parking objectives,
which include, but are not limited to the following:


to restrain the inessential use of vehicles so that more essential vehicles
(e.g., emergency services vehicles, commercial vehicles, and buses) can
operate efficiently and without undue delay;



to balance the demands of parking within LBC in a way that maintains the
economic viability and the attractiveness of LBC, yet reduces congestion and
promotes sustainable travel patterns and behaviour;



to preserve existing carriageway capacity on major roads throughout the day
and to restrict the parking of larger vehicles where necessary on minor
roads, so as to secure to expeditious movement of vehicular traffic, cycles,
and pedestrians on the Council’s road network and to facilitate that on other
authorities networks;



to ensure that the efficient operation of bus services is not impeded by
illegally parked vehicles, and to facilitate improvements to those services
where appropriate;



to make parking arrangements in such a way that they do not impinge on
footway space, obstruct pedestrians or cyclists, and take into account the
access for and the needs of disabled people;



to reduce the adverse affects of large volumes of vehicles of traffic on the
environment;



to meet parking needs of people with disabilities; and



to assist with the re-allocation of space away from private car use to towards
other sustainable transport modes (public transport, pedestrians, cyclists)
and the improvement of the public realm.

Further details can be found in the Council’s Interim Parking Enforcement Plan,
available via www.camden.gov.uk/parking.
1.2.2.

Section: Introduction

A number of permit parking schemes are applied throughout LBC as extensive
use is made of permit parking areas in LBC. The use of this type of controlled
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parking may well extend in the future as the availability of space comes under
pressure.

1.3.

1.2.3.

The CEA area to be included in this Contract is illustrated on the map at
Appendix 1. There is a limited extent of roads which are presently excluded from
the CEA/SEA. The CEA to be included in this Contract will increase if the
responsibility for parking and traffic enforcement of any of these currently
excluded roads is transferred to the Council.

1.2.4.

The TMA defines the banding of streets; most of LBC’s streets are within, ‘Band
A’, which presently corresponds to the full charge amount of £120, currently
discounted to £60 if paid within 14 days of issue. The remainder of LBC’s streets
are within ‘Band B’.

1.2.5.

All streets south of Euston Rd, central London, are currently within the
Congestion Zone, although this has no direct impact on the Services to be
provided under the Contract.

1.2.6.

There is considerable experience in the use of clamping and removing within the
Council and these techniques of enforcement will continue in the foreseeable
future. The Council wishes to draw together the use of such techniques on
Council housing estates and in on-street areas, and this Specification includes
requirements in relation to the provision of services in both of these areas.

1.2.7.

The Council is an extensive user of static and mobile cameras for enforcement
of static and moving contraventions. Such Service provision will continue to be
required under this Contract, including the provision of suitable vehicles to
enable such enforcement to be carried out.

1.2.8.

The key services relating to back-office processing of PCNs are not included
within this Contract.

1.2.9.

The Council is an existing user of ICPS, an IT system for the processing of
notices and related parking issues. This will continue during the Contract Term
although the IT system may change during the Contract Term, such as when the
current contract for software provision expires or is terminated earlier under
contract provisions and therefore may be awarded to a new service provider. In
the event of a change in IT systems, the Service Provider will co-operate with
the Council to implement any consequential changes to operations. The Service
Provider will provide certain items of technology for its own Staff, to interface and
be compatible with and complement the Council’s systems, as specified in
Section 6.

Background
1.3.1.

Section: Introduction

Applicable Legislation
1.3.1.1.

The legal basis for the responsibilities to be undertaken within this
Contract is primarily contained within the legislation outlined above.
The TMA is the key piece of legislation as far as on-street
enforcement is concerned, allowing the Council to enforce most
traffic regulations within the areas within LBC.

1.3.1.2.

The major features derived from the legislation include:
a)

The existence of a Council wide CEA (attached as Appendix
1), within which the Council is responsible for the
enforcement of parking and traffic contraventions using Civil
Enforcement Officers (CEOs).

b)

The use of the civil parking notices, i.e., the Penalty Charge
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Notice (PCN), across all on-street areas.

1.3.2.

c)

Powers to the Council to clamp and remove vehicles for
parking contraventions.

d)

The need to deal with the correspondence resulting from the
issue of PCNs and the clamping and removal operations.

e)

The requirement to interact with the two stage appeals
system, with the registered keepers of vehicles able to submit
representations to the Council under certain circumstances; if
these are rejected, there will be recourse to appeal to a
second stage, established and managed by the Parking and
Traffic Appeals Service (PATAS).

f)

The use of the Traffic Enforcement Centre (Northampton
County Court) service, for those cases which are pursued to
that stage. This process is automated, using the interchange
of electronic data. It will lead to the issue of warrants to
bailiffs to enforce recovery in specific cases.

The Structure of the Council
1.3.2.1.

The Council is a large organisation with various Directorates that are
made up of numerous services. The Council’s Ways of Working
(WOWs) describe how in-house teams and service providers should
be seen to be working to ensure that together the Council and
service providers deliver excellent service and the Council continues
to be a top performing Council. The WOWs, which were introduced
in 2004, have been integral to shaping how the Council works and
goes about its business, making a significant contribution to its
success over the last few years.
The Council’s WOW’s are as follows:

1.3.2.2.

Section: Introduction



We focus on our customers



We work together



We find better and cheaper ways



We take personal responsibility

The responsibility within the Council for parking comes within
Parking Services which is a service within the Division of Public
Realm and Sustainability, falling under the Directorate of Culture and
Environment. Separate teams within Parking Services manage :


payments, enquiries to the dedicated call centre, and PCNrelated correspondence (including representations and
appeals); These functions are carried out by a team presently
known as the Customer Services and Correspondence
Team;



debt recovery, and associated contracts;



parking permits administration and parking suspensions
administration;



complaints against the parking service, and liaison with
Members
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1.3.3.

Section: Introduction



the maintenance of parking meters and Pay and Display
machines;



the client management function in relation to car parks within
LBC;



the maintenance of lines and signs on the public highway,
and associated contracts; and



disabled badge and parking permit fraud.

1.3.2.3.

There is a corporate IT Department, which sets standards and
provides certain aspects of support to facilitate the integration and
implementation of IT service requirements specified in this
Specification.

1.3.2.4.

TMOs are designed and documented by another Section of the
Council within the Culture and Environment Directorate.

1.3.2.5.

Presently, Parking Services has a core contract management team
responsible for various contracts used to effect a comprehensive
parking service. Within that Team, there are managers responsible
for on-street enforcement, clamping and removals, and CCTV
enforcement.

1.3.2.6.

In order to closely integrate related Council operations, clamping and
removal services will be provided to the client management function
within the Council’s Strategy and Performance Team position in the
Directorate of Housing and Adult Social Care where responsibility
lies for Council housing estates within LBC. The Council’s Strategy
and Performance Team will be the primary point of contact for the
Service Provider for matters concerning the Services provided in
relation to clamp and removal enforcement on Council housing
estates.

The Role of the Council
1.3.3.1.

Through this Contract, the Council intends to develop a co-ordinated
enforcement operation. The Council intends to continue to use a
programme of clamping and/or removal of vehicles parked in
contravention. Identification of contraventions will be carried out
under the Contract by the Service Provider’s on-street staff and by
camera-based enforcement.

1.3.3.2.

The Council will be responsible for certain operational functions.
These functions are principally:


parking and traffic policy formulation;



payment collection for payment made in respect of notices
issued on behalf of the Council by the Service Provider;



management of correspondence relating to PCNs and
complaints;



dealing with telephone calls from members of the public in
relation to parking and traffic enforcement;



provision of internet facilities for payment of PCNs



TMO formulation, implementation of parking and traffic signs
and lines, and the maintenance of those lines and signs on
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the highway in accordance with those TMOs.

1.3.4.

the provision of access to software (subject to related licence
provisions) provided by the software supplier appointed by
the Council and the provision of PCs (and related linkages)
for accessing such software



consideration relating to PCNs that progress through several
processing stages

1.3.3.3.

In relation to all of these responsibilities specified in Point 1.3.3.2
above, the Service Provider will provide supporting information
promptly when requested to do by the Council to enable the Council
to carry out the functions specified in Point 1.3.5 below.

1.3.3.4.

The Council has a policy that it must be perceived by any member of
the public as the ultimate commissioner of services. As a result, the
Council logo must be displayed on all vehicles, uniforms, paperwork
and any other items as specified by the Council. The Service
Provider shall consult with and obtain the agreement of the
Authorised Officer for use of the Council’s name and logo prior to
usage.

The IT Provision Specification
1.3.4.1.

1.3.5.



The Service Provider will provide to its CEOs, including OBCEOs,
hand held computer terminals (HHCTs), mobile printers, digital
cameras, and optionally (at the Council’s discretion) “head-cams"
and all associated consumables to enable the CEO and OBCEO’s to
fulfil their responsibilities in relation to the Services. The Council is
licenced to use the software supplied by a software supplier
appointed by the Council. Such software will be used (subject to the
software licence granted to the Council by the software supplier) on
the HHCTs that the Service Provider will use to issue all PCNs.
Compatibility between the IT software the Council is using for this
purpose and the Service Provider’s IT hardware including the
HHCTs is essential. Details in relation to this requirement are
specified in Section 6.

The Council's Central Role
1.3.5.1.

Enforcement Management
The Contract is based around a Schedule of Rates (SOR), and the
principle items within the SOR will be the unit costs for the provision
of labour and enforcement vehicles. The Council will at all times
determine the number of units of any SOR item to be provided,
although the Service Provider’s recommendations in this regard will
be considered. With a ‘labour supply’ concept behind the Contract,
the Council's Parking Services will take a central role in the
enforcement of the parking and traffic regulations. There will be a
number of primary functions which will be carried out by the staff of
the Council. These are:

1.3.5.1.1.

Section: Introduction

Contract Monitoring. The AO will be responsible for the
monitoring and administration of the Contract on behalf of
the Council. Monitoring resources will be directed to
ensure that Contract standards are being met in
accordance with the Contract.
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1.3.6.

1.3.7.

1.3.5.1.2.

Contract Management. Authorised representatives from
the Council will be closely involved with the Contract
management on an on-going basis. They will get involved
in particular with exceptional situations where the situation
demands the presence or involvement of an officer of the
Council.

1.3.5.1.3.

Day to Day Direction. The Contract is primarily a service
provision Contract, with the Service Provider additionally
being required to supply equipment and materials as
specified in this Specification. The Council will direct the
deployment of the labour resources to meet the needs of
the Service.

1.3.5.1.4.

Council officers may be called upon to get involved in
areas such as:
to specify the quantity of resources, and where
resources are deployed;



processes in relation to the Service Provider’s
recruitment and selection of Staff, in terms of
the Service Provider consulting with Council
on such matters;



where necessary, overriding an instruction by
the Service Provider in normal operations;



allegations of bad practice against the Service
Provider or any member of the Service
Provider’s Staff.

The Council will monitor delivery of the Service using several methods, including
the following (although this list is not exhaustive):


observation of the Service Provider’s Staff whilst they are providing the
Services including direct observation, observation via CCTV



use of the data available from the various systems, including GPS in
connection with the Service Provider’s Staff and vehicles GPS



mystery shopping exercises



direct management generally in relation to the Services where necessary
and circumstances where monitoring is required or has been specified



using management reports to identify trends and anomalies in the
provision of Services



sample-checking cases throughout their life-cycle to ensure that
performance is meeting the required standards, for example, that all
observed vehicle actions are properly assessed as being legal or in
contravention, that all contraventions and related information is correctly
recorded, and that all relevant information is transferred to the Council
within the defined timescales.

Metropolitan Police (MP) Role
1.3.7.1.

Section: Introduction



The MP will continue to have a responsibility for all aspects of
parking and traffic enforcement which do not fall under the Council’s
responsibility or the responsibility of the Service Provider.
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Section: Introduction

1.3.7.2.

Following commencement of this Contract, and subject to
agreement, the MP will concentrate their resources on the routes
and areas excluded by the Contract, although this will be at their sole
discretion. It may be necessary for the MP to remove a vehicle
under certain circumstances in any area included in this Contract.

1.3.7.3.

The Service Provider will have regular contact with the MP on any
aspect of local parking enforcement, and in particular for the joint
enforcement action likely to be required during the Contract in
relation to special events or places of special interest. Any special
event which requires co-operation will be notified in sufficient time,
and the Service Provider will co-operate with any request for such
action made by the Council.

1.3.7.4.

The MP will have powers to suspend any parking space within LBC.

1.3.7.5.

The Service Provider must maintain good relations with the MP, in
order to facilitate:


the immediate notification to the MP of contraventions
against which the Service Provider can take no action;



requests for assistance from deployed staff, in particular
those Staff involved in the issue of PCNs, and the
clamping/removing of vehicles.
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2.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

2.1.

Relevance
2.1.1.

The following requirements within this Section 2 are general requirements which
have applicability across the whole Contract, and as such apply to all Service
requirements. Other requirements such as the provision of IT hardware by the
Service Provider to its Staff, and certain Service requirements which will apply
across the Contract are specified in detail later in this Specification.

2.1.2.

Volumes
2.1.2.1.

Whilst it is not possible to predict accurately the volumes of PCNs,
clamp and removals, and events to be associated with the
enforcement, the following information is given to illustrate the
current scale of the Contract. The Council expects the scale of
deployment to alter, but for the results from initial deployed
resources to remain relatively static in comparison. However, no
responsibility or liability will be accepted by the Council for reliance
by the Service Provider or tenderers on the figures shown below, nor
will the Council be liable or responsible for any consequences for the
Service Provider or tenderer resulting from their reliance or use of
the figures specified below:

07-08 Financial Year

08-09 Financial Year

On-street Enforcement:
Number of PCNs issued:

352,562

329,523

Average hours deployed in a calendar
month (excludes Supervisors)

20,823

21,220

165,807

141,083

N/A

9724

Number of removal trucks

3

3

Number of clamping vehicles

1

1

Number of clamps

86

39

Number of removals

4382

3619

Number of decants

176

74

Number of recants

42

5

Number of vehicles disposed

253

177

CCTV enforcement;
Number of PCNs issued:
Average hours deployed in a calendar
month (excludes Supervisors)
Clamping and Removals – On-street:

Section: General Requirements
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Clamping and Removals – Off-street on Council Housing Estates:
Numbers of removal trucks

1

1

Numbers of clamping vehicles

2

2

1895

1654

Number of removals

87

84

Number of decants

N/A

N/A

Number of recants

N/A

N/A

Number of vehicles disposed

43

35

9324

8815

Number of clamps

Suspensions:
Number of applications

2.2.

Staffing
2.2.1.

This Section of the Specification specifies general aspects of the provision of
suitable Staff, both in terms of seniority and capability, such requirements will
form part of the Specification. It is not the intention of the Council to specify
detailed Staffing numbers for Contract purposes at this stage, instead, the
Council requests a schedule of tendered prices (SOR) for the deployment of
different categories of Staff, including any associated equipment, and the
Council will specify its requirements to require appropriate numbers of Staff from
time to time during the Contract in accordance with procedures specified below.
Staff numbers may rise as well as fall; in either case, the Council will give a
minimum of six week’s written notice of any required permanent change in CEO
deployment hours and/or Supervisor hours. If, as a result of a reduction in the
required deployed hours the Service Provider needs to make alternative
arrangements for any given number of its Staff, any associated costs arising as
a result of this change will be the responsibility of the Service Provider. Different
timescales will apply for changes in the number of enforcement vehicles to be
supplied under the Contract.

2.2.2.

The Managers, Deputies and Availability
2.2.2.1.

The Contract Manager will be the senior person appointed and
authorised by the Service Provider to represent the Service Provider
for the purposes of the Contract and make decisions in relation to
overall Service delivery with the view to meeting Service objectives.

2.2.2.2.

It is considered vital that the Contract Manager is highly capable, in
terms of demonstrating leadership, delivering against performance
indicators and service objectives, and being the Service Provider’s
primary point of contact for the Council. The Contract Manager shall
build and develop local relationships and to understand the specific
needs of the Council. It is also considered important that the
Contract Manager adopts a responsive stance to the delivery of the
Service to the Council and to the public.

2.2.2.3.

The Council requires that there is a Contract Manager on-site on

Section: General Requirements
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each weekday for the duration of the Contract Term when the
Contract is in operation. If the Contract Manager is not on-site, a
suitable deputy authorised by the Service Provider must be available
to the Council (“Deputy Contract Manager”). The Deputy Contract
Manager must be approved as qualified by the AO to act on behalf of
the Service Provider in relation to the Contract and the Services. The
Deputy Contract Manager shall deputise as the Contract Manager
when the Contract Manager is not on-site for any reason. It will not
be acceptable to the Council for a person who has an alternative
role, e.g., the CCTV Manager, to fill the role of Contract Manager,
unless the role of the CCTV Manager is also filled for that period of
time when the Contract Manager is absent.

2.2.3.

2.2.2.4.

The Contract Manager or the Deputy Contract Manager must be
available by telephone 24 hours per day, 365 days a year to manage
the Services and to respond to the Council as and when required.

2.2.2.5.

Additionally, a Clamp and Removals Manager, is required to be in
effective charge of all aspects of the clamp and removal operation
(potentially also including the Pound and Payment Centre operations
if included in this Contract) for a minimum of 8 hours per weekday
(“Clamp and Removals Manager”).

2.2.2.6.

Additionally, a CCTV Manager is required to be in effective charge of
all aspects of the CCTV operation for a minimum of 8 hours per
weekday (“CCTV Manager”).

2.2.2.7.

Additionally, an On-street Manager (or On-street Managers) is
required to be in effective charge of all aspects of the on-street
operation for a minimum of 8 hours per weekday (“On-street
Manager”).

2.2.2.8.

Outside of the hours spent on-site by Managers specified in this
Point 2.2.2, or when designated Managers are otherwise not
available, the AO shall be provided with a suitable alternative contact
authorised by the Service Provider to respond to the Council as and
when required in relation to the Contract and the Services in
particular.

2.2.2.9.

The Contract Manager, the Deputy Contract Manager, or other
Manager as specified in this Point 2.2.2, may be required to attend
meetings with the AO or any other authorised representatives of the
Council outside of the normal operational hours.

2.2.2.10.

Where particular performance or conduct concerns have been
identified by the AO, the AO may require the Service Provider’s
relevant Manager(s), as outlined above, to be present on-site in the
evening, night, or weekend if the AO has reasonable concerns about
any aspect of performance or conduct during these times.

2.2.2.11.

The Service Provider is expected to promote equality and diversity in
the workforce. LBC’s own equalities policy to which the Service
Provider shall comply is contained within Appendix 2. Diversity shall
be monitored on an annual basis and the results passed to the AO
within one month of the completion of the survey.

Staff Numbers & Structure
2.2.3.1.

Section: General Requirements

For all hours of operation, Staff of the Service Provider and vehicle
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deployment hours are defined for initial operations and for tendering
purposes in Appendix I of the Instructions to Tenderers. A
comparison to deployment hours requested by the Council
compared to actual deployed hours performed by the Service
Provider will be notified by the Service Provider to the Council on a
weekly basis for the previous week. This notification shall specify
each operatives’ specific start and finish times, break times, and
where applicable, time spent in training, or in briefings, the CPZ or
duty in which operatives were deployed, as well as any other
relevant information to deployment that the AO deems necessary for
the AO to be informed of activity relating to the calculation of
deployed hours and to activity carried out in performing the Contract.
This requirement, along with other routine reporting requirements, is
specified at Appendix 3.
2.2.3.2.
2.2.4.

The Council must be informed immediately of any change in the
Service Provider's local or corporate management structure.

Staff Selection
2.2.4.1.

The calibre of Staff to be used by the Service Provider in relation to
in the provision of Services is critical to the success of the entire
operation. The Service Provider shall ensure that calibre of Staff can
meet Service objectives.

2.2.4.2.

On-street Staff may come across aggressive behaviour from
members of the public, and must be trained appropriately and
capable of restrained, although authoritative behaviour. The onstreet CEO job description should make reference to this aspect of
the role.

2.2.4.3.

Any change to key Contract management Staff should only be made
by the Service Provider in consultation with the Council. The Service
Provider is required to inform and obtain the approval of the Council
in relation to any change of Contract Manager. The Council
reserves the right to withhold consent for approval of any candidate
who is considered by the Council to be unsuitable for the role of
Contract Manager and will provide written reasons of such decision
to the Service Provider.

2.2.4.4.

All Staff are to have defined levels of competence for specific roles,
and these levels of competence should be approved by the Council.

2.2.4.5.

No member of the Service Provider’s Staff may have any part of their
remuneration made in relation to the volume of PCNs issued, or
removals completed or clamps applied.

2.2.4.6.

Where the Contract Manager and the AO agree that a complaint
against a member of the Service Provider’s Staff justifies the
removal of that member of Staff from the provision of Services, the
Service Provider shall immediately remove or procure the removal of
that person from the provision of Services and shall provide or
procure the provision of a suitable replacement. In the event that the
member of Staff is removed in these circumstances, that member of
Staff would no longer be authorised to work on any part of the
Contract or be involved in any part of the provision of Services.

2.2.4.7.

All Staff will be required to be positively vetted by Criminal Records
Bureau (CRB) to a level of a ‘Standard Check’ as categorised by the

Section: General Requirements
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CRB. The CRB check must be performed prior to the Staff member
being deployed on this Contract. The Council reserves the right to
instruct the Service Provider at any time to change the category of
CRB check to an ‘Enhanced Check’ as offered by the CRB. No
member of Staff may be involved in the provision of Services under
the Contract if there are any adverse entries against them following,
as a minimum, a Standard CRB check and the Service Provider
determines that the member of Staff is unsuitable to be employed in
relation to the provision of Services. Where the Service Provider
decided to employ an individual with an adverse entry, the Council
must be notified of the content of that entry before that individual is
confirmed into post. In such circumstances, if an adverse entry is
likely to have a negative impact on the provision of Services, the
Council may request the removal of that member of Staff from the
provision of Services.

2.2.5.

2.2.4.8.

The Council reserves the right to perform occasional checks of
paperwork held by the Service Provider concerning the eligibility of
Staff to work in the UK.

2.2.4.9.

All Staff will be required to pass a literacy and numeracy test of the
Service Provider’s design which shall serve to ensure that Staff will
be capable in adequately communicating written and verbal English.
The AO is permitted to have input into the content of this test which
must be approved at the commencement of the Contract by the AO,
and used thereafter. The test shall be reviewed on an annual basis
by the Service Provider and proposals for changes reported to the
AO for the AO’s input and approval before being used in this
Contract.

Staff Training
2.2.5.1.

Section: General Requirements

Training to be Provided by the Council

2.2.5.1.1.

It is a requirement of the Specification that training as
specified in Point 2.2.5.1.3 is provided to the Staff by
appropriately trained members internally within the Council
from the Council’s Parking Services Section. In order for a
Staff member to be deployed in the provision of Services
that Staff member must have attended the training
programmes specified below or equivalent and must have
passed the assessment in such qualification or equivalent.
However, the Council shall exercise a degree of flexibility
with regards to the urgency of assessing competency with
regards to a certain Staff members transferred under
TUPE. This flexibility is specified in Point 2.2.5.1.5 below.

2.2.5.1.2.

The Council will provide the training using the frameworks
required by the educational body applicable to that
programme, and to externally assessed levels of
competence. The Council will facilitate the assessment
process, and award the necessary qualifications to Staff
that have passed the training. The Service Provider and
its Staff members will not be penalised for any failure by
the Council to provide this training to the required standard
and timetable, while the Service Provider will be
responsible for any consequences of failure on the part of
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any member of the Staff to pass the assessment process.
2.2.5.1.3.

Trainers from the Council’s Parking Services Section,
presently operating from premises located in Camden
Town, NW1, will provide the following-:



The necessary training for a BTEC Level 2 Award in
CCTV Enforcement Operations (‘BTEC Level 2’) or
equivalent; and
The necessary training for a C&G Vocationally
Recognised Qualification (VRQ) Level 2 Award for
Civil Enforcement Officers (Parking) (1889-01) (‘C&G
VRQ’) or equivalent.

2.2.5.1.4.

The training programmes or equivalent training
programmes will involve an external assessment of
competence. No more than one re-sit of an assessment by
any one member of staff will be permitted; candidates who
are not verified as competent must not be deployed on this
Contract.

2.2.5.1.5.

On-street CEOs who have transferred under TUPE who
continue to perform the role of the on-street CEO must be
verified as competent within 12 months of the
commencement of the Contract. For avoidance of doubt
this does not apply to CCTV CEOs.

2.2.5.1.6.

The Council reserves the right to offer an alternative but
equivalent training programme of a similar standard to
those specified above if there are reasonable grounds for
doing so. If the Council believes this to be necessary, the
Council will consult with the Service Provider on any
proposed change of training and assessment.

2.2.5.1.7.

The Council will require 7 Calendar Day’s notice to
accommodate a candidate onto a course. Generally no
more than 7 candidates will be accommodated for any
given training programme; on occasion more candidates
may be accommodated, however, the Council will ensure
that if this does occur, the quality of training delivery is not
affected.

2.2.5.1.8.

Charges
2.2.5.1.8.1.

The Council will not apply any
charges
for
the
provision
of the BTEC Level 2 or the C&G
VRQ training or equivalent training
programmes in the period up to and
including 31 July 2010. Training
programmes commencing thereafter
will incur a charge.


Section: General Requirements
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The charge per attendee for the
BTEC Level 2 in CCTV
Enforcement
Operations
is



2.2.5.2.

2.2.5.1.8.2.

These charges will be reviewed by
the Council annually. The Council
may increase or decrease the
charge by no more than the rate of
RPI for the previous 12 months, per
annum.

2.2.5.1.8.3.

Charges
for
such
training
programmes will be incurred
immediately upon the Council
confirming to the Service Provider
the candidate’s placement onto a
course. The charges for either
training programme include one
examination;
an
additional
examination session will incur an
additional one-off cost of £50.

2.2.5.1.8.4.

The Council will invoice the supplier
monthly on the basis of the number
of candidates notified to attend by
the Service Provider. The Council
will notify the Service Provider of the
attendance of candidates for each
training programme; but for the
avoidance of doubt the full charge
will apply in any event.

Training to be Provided by the Service Provider

2.2.5.2.1.

The Service Provider will be responsible for the provision,
including the cost, of training in other areas deemed
relevant to performing the Service for this Council that are
not covered by the C&G VRQ and the BTEC Level 2 (or
equivalent). This would include, but not be limited to:




Section: General Requirements

£1000, with a typical duration of
5.5 days.
The charge per attendee for the
C&G Vocationally Recognised
Qualification (VRQ) Level 2
Award for Civil Enforcement
Officers is £500, with a typical
duration of 5 days.

training in connection with the Council’s specific
evidence requirements. Examples would include, but
not be limited to, training in relation to pocketbook
content, image capturing requirements, information to
be captured in HHCTs, use of equipment.
training related to providing a high level of
customer service for those designated for
roles that include contact with members of
the public. The Council expects all members of the
public to be dealt with in a polite, restrained manner by
the Staff members. The attitude adopted by Staff
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reflects on the Council, and Staff must be made aware
by the Service Provider of the need for a helpful
attitude at all times.
local knowledge. This will enable CEOs to deal with
basic enquiries from the public.
training in the Council’s enforcement protocol.
Induction training must reflect the Council’s
Enforcement Protocol which it is expected that the
Service Provider will be familiar with prior to the
Commencement Date. The Protocol is a public
document
and
is
available
via
www.camden.gov.uk/parking. The Protocol specifies
the types of parking restrictions, as well as the
exemptions and relevant observation periods, in
connection with those parking restrictions that are
applicable within LBC. Post Contract award, the
Service Provider will be provided with a hardcopy of
this Protocol, and any other supporting information
deemed relevant to enable the Service Provider to
carry out parking enforcement in the manner which the
Council requires. The manner in which the Service
Provider carries out enforcement is subject to change.
The Service Provider will be notified in writing of any
change to the Enforcement Protocol, and/or of any
change to the manner in which the general or specific
approach to enforcement shall be carried out. It is
expected that any changes of this nature will be
communicated fully in accordance with the timescales
set out in the instruction provided to the Service
Provider by the Council.

Should a training need arise as a result of a single but
substantial change (or package of changes) to the way in
which the Council requires the Service Provider to perform
the Service, and this in turn results in a Council-approved
programme of training exceeding one hour, the Council will
be responsible for the cost of providing that training to a
maximum of four of the Service Provider’s trainers. An
example of when such a training need would arise could
be the introduction of new technology supplied by the
Council such as cashless parking. Thereafter the Service
Provider will be responsible for the cost of passing on such
training to all relevant operational staff.

Section: General Requirements

2.2.5.2.2.

Details of the content of training provided by the Service
Provider must be submitted to the Council and approved in
writing before the programme commences. The Council
reserves the right to audit the training programme,
including its content and delivery, at any time during the
Contract Term.

2.2.5.2.3.

Where the MP offer to assist the Service Provider with the
training of Staff, this offer will be accepted and the MP
input planned as a routine element of training. The Council
may also be brought into training sessions to brief the Staff
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on the local needs and aspirations for the Services.

2.2.6.

2.2.5.2.4.

In circumstances where a potential recruit holds an
appropriate qualification, the Service Provider shall provide
the AO with a profile of the individual and proof of their
qualification in order to seek written approval from the AO
to recruit this person on the basis of there being no need to
undertake the qualification prior to the recruitment. Should
such approval be granted, the individual would still be
required to undertake training in the areas outlined in
2.2.5.2.1 above and any other training to enable them to
fully perform their designated duty.

2.2.5.2.5.

Prior to carrying out supervisory activities, the Service
Provider shall ensure that Supervisors undergo a training
programme that has been formulated specifically to equip
the Supervisor with the skills necessary to carry out the
required functions such as in relation to a human
resources approach, operations, and leadership. The
training programme for Supervisors must be approved by
the Council prior to it being delivered.

2.2.5.2.6.

From time to time, the Council may issue details of
changes to the Services in accordance with the provisions
of the Contract. It is expected that the content of such
changes will be briefed to all Staff by the Service Provider
at the earliest practical opportunity and that, where
appropriate, the content is included in future training
programmes provided by the Service Provider to its Staff.

2.2.5.2.7.

The Service Provider shall carry out on-going training
assessments for all operational Staff and ensure that any
training needs identified are rectified promptly.

2.2.5.2.8.

The Service Provider shall keep electronic records of the
training received by Staff, commencing with induction
training modules, details of which will form a management
information requirement as stated under ‘Training Plan’ as
specified in Schedule 4. Council Officers will use the
Training Plan to assess the effectiveness of the Service
Provider’s Staff training and development strategies.

2.2.5.2.9.

The Service Provider will be responsible for retaining
hardcopies or scanned copies of training material, such as
material handed to Staff as a part of training, completed
selection tests taken by Staff, training evaluation
forms/reports. Information about training will be made
available to the AO within four calendar days of
instructions being provided by the AO, or as otherwise
reasonably instructed by the AO.

Uniform
2.2.6.1.

Section: General Requirements

The Service Provider shall provide suitable uniforms for all Staff who
may come into contact with a member of the public will be expected
to wear a suitable uniform at all times when on duty. CEOs on duty
in the CCTV suite must also wear a uniform. Uniforms should not be
worn off-duty whilst outside of the Premises and/or Locations.
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2.2.7.

2.2.6.2.

CEOs will be expected to wear uniforms that conform to the broad
specification in DfT Guidance, and as defined in the appropriate
regulations and legislation. In particular, on-street enforcement Staff
will wear approved high visibility garments, and appropriate head
gear.

2.2.6.3.

The design of uniforms for Staff providing Services must be
approved by the AO prior to use on-street. Details of uniforms shall
be submitted to the Council within 4 weeks of the award of the
Contract. For the design, the Service Provider must bear in mind DfT
Guidance for CPE, and while it must be readily distinguishable from
those worn by MP and traffic wardens, it should nonetheless convey
an appearance of authority. Casual clothing is not considered
appropriate for front line parking enforcement Staff.

2.2.6.4.

It is the Service Provider's responsibility to ensure that uniforms of
Staff are kept in presentable order. Headgear must always be worn
by CEOs at all times while on duty shoes and boots must be
polished and no jewellery other than stud earrings or wedding or
engagement rings may be worn. In no circumstances shall trainers
or sport shoes be worn whilst on duty.

2.2.6.5.

As well as the appearance of the uniform of Staff, the Service
Provider is expected to ensure that any member of Staff coming into
contact with members of the public is of acceptable personal
appearance; the decision of the AO is final in every respect for such
matters.

2.2.6.6.

CEOs operating on-street in any context may be required by the
Council to wear and operate a “head-cam” camera to record their
actions and in particular, any interaction with a member of the public.
These head-cams would be provided by the Service Provider. The
purpose of head-cams may be to improve the safety environment in
which the Staff operate and to improve the evidential information
available to the Council. If the Council requires head cams to be
worn by the Service Provider’s CEOs, the Council will produce a
code of practice for use of the head cams, which will include details
of how to continuously record using the head cams whilst on duty, to
download recorded images at the completion of each shift, to keep
images available for a period of 6 months thereafter, and to make
the images available to the Council within a maximum of 24 hours of
an AO request.

Identification
2.2.7.1.

The Service Provider shall provide to each member of Staff a sealed
identifier badge of a style authorised for use by Council, containing
as a minimum the photograph, employer and designation of the
member of Staff. This identifier badge will be carried at all times Staff
are on duty. This will remain the property of the Service Provider at
all times and must be returned by the Staff member to the Service
Provider if that Staff member leaves employment or is no longer
involved in the provision of Services.

2.2.7.2.

All uniformed Staff will be allocated a number to be worn on the
epaulette of their uniform, from a sequence allocated by the Council.
This number will be unique to that Staff member and should be
visible at all times, regardless of the type of uniform being worn at

Section: General Requirements
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the time.
2.2.7.3.

2.2.8.

All uniforms, including any high visibility or weatherproof over
garments, will bear a prominent identification of the name of the
Council.

Deployed Hours Payable Under the SOR
2.2.8.1.

Deployed hours are to be those hours that Staff are actively engaged
in providing designated parking and/or traffic enforcement duties
within Operational Days and Hours as determined by the Council
(initial Operational Days and Hours are specified in Appendix 5 to
this Specification). The numbers of deployed hours requested and
paid for by the Council will therefore exclude absence due to
sickness, annual leave or any such reason. Meal breaks will not be
counted toward deployed hours; travel from the premises to and
from the designated enforcement areas will also not be counted
towards deployment. Briefing time or end of shift paperwork will not
count towards deployed hours. A claim for rest breaks will not be
permitted within deployed hours. On-going staffing training is
included in deployed hours but induction training up to the stage of
CEO certification is not included.

2.2.8.2.

For every 8 deployed operatives (i.e., CEOs and Staff designated
with driving duties) on-street per day, there shall be a deployed
Supervisor. A Supervisor is defined as CEO with responsibility for
the performance of one or more other CEOs. The number of
Supervisors to be deployed shall be rounded-up from the number of
Staff operatives; therefore for example, if 10 CEOs are on duty, a
minimum of 2 deployed Supervisors shall be on duty. These
principles shall apply separately to each functional area of the
Contract, i.e., on-street enforcement, clamping and removals, CCTV
operations (and if included in this Contract), Pound and Payment
Centre operations. A greater span of control shall be permitted for
CCTV where a ratio of 11 deployed Staff to one Supervisor shall be
applied.

2.2.8.3.

The Council intends to remain involved in the detailed direction of,
but not management of, the Contract resources for on-street
enforcement. This will be done in the overall context of deployed
hours of CEOs required by the Council. The deployed hours required
by the Council will be outlined in a deployment plan which may
change from time to time.

2.2.8.4.

Schedule 11 of the Conditions of Contract gives indicative
deployment numbers for pricing and tender evaluation purposes.
Immediately after award the Council will advise the Service Provider
of detailed deployment requirements in writing via a deployment
plan. No later than 6 weeks after award, the Service Provider shall
submit a schedule of staffing and shift patterns to meet the
requirements of the deployment plan.

2.2.8.5.

Prior to the Commencement Date the Council and the Service
Provider shall agree all staffing deployment details, within the
numbers agreed at the previous stage. Any subsequent changes
proposed by the Service Provider must be approved by the Council
prior to such changes being put into effect. If negotiations on this
matter fail to reach acceptable solutions, the Council will determine

Section: General Requirements
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the shift patterns.
2.2.8.6.

From the Commencement Date, the Service Provider shall:a) Increase or decrease the number of CEO deployed hours
within four weeks of such instruction being received in
writing from the AO, in accordance with the tendered
prices in the SOR. The ratio of Supervisors to CEOs will
be maintained regardless of such increase or decrease,
unless otherwise instructed by the AO. An increases or
decrease to the number of vehicles attract a different set
of timescales as specified in the Vehicles Section of this
Specification.
b) Provide such additional Staff as may be requested for
special events at any of the public sites in LBC. This
provision may demand Staff in numbers which are
temporarily in excess of those normally required by the
Council. Every effort will be made to give as much notice
as possible of these occasions, but Service Provider must
recognise that such events can occur at very short notice.

2.2.9.

2.2.10.

2.2.8.7.

It will be the Service Provider's responsibility to determine the total
number and category of Staff required for employment in order to
achieve the deployed resource required by the Council on each day.

2.2.8.8.

The suspected falsification of deployed time will result in the Council
withholding payment related to such inaccurate or disputed time
recording until the Service Provider can provide evidence to the
Council of the accuracy of the time recording. There shall be no
payment for deployed time that has been falsified or which cannot be
supported by evidence. If payment has been made for falsified
deployed time, the Council must be reimbursed accordingly
immediately. The falsification of deployed hours would be a matter of
serious concern to the Council and such occurrences would result in
the Council instructing the Service Provider to review the offending
member of Staff’s suitability for the post.

Hours and Days of Operation
2.2.9.1.

The hours and days which are the typical required minimum
provision for normal operations are specified in Appendix 5. Bank
Holidays are to be viewed as a Sunday.

2.2.9.2.

The Council reserves the right to alter hours and days of operation
by the Service Provider in the light of operational efficiency, or to
cope with special circumstances or in any other circumstances when
the Council believes this is necessary. Full co-operation in relation to
changes specified in this Point 2.2.9.2 shall be required by the
Service Provider.

2.2.9.3.

Parking restrictions apply within the CEA, varying in length and times
in accordance with individual requirements of TMOs. Restrictions
may also apply to only part of the year, or to any particular day.

Traffic Management Orders
2.2.10.1.

Section: General Requirements

The Council has TMOs controlling parking throughout LBC.
Changes in the extent and nature of the TMOs are likely to occur
both before the start of operations, and during the Contract Term. All
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enforcement will be in accordance with these TMOs and the TMA
and associated legislation.

2.2.11.

2.2.12.

2.2.13.

2.2.10.2.

Details of TMOs within the CEA are loaded onto a GIS database.
The Council aims to provide authorised representatives of the
Service Provider with access to this database if Service Provider and
Council believe the provision of such information will enhance the
Services to be provided by the Service Provider.

2.2.10.3.

It is the Council’s responsibility to ensure that the TMOs are
enforceable. The Service Provider shall only enforce what is, to the
Service Provider’s knowledge, correctly indicated on-street and shall
assume that the Council has determined that the lines and signs
represent legally enforceable TMOs. The Service Provider shall
notify the AO of any anomalies or discrepancies in lines and signs
within 1 Operational Day of the Service Provider becoming aware of
such anomalies or discrepancies.

2.2.10.4.

The Service Provider shall retain all documents and maps supplied
by the Council for the Service Provider’s reference for the duration of
the Contract Term. Wherever possible, any query relating to any
PCN issued shall refer to the relevant plan and, if applicable, a TMO
relevant at the date of the issue of the PCN.

Inclement Weather
2.2.11.1.

Inclement weather shall be determined by the AO as constituting
weather inappropriate for parking and/or traffic enforcement that is
not a Force Majeure event and therefore shall be dealt with as
below:

2.2.11.2.

For the first 24 hours of any suspension of duties, the Council shall
pay the fixed charges for all hours as they were planned to be
operated. After the initial 24 hour period, the Council will not pay for
any lost time, unless it was lost at the request of the Council.

2.2.11.3.

Any other financial consequence of inclement weather will be the
entire responsibility of the Service Provider.

2.2.11.4.

The Service Provider may be required temporarily to alter the
programme of the Services, in order to carry out any of the Services
which were not carried out during the period of inclement weather
and which the AO requires to be performed as a priority once the
Services are resumed.

Health and Safety
2.2.12.1.

The Service Provider is expected to have an adequate health and
safety policy and procedures in place that take into account any
relevant risks.

2.2.12.2.

Records and statistics relating to verbal assaults, physical assaults,
racial assaults, and incidents where the MP has been contacted for
assistance, must be made on the day of the incident occurring and
will need to be forwarded to the AO on a quarterly basis. Statistical
information provided by the Service Provider will be included in
Council-wide statistics on such matters.

Business Continuity
2.2.13.1.

Section: General Requirements

The Council requires a service which demonstrates a high degree of
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ability to operate in the event of failures in aspects of the overall
provision whereby the business model will continue to operate in
challenging circumstances.
2.2.14.

2.2.15.

Innovation
2.2.14.1.

The Council is keen to see innovative ideas coming forward for the
management of the Service. Given the general objectives of each of
the core service areas, the Service Provider must propose ideas for
Service delivery which offer best value and efficiencies in
accordance with the Conditions of Contract.

2.2.14.2.

The Service Provider will be encouraged to explore ways in which it
can interface with the Council’s IT systems in order to support or
improve the delivery of the Service. However, any interfacing of the
Service Provider’s IT systems with the Council’s IT systems must
only done with the prior consent of the AO. The Council reserves the
right to specify how an IT system of the Service Provider may
interface with Council’s IT systems.

2.2.14.3.

During the Contract Term, the Council is likely to go through the
phases of investigating, testing, and implementing new information
technology for reasons such as improving the customer experience,
to achieve cost-reduction, or to make various operations more
efficient. Where new technology relates to the way the Service
Provider provides the Service, the Council expects that the Service
Provider to co-operate and where necessary, participate in these
various stages of testing and using those new technology.

Accommodation
2.2.15.1.

The Service Provider is required to maintain suitable Premises and
Locations for its Staff in relation to the provision of Services in terms
of health and safety and in accordance with Health and Safety
Regulations.

2.2.15.2.

The Council will provide CEO bases for the Service Provider at the
following locations:
 Hampstead, NW3,
 Kilburn, NW6,
 Somers Town, NW1,
 Kentish Town, NW5
 South of Euston Road, at Premises yet to be identified

2.2.15.3.

Section: General Requirements

In the event that the Council cannot provide suitable premises
south of Euston Road by the time of the award of the Contract, the
Service Provider will be required to provide their own premises within
LBC (or within 500m of the boundary of LBC) and south of Euston
Road to be used as a wholly adequate CEO base to meet Service
requirements. If this becomes necessary the Service Provider must
bear responsibility for all costs associated to such premises,
including but not limited to: rents, cleaning, maintenance, security,
health and safety, utilities, and business rates.
Such
costs must be included in the price stated in the SOR in relation
to Premises (CEO base). The selection of the overall facility must be
agreed with the Council prior to any leasing or similar legal
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arrangements being entered into by the Service Provider in respect
of such premises.
The Service Provider will be required to provide certain energy
consumption information to the Council on an annual basis in
relation to any premises for which the Service Provider supplies.
2.2.15.4.

The Kentish Town location has a reasonably large room within it that
may be used for training purposes in relation to this Contract.

2.2.15.5.

The Premises supplied by the Council shall only be used by the
Service for the purposes of performing the Services.

2.2.15.6.

The Council will provide accommodation for the CCTV unit at the
existing CCTV suite in Camden Town, NW1 subject to licence.

2.2.15.7.

Staff required to provide Pound and Payment Centre Services will be
provided with accommodation at the existing vehicle pound in Regis
Road, Kentish Town, NW5 (known as the Pound) subject to lease,
licence or other similar legal agreement as determined by the
Council.

2.2.15.8.

The Service Provider will supply and be wholly responsible for a
decant pound with a specified number of spaces, within a specified
number of miles of the Pound. This is specified in further detail within
the clamping and removals Section of this Specification.

2.2.15.9.

Further details of the Premises supplied by the Council and property
arrangements for their occupation by the Service Provider will be in
the form of lease, licence or other similar legal agreement as
determined by the Council for each of the Premises. The Service
Provider must enter into the lease/licence or other similar legal
agreement as determined by the Council for these Premises prior to
the Commencement Date, to take effect from the Commencement
Date.

2.2.15.10. All sites supplied by the Council are fitted with a secure entry
system, a kitchen and male/female toilet and changing facilities.
2.2.15.11. All Premises supplied by the Council will be maintained by the
Council, including the provision of regular cleaning, health and safety
equipment and related checks, and routine maintenance.
2.2.15.12. The Council intends to charge the Service Provider a ‘peppercorn
rate’ in connection with each site the Service Provider wholly or
partly occupies. Otherwise, the Council will be responsible for any
associated rents and business rates in connection with the Premises
for which the Council has supplied.
2.2.15.13. The Service Provider shall be responsible for the administration and
payment of utilities in connection with the CEO bases the Council
supplies.
2.2.15.14. All Premises supplied by the Council should be staffed at all times
that operations are occurring and will be under the control of a
Supervisor or the On-street Manager or the Contract Manager at all
times of operation.
2.2.15.15. The Premises should act as the focus for:


Section: General Requirements

voice communication to CEOs and anyone on the voice
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network;


telephone calls to and from Council officers; and



interaction with other agencies, particularly the MP and in
connection with special events.

2.2.15.16. Additionally, the Council may arrange for Premises to be linked into
the CCTV network which currently covers certain areas and routes
around LBC, or to have internal CCTV installed within those
Premises.
2.2.15.17. The Premises will be able to link to all sections (Council or Service
Provider) of the Council’s parking operation via:


one phone line at each of the site that shall be exclusively used
as a direct line for communication with the AO. The Council will
administer and pay only for the costs associated with that
phone line being used in the provision of Services. Any other
phone line(s) that may be required by the Service Provider in
order for the Service Provider to provide the Service shall be
provided at the Service Provider’s own expense.



voice radio that will be provided by the Service Provider at the
Service Provider’s cost



fax and photocopying facilities that will be provided by the
Service Provider at the Service Provider’s cost, other than at
the CCTV suite where the Council will be responsible for the
provision of fax and photocopying facilities.



e-mailing facilities will be provided by the Service Provider at
the Service Provider’s cost



the main IT systems – the Council will effect some links to PCs
supplied by the Council, and for HHCT downloading. See
Section 6 for further details. Any telephone line provided by the
Council may be monitored.

2.2.15.18. A Personal Computer (PC) will be supplied by the Council at each of
the Premises, together with the necessary communications
equipment, software and cabling to enable the Service Provider to
use the software provided by the software supplier appointed by the
Council and licensed for use by the Council and to transfer relevant
files to and from the Council. The PC may also be used by the
Service Provider to send messages to the Council’s email system by
the Service Provider. This PC will only be used by the Service
Provider for the purposes specified in this Point 2.2.15.11 and use
for any other purpose than that specified will be regarded as an
abuse of the Council’s property, which will result in the Service
Provider and Council re-considering the offending Staff member’s
suitability in the provision of Services. At all times the PCs are in
use, the Service Provider must adhere to the Council’s IT policy, a
copy of which will be supplied to Service Provider post-award of the
Contract.
2.2.15.19. The Service Provider is responsible for reimbursing to the Council
the costs that be incurred in the event of the loss, damage, or theft of
a PC (and related accessories) supplied by the Council.
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2.2.15.20. The Service Provider shall provide and maintain email facilities to
enable prompt contact with the Council. Separate email facilities with
a generic email address should be established for the Contract
Manager and Supervisors at each site.
2.2.15.21. The Council reserves the right, on production of proof of identity
whether with or without an accompanied guest, to have access at
any reasonable time to all Premises and Locations occupied by the
Service Provider for the purpose of providing Services to this
Council. This includes, but may not be limited to, CEO bases, the
Pound, the decant pound, and the CCTV suite.
2.2.15.22. Particulars concerning CEO bases:
2.2.15.22.1.

All CEO bases currently supplied by the Council are
presently fitted and furnished by, or behalf, of the Council.
In terms of furnishings, in essence there is a fridge, a bank
of lockers, managers/supervisors’ desks and chairs in
each. A full inventory will be compiled by the Council upon
Contract Commencement. It is anticipated that any goods,
items, possessions or furniture provided for use in the
Premises by the Council will remain for use by the Service
Provider during the Contract Term. However, should there
be a need for maintenance and/or replacement of these
items, this shall be the responsibility of the Service
Provider, as well as the cost and maintenance of any new
furniture requirements in relation to the Contract.

2.2.15.23. Particulars concerning the Pound:
2.2.15.23.1.

A sufficient number of PCs will be supplied by the Council
to enable the Service Provider to use software specified by
the Council to be used in the provision of parking and
traffic enforcement services.

2.2.15.23.2.

There is internal and external CCTV at the Premises which
may be used by the Council for any purpose. The CCTV
system is available for continuous recording of all visitors
to the Payment Centre. The Council shall ensure that the
system is clearly identifying persons entering the Payment
Centre. Where appropriate, the Service Provider will have
use of the system for monitoring the area.

2.2.15.24. Particulars concerning the CCTV suite:
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2.2.15.24.1.

The parking and traffic enforcement CCTV suite is located
at and being operated from Camden High Street, NW1
7JR.

2.2.15.24.2.

The Council will provide to the Service Provider exclusive
use of the CCTV suite subject to licence which is equipped
with the CCTV monitoring equipment. This equipment is
likely to change during the Contract Term, so flexibility
from the Service Provider in terms of Staff deployment and
training is essential. The equipment at the CCTV suite will
include PCs, desks and chairs for the Staff.

2.2.15.24.3.

A rest room is provided adjacent to the CCTV suite. This
is available to Council staff, some of whom may be
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unconnected with this Contract as well as Service Provider
Staff. Any furniture, fittings or equipment to be provided for
Staff in the rest room must be approved by the Authorised
Officer prior to purchase by the Service Provider.
2.2.15.24.4.

No electronic equipment (e.g., televisions or radios) shall
be used in any part of the accommodation and mobile
phones or personal entertainment equipment must not be
used in any manner within the CCTV suite.

2.2.15.24.5.

The Service Provider’s Staff shall not consume food or
drink in the CCTV suite.

2.2.15.24.6.

There is internal CCTV in the premises which may be used
by the Council for any purpose.

2.2.15.25. Security matters
2.2.15.25.1.

Where security passes or keys have been issued, these
are not to be shared, and their loss must be immediately
reported on the same day in writing to the AO who shall
arrange for a new issue. The Service Provider shall
reimburse the Council for the cost of replacing security
passes or keys issued by the Council.

2.2.15.25.2.

Where PIN codes have been issued, these numbers are to
remain confidential.

2.2.15.25.3.

Whilst the Council is responsible for putting general
security measures into place such as swipe card access,
PIN code access, locks on windows, the Service Provider
is responsible for ensuring that unauthorised personnel do
not have the opportunity to gain entry into the Premises. A
security protocol shall be agreed between the Council and
the Service Provider and strictly adhered to by the Service
Provider.

2.2.15.26. Maintenance and Health and Safety
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2.2.15.26.1.

The Council will supply the requisite health & safety
equipment and will check twice a year that the agreed
health and safety policies are being adhered to.

2.2.15.26.2.

The Council expects that all premises occupied by the
Service Provider will be maintained in a reasonably clean
and tidy state at all times. The Service Provider’s Staff are
expected to clean their own dishes and kitchen appliances
as is reasonably practical as this does not form part of the
cleaning service provided by the Council as specified in
Point 2.2.15.10.

2.2.15.26.3.

Costs that arise out of the damage and vandalism to the
Premises are the responsibility of the Service Provider and
particulars will be contained in the applicable lease/licence
or other similar legal agreement as determined by the
Council to be entered into between the Council and the
Service Provider in relation to each of the Premises for
which the Council supplies.

2.2.15.26.4.

A daily check shall be made by the Service Provider of the
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Premises to identify any maintenance issues, which shall
be defined by the Council prior to Contract
Commencement, for which the Council is responsible for
rectifying. Maintenance issues shall be brought to the
attention of the AO by the Service Provider in writing within
24 hours, or immediately if the maintenance issue is a risk
to health and safety.
2.3.

Contract Management
2.3.1.

Default by Service Provider
2.3.1.1.

2.3.2.

Certain defaults by the Service Provider in the Services as specified
in Schedule 5 of the Conditions of Contract will be dealt with in
accordance with the Schedule of Defaults, attached as Schedule 5 of
the Conditions of Contract.

Management Information and Routine Reporting
2.3.2.1.

The Service Provider will submit written reports describing the
performance of the Service against the performance measures in
particular, but also highlighting potential problems, suggestions for
improvement, and such issues. Such reports will form the basis of
the regular meetings to be held in accordance with the Conditions of
Contract.

2.3.2.2.

The Service Provider is required to submit to the AO a number of
reports, varying in frequency. Initial reporting requirements are
specified in Appendix 3. Management information requirements may
change from time to time.

2.3.2.3.

Monthly reports shall contain an analysis of KPI performance, and
those matter set out in Condition 18.2 of the Conditions of Contract.
The annual reports will be at a strategic level, and should identify the
operational issues for the following year, including issues of overall
Service provision, Service efficiencies, KPI performance,
performance related payment/payment mechanism, strategic
deployment and related matters.

2.3.2.4.

Weekly reports should be submitted to the Authorised Officer on
each Monday. Monthly Reports should be presented by the 7th
Calendar Day after the end of the Calendar Month to which the
Monthly Report relates. Annual reports should be submitted by the
14th Calendar Day of April each year, starting in April 2011.

2.3.2.5.

It is imperative that the Council has the ability to produce accurate
reports using information that has been inputted by the Service
Provider in providing the Services. For example, the Service
Provider is responsible for the quality of content of data downloaded
from the HHCT, ensuring that all required fields are wholly and
correctly.

2.3.2.6.

The Council will allow authorised representatives of the Service
Provider limited access to a drive on the Council’s server as
specified by the Council and the Service Provider will use such drive
to provide the Authorised Officer with information during the Contract
Term as specified by the Authorised Officer. This platform, known as
the ‘shared drive’, will be accessed by authorised members of the
Service Provider via PCs provided by the Council for use at the
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Premises.
2.3.3.

2.3.4.

Key Performance Indicators
2.3.3.1.

The Council requires that the Contract operates within a framework
of key performance indicators (KPIs); they are objective factors,
capable of measurement, which will determine some aspect of
overall performance. The purpose of the KPIs would be to guide
Contract performance to the Council’s objectives.

2.3.3.2.

The initial list of KPIs, definitions, and the methodology of
measurement are specified in Schedule 4 of the Conditions of
Contract.

2.3.3.3.

Further KPIs will be agreed from time to time by the Council and the
Service Provider and will be used in accordance with the provisions
of the Conditions of Contract; similarly, the Council and the Service
Provider may also agree to remove one or more KPIs.

2.3.3.4.

If the opinion varies between the Service Provider and the Council
on whether performance has met a target for a KPI, the decision of
the Council will be final.

2.3.3.5.

The Council reserves the right to audit any data the Service Provider
has used to measure Contract performance.

2.3.3.6.

It will be the responsibility of the Service Provider to present the KPIs
for the most recent period at each Contract review meeting. These
will be presented on the basis of comparison for the past periods,
with commentary addressing unusual variations. Some analyses of
the KPIs are capable of being produced from the Council’s IT
System to which the Service Provider will have controlled access.

2.3.3.7.

The Council gathers data relating to compliance of vehicles with the
parking and traffic regulations. This form of monitoring will continue
throughout the Contract Term, and where appropriate, will aid the
Council in making informed decisions about the need for changes in
deployment or levels of staffing.

2.3.3.8.

The purpose of the KPIs is to provide evidence of continuous
improvement throughout the Contract Term. If the Service Provider
does not demonstrate a willingness and recognition to address this
issue it will not be meeting the Council’s requirements.

2.3.3.9.

KPIs and their significance by use of the categories of ‘critical’ and
non-critical ’may be varied during the Contract Term in accordance
with the Conditions of Contract.

2.3.3.10.

The Council may use a range of indicators to measure the Service
Provider’s performance that are not key performance indicators and
therefore not used in the application of the payment mechanism.

Contract Review Meetings
2.3.4.1.

Section: General Requirements

Contract review meetings will be held on a monthly basis within two
weeks of the end of a period. Times and dates will be set by mutual
agreement between the Contract Manager and the AO. The purpose
of these meetings is to review regular events and Service delivery
and to identify issues where action is required by either party. The
annual meetings will involve the negotiation of the Service required
in the following year, including definition of the Service and the
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pricing issues which are relevant. These will be held in the second
week of April. These meetings will be attended by the AO and the
Contract Manager and may include other representatives of the
Service Provider and the Council. Such meetings will be minuted by
the Council, and the minutes will form an important aspect of
recording the progress of the Contract.
2.3.4.2.

2.3.5.

2.3.6.

2.3.7.

Contract Variations and Re-Negotiation
2.3.5.1.

Any changes to the Specification and the Contract will be made in
accordance with the Conditions of Contract.

2.3.5.2.

The Council is keen to see a programme of improvement throughout
the Contract. In this respect, the Council will be looking for the
Service Provider to bring forward ideas for innovation at the regular
review meetings. These will be considered and discussed. If they
involve additional cost, the Council will consider the cost/benefit of
their introduction, and if accepted, will be dealt with in accordance
with the Conditions of Contract.

Communications
2.3.6.1.

The Council expects the Service Provider to be highly responsive
upon being contacted by the Council.

2.3.6.2.

The Service Provider must ensure that any item relating to this
Contract is responded to within 1 Operational Day of it being
received by the Service Provider, or by any other alternative
reasonable time-frame instructed by the Council.

Contract Termination
2.3.7.1.

2.4.

The element of clamping and removals on Council housing estates is
managed by a different client management team within the Council
than the other parts of the Services. Contract review meetings for
clamping and removals on Council housing estates will need to be
held separately than meetings concerning matters other than
enforcement on Council housing estates.

The Contract may be terminated in accordance with the Conditions
of Contract prior to the expiry date.

Vehicles
2.4.1.

Provision
2.4.1.1.

The Service Provider is required to provide various types of vehicles
in proving the Service. The Specification elements which the
Council consider are necessary to meet Council requirements are
given in the relevant Section. .

2.4.1.2.

All vehicles must be kept at all times in a clean and tidy condition, to
the satisfaction of the AO. Any vehicle which is not in such a
condition may be ordered to be removed from Service provision until
any issues are rectified by the Service Provider and whilst removed
there will be no contribution towards the count of deployed hours nor
by way of payment, by the Council towards deployed hours.

2.4.1.3.

Thorough vehicle checks, the content for which shall be proposed by
the Service Provider subject to the approval of the AO prior to the
Commencement Date, must be carried out each Operational Day. A
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vehicle that has not been checked in line with these agreed
procedures must not be deployed.
2.4.1.4.

All vehicles must be selected from those with engine and emission
characteristics which are likely to cause the minimum environmental
damage. Appendix 6 contains details of LBC’s Green Vehicle policy,
indicating the minimum emissions standards for vehicles to be used
in course of the Service being delivered. Appendix 7 contains LBC’s
Sustainability Policy.

2.4.1.1.

All vehicles and drivers must comply with all relevant legislation in
relation to vehicle procurement, vehicle maintenance and the driving
of vehicles, including the provision of tax and insurance cover for the
type of vehicle and the work it is to carry out.

2.4.1.2.

Smoking, eating, the carrying of animals or a member of the public
within any of the Service Provider’s vehicles is not permitted.

2.4.1.3.

All four or more wheeled vehicles will be operated by at least 2
members of the Service Provider’s Staff, known as an EV Crew, one
of whom may be the OBCEO. The only exception to this will be
decanting and recanting activities to and from the decant pound
when it will be acceptable for operation by a single member of Staff,
and when the EV is deployed solely on de-clamping activities.

2.4.1.4.

All vehicles must be participative in a “How’s my driving” or
equivalent scheme, with a telephone number prominently displayed
on the vehicle. The Service Provider will provide the Council with
the results of this scheme on a monthly basis as part of routine
reporting, including those vehicles with no reported contacts.

2.4.1.5.

When any accident occurs involving one of the Service Provider’s
vehicles, the AO must be notified within 24 hours with full details of
the incident.

2.4.1.6.

All vehicles used to provide the Services must be equipped with a
GPS location system such that their location can be identified at any
time. The Council must have access to a website at all times
showing the location of every vehicle deployed on the Contract in
real time.

2.4.1.7.

Any fault with the tracking device must be immediately reported to
the AO. Vehicles without a functional tracking device must not be
deployed.

2.4.1.8.

All vehicles must be liveried in an approved manner, all such
approvals to be gained from the AO prior to first deployment. All
vehicles must identify the Council, the Council logo as agreed in
advance by the Council, and the 24 hour telephone number of
parking related enquiries. Any text on the vehicles relating to the
Contract shall be coloured in Pantone Green 348.

2.4.1.9.

CEOs driving any vehicle, but 2 wheeled vehicles in particular, must
be appropriately equipped with safety and weather clothing.

2.4.1.10.

The pricing structure for each vehicle is shown in the SOR. In every
case, the unit price is for a vehicle ready to be deployed to meet the
Specification, which means serviced, fuelled, taxed, insured,
equipped and Staffed as specified in the relevant Section of the
Specification and ready for operations.
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2.4.2.

2.5.

2.4.1.11.

The Council requires the specified number of vehicles to be ready for
deployment. The availability of spare vehicles is not separately
priced, and it is for the Service Provider to determine and ensure that
there are the requisite number of vehicles to meet the requirements
set out in the relevant deployment plan. Breakdown or servicing or
lack of suitably qualified Staff will not count as deployed hours.

2.4.1.12.

The Council will vary the number of vehicles required in the Contract
Term. The length of notice provided by the Council to the Service
Provider to deploy or remove a vehicle will depend on the type of
vehicle:

Powered two wheelers

1 month

Cars

1 month

Vans

1 month

CCTV vehicles

3 months

Removal trucks

3 months

The Service Provider’s Drivers
2.4.2.1.

It is expected that the Service Provider will monitor the points on
licences held by Staff members designated to drive vehicles on this
Contract and that disqualified Staff members are not deployed. The
AO may require details of the points on Staff member licences; in
such circumstances the AO shall be provided with this information
within 1 Operational Day.

2.4.2.2.

Staff members observed causing motoring offences (including
seatbelts not fastened while in motion, use of mobile phone while in
motion) on two occasions will be sufficient grounds for the AO to
instruct the Service Provider to remove that individual from driving
duties whilst providing the Service to the Council.

Correspondence
2.5.1.

2.5.2.

The Handling of Correspondence
2.5.1.1.

The Council will deal directly with all correspondence received from
members of the public to the Council in connection with the Services.
The exception is the Service Provider’s responsibility for receiving
and responding to correspondence in connection with a claim made
by a member of the public of damage to his or her vehicle as a result
of the provisions of the Service Provider.

2.5.1.2.

In the event that the Service Provider receives correspondence
arising from the principle activities of the parking enforcement
Service, the correspondence shall be date stamped immediately
upon receipt and passed to the AO within two Operational Days for
response.

Complaints Investigations
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2.5.2.1.

Where information is required by the Council from the Service
Provider to enable a comprehensive reply to be given to an enquiry
or complaint, such details as requested by the Council shall be
provided by the Service Provider within two Operational Days of
being requested to do so. Occasionally, the circumstances of the
enquiry or complaint may demand that the Service Provider provides
the required details as a priority in the shortest time possible.

2.5.2.2.

Every step must be taken to ensure that the requests of this nature
are complied with efficiently and diligently. The Service Provider
must take all appropriate measures to ensure that the statement
produced by the CEO or other member of Staff, is a lucid, coherent,
legible and relevant response to each of the issues raised in the
complaint and by the Council. The CEO’s Supervisor must ensure
that it is of a satisfactory standard before submitting it to the Council.

2.5.2.3.

Should the CEO from whom the statement is requested be on leave,
then the AO should be notified via email by the next Operational
Day, if not on the same day the request is received. The Service
Provider should supply the AO with the reason for CEO’s absence,
the expected date of return to duty, and the proposed date for the
statement to be completed and passed to the AO.

2.5.2.4.

For each complaint and/or enquiry that results in a statement request
by the Council from the Service Provider, the AO will supply the
Service Provider with details of the complaint. In order to assist the
CEO in the production of a statement, the Service Provider shall
ensure that the CEO has access to documents such as any relevant
pocketbook entries, management information system print outs,
photos and any other relevant information. This information will be
available on the Council’s PCN processing system, to which the
Service Provider will have restricted on-line access via the PCs
supplied by the Council for use in the Premises.

2.5.2.5.

It may be necessary for an AO to interview a CEO who is the subject
of a complaint. This may or may not coincide with the production of a
CEO’s statement. The AO may pursue issues that could be directly
or indirectly related to the complaint.

2.5.2.6.

The AO will notify the Contract Manager in the event that an
interview is required. Rest days, annual leave, sick leave and other
absences notwithstanding, the AO will expect to interview the CEO
within 48 hours of making the request. If this is not possible the
Service Provider will provide the reasons to the AO why it cannot be
met, and will propose dates when such an interview will take place. If
the interview cannot take place in the time required, the AO together
with other Council officers will take a decision as to the whether any
associated charges with a PCN shall be cancelled, which would
result in the Service Provider reimbursing the applicable charges to
the Council as per the provision in the Schedule of Defaults.

2.5.2.7.

A copy of the result of the AO’s investigation together with any
recommendation for further action should be linked to the CEOs file
as held by the Service Provider. The Service Provider will confirm to
the AO in writing any proposed action to be taken, and the outcome
of the proposal.

2.5.2.8.

PATAS may require that a Staff member attends a hearing, although
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this does not occur frequently. It is imperative that the Service
Provider makes reasonable endeavours in ensuring that this is made
possible.
2.5.2.9.

2.5.3.

If as a result of some incident occurring in the course of the provision
of the Services a member of the Service Provider’s Staff is required
to visit a police station, or is required to be interviewed by the police
visiting at any of the Premises or Locations, that Staff member shall
be provided with legal representation and/or managerial
representation for the course of that visit.

Documentation Design and Supply
2.5.3.1.

As described elsewhere in this Specification, the design of any
documents supplied by the Service Provider such as those specified
in this Specification to be used in relation to the Contract or the
Services will be approved by the AO. It is recognised that several
parties, including the Service Provider, will have an interest in
ensuring that the design meets their requirements, and
consequently, there will be a process of full consultation with
relevant parties before any document is formally approved although
the decision of the AO will be final.

2.5.3.2.

Once agreed, the responsibility for the supply of the required
documents will be the Service Provider's. Appendix 8 contains a list
of initial requisite documentation; the Service Provider is responsible
for its design, printing and supply at its own expense.

Document Storage

2.6.

2.5.3.3.

The Service Provider shall store a defined set of documents relating
to historical events, including training materials and incidents for
which there is an incident report, for the Contract Term. This list of
documents will be agreed from time to time between the Council and
the Service Provider. Upon expiry or earlier termination of the
Contract, the Service Provider will be required to effect an orderly
handover of the up-to-date filing system of this set of documents to
the Council.

2.5.3.4.

At any other time, unless otherwise specified in this Specification,
the Service Provider will be required to access any particular
document or case file as required by the AO within 3 Operational
Days.

Audit Access
2.6.1.

The Council's requirements in relation to access by members of the Council,
internal and external auditors to information related to the Contract and the
Services is specified in the Conditions of Contract.
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3.

SERVICES FOR ON-STREET ENFORCEMENT

3.1.

Introduction
3.1.1.

The enforcement operation specified in this Section includes:


issue of notices for all on-street permitted parking place contraventions
within LBC and other non criminal parking contraventions within the CEA;



the identification of opportunities for removals and clamping;

All operating as defined by the RTRA, and the TMA, and other applicable
legislation.

3.1.2.

3.2.

other reporting and on-street related functions

During the Contract Term, the Council may introduce a wider range of street
environment-related enforcement and reporting activities to be performed by the
Service Provider at no additional cost. These may include, but are not be limited
to, the reporting of highway defects, the verification of licences for skips or street
traders, and the reporting of fly-tipping, although this list is not exhaustive.

Service Provider's Duties And Responsibilities
3.2.1.

The Service Provider's duties and obligations are set out in the Contract
documents.

3.2.2.

Enforcement of Parking Contraventions
3.2.2.1.

3.2.3.

The Service Provider shall provide CEOs qualified to standards
outlined in the Section entitled ‘Staff Training’ to enforce all
applicable restrictions within the CEA by the issue of PCNs to
vehicles contravening the parking regulations and by authorising the
removal/clamping of vehicles when appropriate.

Deployment Requirements
3.2.3.1.

A deployed on-street CEO is one who is capable of performing
enforcement duties as specified in this Specification. For the
avoidance of doubt, a fully equipped CEO is one who shall:


Be fully and correctly uniformed;



Carry fully functional and appropriate electronic equipment
(the HHCT, printer, camera, and, if required by the Council,
head-cams) and a sufficient number of associated
consumables; and.



Carry any other relevant
enforcement duties.

items

required to perform

Any CEO found not be fully equipped and trained to a standard by
the Council is considered to not be a deployed unit in accordance
with the SOR.
3.2.3.2.

3.2.4.

The Service Provider must ensure that CEOs log out of the HHCT
software and record log out details in the pocketbook when not
deployed.

Patrol Requirements
3.2.4.1.

Section: On-street enforcement

Within the programme of visits laid down (or approved) by the
Council in the form of a deployment plan, to be issued to the Service
Provider pre-implementation, the Service Provider will allocate the
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resources in accordance with the deployment plan to achieve the
objectives of the Council. The times of the visits to the specified
locations shall vary from day to day and shall range from the start of
controlled, restricted or prohibited hours to their end.
3.2.4.2.

The Service Provider shall:
a) comply with any patrol requirements as shall have been
given by the AO in writing, or instructions as shall have
been given by the AO within a timescale specified by the
AO.
b) on instruction of the AO, arrange for the CEOs to
concentrate their efforts at certain times, at certain sites
or on certain contraventions. Instructions may be given
verbally, electronically or in writing, and in most cases,
such instructions will give no less than one hour’s notice
of any requirement, and will not apply to more than the
number of deployed CEO and Service Provider
Supervisor resources which the Service Provider would
normally have deployed.
c) ensure that enforcement is reasonably distributed across
a geographic area and in accordance with the need for
enforcement. Streets known to have higher levels of noncompliance are to be visited more often. In addition,
particular attention shall be given to the restrictions which
assist public transport operations.
d) as a minimum, patrol every street within each CPZ (with
the exception of those CPZs that apply for two hours
each weekday), on at least one occasion on those days
during which controlled hours apply, and carry out
appropriate vehicle checks and enforcement action for
non-compliance to parking regulations. The Council will
ensure sufficient resources are available to ensure such
patrolling can occur.
e) ensure that over-enforcement of certain areas does not
occur; the AO will define in the context of particular
streets what “over-enforcement” means.

3.2.4.3.

Section: On-street enforcement

It is critical that the Service Provider adopts a proactive approach to
identify areas of concern and adapt enforcement to resolve the
problem by means of an enforcement presence. Further, the Service
Provider shall engage in a dialogue with the Council on how
deployed resources are best utilised, using a combination of local
knowledge and enforcement expertise. Historically, particular areas
of non-compliance have been in areas surrounding:


schools, namely at school start and end times within school
term time



cafes, particularly in the middle of the day



mini cab offices, where the mini cabs tend to wait for job
allocation



popular night clubs, bars and restaurants, particularly at night
and in central London
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.
3.2.4.4.

The Council will determine from time to time, observation periods by
contravention code, which will be strictly adhered to. The observation
period will be a time to elapse between the first observations of a
vehicle which is suspected of being in contravention, and the
commencement of issuing the PCN. This period may vary from zero
minutes upwards, and the observation type may be constant or
casual and will be specified by the Council. This list of observation
periods will be given to the Service Provider from time to time, and
will be subject to discussion between the Service Provider and the
AO. However, the Council’s decision on this will always be final.

3.2.4.5.

CEOs must be extremely sensitive to the possibility of allegations of
corruption. No member of Staff shall solicit or accept any gratuity or
tip or other form of money-taking for any part of the Service; or
omitting to provide any part of the Service.

3.2.4.6.

The objectives of the enforcement shall be to help to achieve a safe
environment for the people who live, visit and work in LBC, and
where traffic moves as easily as possible. At all times therefore, the
Service Provider will ensure that the deployment of resources is
contributing towards these goals. A major measure of success will
therefore be the levels of compliance by parked vehicles with the
restrictions evident on the streets. The Service Provider will
therefore have a degree of freedom to distribute resources, and to
direct its Staff in ways which will help to achieve these aims. In the
context of a partnership with the Council, the AO will work with the
Service Provider to help to determine the overall direction of
resources.

3.2.4.7.

Patrols will always take place using individual CEOs, unless agreed
in advance with the AO. This excludes during training, when a
maximum of groups of 3 plus a trainer will be permitted.

3.2.4.8.

CEOs shall patrol the beats on foot unless otherwise authorised to
do so by the Council.

3.2.4.9.

The Service Provider, in addition to the Council, shall monitor the
distribution of CEOs to ensure that the frequency of patrols and the
general approach to patrolling is proportionate to the levels, or
apparent instances, of non-compliance.

3.2.4.10.

The shifts and breaks times of members of Staff must be staggered
in order to provide an adequate deployed level of Service as far as is
reasonably practical.

3.2.4.11.

Members of the Staff should be rotated on a regular basis within
tasks for which they are qualified. For example, no members of
Staff will operate together as a pair of Staff for longer than 1 week.
Specific Staff members operating together will always take their
breaks at the same time, and start and end their shifts at the same
time.

3.2.4.12.

The Service Provider shall comply with an instruction from the AO to
remove a CEO from a particular street, beat, or CPZ for any period
of time.

3.2.4.13.

Certain locations in LBC are monitored and enforced by CEOs using
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CCTV. It is critical that the Service Provider ensures that on-street
staff do not patrol areas covered by CCTV. A list of camera locations
shall be provided to the Service Provider prior to the
Commencement Date.
3.2.4.14.

Reasons for Variations

3.2.4.14.1.
The variation in the number of visits required in each area
may, without limitation, result from:

3.2.5.



any variations in CEO numbers specified by the AO;



any evaluation of the operation of the Premises and/or Locations;



the need to achieve a balance between the occurrence of
contraventions and level of enforcement;



amendments to Council policy;



changes in parking patterns;



changes to the street architecture;



special events;



emergencies;



works on the highway;



Temporary TMOs (as defined in the RTRA) ;



Experimental TMOs (as defined in the RTRA);



changes to TMOs in an area;



any other reason which the AO deems relevant.

CEO Responsibilities
3.2.5.1.

Section: On-street enforcement

During the hours of operation the Service Provider shall arrange for
CEOs to patrol all requested areas. Whilst on patrol, it will be the
CEOs’ responsibility to:


Check that any parking equipment appears to be in correct
working order by a thorough visual inspection and, for a P&D
ticket machine, and if requested by the AO, a coin
acceptance check and production of a test ticket if
appropriate. CEOs should also report instances of out of
order pay and display machines or meters. A check of the
parking equipment must occur prior to a PCN being issued to
a vehicle parked in a Pay and Display parking place.



Patrol streets, and on every occasion, log the entry and exit
into the pocket book and HHCT of every street patrolled
whilst on duty.



Check that all signs and markings are readily visible and
correct.



Check each vehicle parked in an area subject to controls for
compliance with the relevant parking restriction and protocol
of enforcement.



Issue a PCN to all vehicles that appear to be parked in
contravention, as defined by national legislation and by
Council instruction / enforcement protocol.
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3.2.5.2.
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Request vehicles to be clamped, removed, or relocated in
accordance with the relevant Council policies and
procedures.



Identify and report any suspected permit fraud.



Identify and report suspected abandoned vehicles parked on
the highway.



Check as far as is reasonably practical, street signage and
line markings on the highway, and report missing or incorrect
signage and line markings.



Check temporary parking suspension signage to ensure it is
valid and signed in accordance with the Council’s policies
and procedures. It will be the responsibility of the Service
Provider to place such signage, as specified later in this
Section.



Identify and report instances of parking places being
occupied by vehicles or objects in circumstances where that
parking place should be suspended.



Identify and report vehicles that may be authorised for
clamping or removing, including persistent evaders, as
specified in the Council’s procedures, a copy of which is to be
provided to the Service Provider by the Council.



Provide witness statements to Council officers when they are
required, such as to enable officers to respond to PCNrelated investigations that require additional evidence,
complaints, member enquiries, MP investigations, appeals
lodged with PATAS.



Attend hearings at PATAS where the Adjudicator has made a
request.



Issue warning notices and information leaflets as the need
arises.



Participate with other agencies with a view to improving the
Service, community safety, and/or the environment. This
participation may extend to exercises such as occasional
joint working and patrols with Council officers and/or the MP,
or informing the MP of vehicle-related criminal activity.



Provide an ambassadorial role in terms of helping the public
and answering their reasonable questions in relation to
parking enforcement.



Otherwise perform the functions for the proper operation and
control of the areas which such a CEO may be authorised to
perform.



Carry out any other observations and reporting requirements
the AO may reasonably request.

The Service Provider shall take into consideration that the role of the
CEO will be subject to some modification during the Contract Term
in response to changes in application regulations, strategic initiatives
of the Council, and specific project initiatives to improve the
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Services. For example, the Council is looking to explore the possible
benefits to the Service from using head-cams. During the Contract
Term the Council may explore the possibility of the CEO role
expanding to include the issue of Fixed Penalty Notices for
environment-related offences. Nevertheless, the overall purpose of
CEOs in this Contract is in connection with parking and traffic related
enforcement duties.

3.2.6.

3.2.5.3.

If a CEO is unsure about whether or not a contravention is occurring,
the CEO must check with their Supervisor regarding the issue of a
PCN before it is issued.

3.2.5.4.

In engaging with the public, CEOs shall never:


Promise to cancel a PCN



Engage in verbal abuse



Enter into any conversation regarding their terms and
conditions of employment



Pass comment on what they know or perceive to be the
Council’s requirements or policies on parking enforcement,
including the content of the CEO handbook or Enforcement
Protocol.

Abandoned Vehicles
3.2.6.1.

The primary responsibility for abandoned vehicles rests with the
Abandoned Vehicles Section of the Council which is a Section other
than Parking Services. However, the Service Provider will be
responsible for issuing PCNs to vehicles suspected of being
abandoned but which are also in contravention of parking
regulations. The Service Provider must ensure that such vehicles do
not become the subject of repeated PCN issue by CEOs.

3.2.6.2.

On the first day of identifying what appears to be an abandoned
vehicle parked in contravention, the CEO shall issue a PCN as per
the normal protocol. If on the following day, the vehicle remains
undisturbed, the CEO shall issue a second PCN and the Service
Provider shall pass via email all relevant details to the Abandoned
Vehicles Section of the Council within 2 hours of its sighting, with a
copy to the AO. These details will include:

3.2.6.3.

Section: On-street enforcement



the precise location of where the potentially abandoned
vehicle is parked;



Photographs as specified in the Photograph Protocol to be
handed to the Service Provider prior to the Commencement
of the Contract;



the VRM, the make, model and colour, the tax disc number
and expiry date; and



where appropriate, a brief account of why the vehicle
appears to be abandoned.

The Service Provider shall maintain a database of abandoned
vehicles sighted and reported to the Abandoned Vehicles Section,
including the time the vehicle was sighted and the time the vehicle
was reported to the required parties. This database shall be made
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available to the Council at any time.

3.2.7.

3.2.6.4.

Further action is not to be taken by the Service Provider with regards
to the potentially abandoned vehicle unless specifically instructed by
the Council.

3.2.6.5.

If a CEO considers a vehicle to be abandoned on-street and it is not
displaying a VRM or tax disc, and therefore it is not possible to take
enforcement action as specified above, the precise location of where
the vehicle is parked and a physical description shall still be passed
via email to the Abandoned Vehicles Section of the Council, with a
copy to the AO, for investigation.

3.2.6.6.

The Service Provider shall also be responsible for reporting
suspected abandoned vehicles on the highway where no
contravention has taken place. These vehicles shall be reported via
email to the Abandoned Vehicles Section of the Council, with a copy
to the AO, on the same day as they are first observed.

3.2.6.7.

CEOs shall take into account the following guidelines below in
determining whether a vehicle is abandoned:


The vehicle has been issued with more than one PCN, and:



An expired tax disc is displayed, or there’s no tax disc at all



Wheels are missing or tyres are punctured



Evidence of rust on the disc brakes



Burnt-out or seriously damaged, such as a significantly
damaged front, rear, or side panels, or a missing driver’s seat
or steering wheel.

Signs and Lines
3.2.7.1.

The specifications to be used for most lines and signs will be as laid
down by the current edition of the Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions Manual.

3.2.7.2.

During the Contract Term, the Service Provider shall identify lines
and signs which require attention, and report these instances of lines
and signs defects to the AO.

3.2.7.3.

CEOs shall be responsible for recording in the pocketbook such
instances.

3.2.7.4.

Lines matters requiring attention are typically those situations where
lines appear to be faded, missing in parts, or incorrect for the
purpose in which they were intended.

3.2.7.5.

Signs matters requiring attention are typically those situations where
detail on a sign is missing, or the sign has been vandalised, not
facing the right angle, or is otherwise damaged and/or illegible.

3.2.7.6.

All signs and lines seen in the course of patrol are to be checked
daily by the CEOs, and reported to the Supervisor if attention is
required.

3.2.7.7.

The Service Provider shall maintain a database of all defects,
containing, as a minimum, the date and time identified, the CEO who
made the identification, the type of parking place or otherwise
restricted area affected, the precise location of the defect, the nature
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of the defect, and how and when it was reported. This database
must be updated at least once a day, and shall be made available to
the AO at any time.
3.2.7.8.

3.2.8.

3.2.9.

3.2.10.

If the opinion of the need for repair for signs and lines varies
between the Service Provider and the AO, the decision of the AO will
be final.

Pay & Display Machine Checks
3.2.8.1.

In the course of routine patrols, CEOs shall check all payment
machines in the CEA, which will normally involve a thorough visual
check of each machine.

3.2.8.2.

If a payment machine appears to be functioning satisfactorily, and if
a note has been left in a vehicle indicating a problem with a piece of
equipment, the CEO will recheck the functions of the Pay and
Display machine.

3.2.8.3.

Any piece of equipment which is seen to be inoperative will be noted
in the HHCT and CEO pocketbook and immediately reported to the
Parking Maintenance Section of the Council. If the machine is
operating satisfactorily, but a note to the contrary has been left in a
vehicle, then this fact will also be noted and a PCN issued.

3.2.8.4.

The Service Provider will maintain a database of reported payment
equipment faults on the Service Provider's IT system, including as a
minimum, the following information:


CEO number



device number



name of the street the device is on



fault seen



date and time the fault was reported to the Council’s Parking
Maintenance Section.

3.2.8.5.

The Service Provider will record all reported faults on its IT database
which shall be available for viewing and access by Council staff at
any time, via daily update of the database which will be stored
electronically in a folder on the shared drive.

3.2.8.6.

The Service Provider will not be responsible for the repair and
maintenance of parking equipment.

Persistent Evaders
3.2.9.1.

CEOs shall notify the PDC immediately upon recognising that the
vehicle belongs to a persistent evader, and where applicable, act in
accordance with any specific messages on the HHCT or via the PDC
that provide specific instructions in dealing with the persistent
evader. The Council will monitor the performance of CEOs notifying
the PDC of persistent evaders which may be prioritised for clamping
or removal. It is expected that 90% of all persistent evaders
presented to CEOs will be notified to the PDC.

3.2.9.2.

Further requirements in relation to dealing with persistent evaders in
the Section of Specification on clamping and removing.

Footway Parking
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3.2.10.1.

3.2.11.

3.2.12.

3.2.13.

The Service Provider will be expected to take a pro-active and highly
consistent approach to dealing with vehicles that are parked with one
or more wheels on any part of an urban road other than a
carriageway. The Council currently uses the Great London Council
Powers (General Powers Act) 1974 as the basis for its approach.

Covered Vehicles
3.2.11.1.

CEOs shall exercise care when taking enforcement action in
connection with vehicles that are covered with tarpaulins, ensuring
that no damage is caused should the tarpaulin need to be removed
to ascertain the VRM, make and colour. If the tarpaulin is taped or
tied down, CEOs shall not interfere.

3.2.11.2.

In cases where the necessary details cannot be obtained to issue a
PCN, the Service Provider shall notify both the Section of the
Council responsible for obstructions of this nature, and the AO, on
the same day that the vehicle has been observed, detailing the
precise location of the vehicle and any relevant information to assist
the Council.

Vehicle Drive-aways and ‘Prevented from Serving’ PCNs
3.2.12.1.

In these circumstances, CEOs should make notes concerning the
sequence of events, and make best efforts to capture photographic
evidence in line with the Photograph Protocol provided by the
Council, including photos of the drive-away itself as it occurs.

3.2.12.2.

CEOs may be presented with threats of violence or acts of violence
in response to attempts to serve the PCN. Should these threats or
acts of violence intimidate the CEO to the extent that the CEO
considers it appropriate for his or her own safety not to serve the
PCN by handing it to the driver or attaching it to the vehicle, then the
CEO may select ‘Prevented From Serving’ as the destination of the
notice. In these circumstances, CEOs should make notes concerning
the sequence of events.

3.2.12.3.

Given the expectation that councils will be in a position to support
with evidence the issue of these types of PCNs, the Council requires
full co-operation from the Service Provider in adhering to the
procedures and instructions to be provided by the Council to ensure
that cases such as those described in this Point 3.2.12 are
processed as effectively as possible.

Digital Photographs
3.2.13.1.

The Service Provider is required to provide each deployed on-street
CEO with a digital camera. Specific camera requirements are
specified in Section 6 of this Specification.

3.2.13.2.

The Council considers the taking of digital photographs in support of
PCNs issued to be a significant factor in supporting its aim of
seeking to provide a quality parking enforcement service. The
Council will therefore determine from time to time, the rules for the
taking of digital photographs of vehicles parked in contravention, and
the Service Provider will implement such rules. The Service
Provider will be consulted on the rules prior to implementation, but
the requirements of the Council will prevail. The rules set by the
Council are presently outlined in a ‘Photograph Protocol’, a copy of
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which will be provided to the Service Provider prior to the
Commencement Date. The Photograph Protocol specifies the
circumstances under which a photograph will be taken and will
specify the evidential information that is required as a consequence
of taking the photographs. As a minimum requirement, the Council
requires that a minimum of 6 photographs are taken for each parking
contravention identified for which is PCN is issued, which should
include, but not be limited to one of the VRM, one of the PCN affixed
to the vehicle, one of the windscreen, and any applicable
documentation on display, the general context of the contravention
and a close up of any applicable signage; however, the requirements
outlined in the Photograph Protocol will provide more specific
guidance. It is against the Photograph Protocol that quality will be
measured (see Appendix 9).

3.2.14.

3.2.13.3.

Access to each digital photograph taken will be made available to
the Council, on the PCN processing system, by 10am the following
Calendar Day of the related PCN being issued, and will be linked
electronically to the relevant case record. It will be the Service
Provider’s responsibility to achieve 100% linking of photographs to
case records on the system. The Council will supply a software
module for photo allocation to the Service Provider.

3.2.13.4.

The Service Provider is responsible to ensure that every CEO on
patrol carries a fully operational digital camera, which shall be
provided at the Service Provider’s cost.

3.2.13.5.

Each camera will be tested at the commencement of each shift to
ensure that the image is clear, the time and date setting is on and
correct (as instructed by the Speaking Clock or by the Rugby Clock).

Information Leaflet Distribution
3.2.14.1.

3.2.15.

Presently, the Council does not distribute information leaflets via
CEOs. However, in future a need may arise to have CEOs provide to
drivers or place on vehicles such leaflets. If this need arises, the
Council shall bear the cost of such leaflet production.

Special Enforcement
3.2.15.1.

From time to time, the Service Provider may be required by the AO
to provide and direct resources to manage specific problematic
areas, for example, in connection with minicab offices, mechanics’
garages, street markets, motorcycles on the footway.

3.2.15.2.

As the Service Provider’s Staff have the opportunity to accumulate
knowledge and experience of problematic and potentially
problematic enforcement issues on-street, the Service Provider is
expected to keep the Council informed of any areas of concern so
that the AO may consider measures necessary to resolve such
issues.

3.2.15.3.

Should the Council require special enforcement to be taken, the AO
may instruct the Service Provider to maintain an electronic file on the
matter, detailing relevant information with regards to visits,
observations, PCNs issued, vehicle drive aways, interaction with
drivers, and complaints. Such files should be updated to a frequency
to be determined by the Council, and the AO shall have access to
the file as frequently as the AO deems necessary.
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3.2.16.

3.2.17.

3.2.18.

3.2.19.

Rapid Response Team
3.2.16.1.

The Service Provider will agree with the AO to deploy a small group
of CEOs in response to requests for assistance from other CEOs or
from the public, or from the AO. These CEOs will be deployed on
powered two-wheeled vehicles and should otherwise carry out
routine enforcement.

3.2.16.2.

The Service Provider will also respond to any priority request to deal
with any contraventions which are passed to the Service Provider, by
having a CEO check the site of a complaint within no more than 1
hour, or within an alternative and reasonable timescale to be
instructed by the AO on account of the urgency of the situation.

Radio Operators
3.2.17.1.

The Service Provider shall supply a radio system to support its
deployed Staff which provides adequate coverage for
communications across LBC. This system will be operational at all
times that CEOs are deployed on-street and in clamp or removal
vehicles.

3.2.17.2.

The AO and the Service Provider will agree a deployment pattern for
Staff to attend to the radio system to meet this requirement.

3.2.17.3.

The cost of the radio system and its operators will be included within
the Service Provider’s overheads within the Target Cost.

3.2.17.4.

The Service Provider shall ensure there are standards in place in
relation to proper conduct whilst on the radio and the correct use of
radios in given circumstances and that these standards are adhered
to.

Penalty Charge Notices and Associated Numbers
3.2.18.1.

The format of the PCNs to be issued will be approved in advance of
first issue by the AO. They will follow DfT Guidance and appropriate
Regulations, although the Service Provider will be free to propose
concepts which suit its equipment and method of operation.

3.2.18.2.

The Service Provider will maintain an audit trail of the use of HHCTs
by CEOs that shall made available to the Council at any time.

3.2.18.3.

The Service Provider will provide all HHCT PCN rolls, and manual
PCNs.

3.2.18.4.

Manually issued PCNs (and associated photographs) must be
entered by the Service Provider onto the IT software system
specified by the Council by 10am the following Operational Day. All
manually issued PCNs will be delivered to Parking Services within 3
Operational Days of being entered.

Dispensations and Non-enforcements
3.2.19.1.
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Dispensations and non-enforcements (also known as ‘waivers’) may
be issued for a variety of reasons including such circumstances as:

to authorise loading/unloading of a vehicle where this action
is either banned or permitted for an insufficient limited period
and other alternative arrangements cannot be made.



to authorise a vehicle to park near a property when any
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alternative arrangement
weddings, funerals.

3.2.20.

would

be

unsatisfactory

e.g.

3.2.19.2.

The Council will be wholly responsible for authorising and
administering such arrangements. Primarily this involves the Permit
Administration Section of the Council issuing a ‘parking dispensation’
or ‘Permission to Park Permit’ that drivers must display on the
vehicle.

3.2.19.3.

Occasionally, the Council may need to instruct the Service Provider
not to take enforcement action against a particular vehicle or in
particular locations, particularly in circumstances where the nonenforcement needs to take place with immediate effect (e.g., in
circumstances where there has been a vehicle breakdown). The AO
will notify the Service Provider by phone (followed up as soon as
possible with a written request) or by email, depending on the
urgency of the request. The Service Provider shall respond by
immediately notifying all operational Staff of the non-enforcement
request in full accordance with the AO’s instructions.

3.2.19.4.

Only the AO can instruct non-enforcement to the Service Provider in
specified circumstances. In no circumstances shall the Service
Provider initiate or otherwise grant non-enforcement without prior
written permission from the Council.

Special Events
3.2.20.1.

For events associated with any major public site within LBC,
("Special Events") the Service Provider will be given as much prior
notice as possible of events where additional resources are required;
however, such events may occur in such a manner that only a few
day's notice may be given. As such, therefore, the Service Provider
may be requested to bring in additional resources, although the
Council will have a reasonable expectation about the practicality of
this being achieved.

3.2.20.2.

The Service Provider will provide CEOs to act as visible deterrents
under certain defined circumstances, particularly in association with
special events. At these times and places, the CEOs may be under
the Council's instruction not to issue PCNs.

3.2.20.3.

The Service Provider shall co-operate fully with the Council or the
MP in alterations to the parking arrangements for special events.
Instructions should only be issued by the AO. If the MP attempt to
issue instructions directly, the Service Provider should co-operate as
far as is possible and reasonable, but refer the matter immediately to
the AO.

3.2.20.4.

The Council’s TMOs state that the MP has the power to suspend
parking places for up to 24 hours without notice to Council officers.
Should CEOs note any suspensions self-implemented by the MP,
the AO shall be immediately notified.

3.2.20.5.

On occasions where the Commissioner of the MP imposes special
regulations on a stretch of highway and indicates such with
temporary signing, it shall be the responsibility of the MP to enforce
those regulations. The Service Provider shall not have authority to
act or assist on these occasions since criminal and not civil,
contraventions will be involved.
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3.2.21.

3.2.22.

Presence Recording
3.2.21.1.

The Service Provider will capture data to enable the Council's
Contract monitoring staff to check that the required deployment has
been achieved. If GPS recording is not available, the Service
Provider must provide an accurate and robust alternative method for
electronically capturing street visit this information until such time as
the GPS recording is rectified. Whilst on duty, CEOs must record
their location at least every five minutes, and a recording shall be
made of the visit to each street patrolled. The CEO will positively
record his/her presence on each such occasion in a street on a
HHCT. This device will automatically record the date and time with
his/her record of presence and this information will be transferred to
the main PCN processing computer system at the end of each shift.
Thereafter, this information will be provided daily in an agreed format
to the Council to analyse the presence and route of each CEO.

3.2.21.2.

Failure by the Service Provider to comply with the requirements in
this Point 3.2.21 shall result in any unaccounted for hours not being
identified as deployed hours.

CEO Handbook
3.2.22.1.

3.2.23.

Signing On Duty
3.2.23.1.

3.2.24.

Detailed guidance on the requirements of the role and customer care
should be contained within the Service Provider’s CEO Handbook
(Handbook) and given to each CEO by a Supervisor.
This
Handbook will be written by the Service Provider, incorporating
relevant aspects of instructions from the Council. The proposed
content of the Handbook is at Appendix 10 to the Specification. The
Service Provider will be expected to deposit with the Council a copy
of the first version of the Handbook prior to the Commencement
Date, including details of any subsequent changes thereafter. The
Council reserves the right to specify amendments to this Handbook
and to require them to be incorporated and implemented by the
Service Provider. The Council also reserves the right to have either
a version or the entire series of Handbooks revoked from use on this
Contract; at which time, the copies of the Handbook must be
immediately destroyed at the Service Provider’s expense.
All CEOs, before they leave their base for the commencement of
duties on a shift, will produce a test PCN from their HHCT, which will
be checked and approved by the Supervisor, signed and filed for
proof of correct operation, if required at a later date. No member of
Staff shall be deployed with the camera, HHCT or test PCNs
displaying an incorrect time. Any matters of concern must be dealt
with prior to deployment. All such test PCNs will be kept for a period
of two years thereafter and destroyed only with the express approval
in writing of the AO.

End Of Day Procedures
3.2.24.1.
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At the end of each shift all CEOs shall hand to the Supervisor the
following items:

HHCT



duplicate PCNs
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3.2.25.

3.2.26.



spoilt/invalid notices



notes explaining the reasons for the spoilt tickets



radio transmitter/receiver



camera



pocketbook

3.2.24.2.

The Supervisor must ensure that the data from the HHCT and
photographs from the camera are uploaded daily, and that any
information is transferred to the Council from the HHCT or
pocketbook in line with agreed requirements.

3.2.24.3.

The Service Provider must ensure daily that the PCN data is
validated and correctly transferred to the PCN processing system as
operated by the Service Provider. If there are any outstanding
queries relating to invalid or incomplete data, these must be
conclusively resolved and transferred to the PCN processing system
within three Calendar Days.

PCN Duplicates
3.2.25.1.

The Service Provider will be required to deliver to Parking Services a
duplicate of every PCN issued in a given day, within 3 Operational
Days.

3.2.25.2.

The duplicates shall be sorted by date and then by CEO shoulder
number.

3.2.25.3.

The Council will remain responsible for the storage of duplicate
PCNs.

Use of Pocketbooks
3.2.26.1.

The minimum information which the Service Provider shall collect
either by HHCT or in handwritten form within the CEO pocketbook is
specified in Appendix 10. The notes recorded will contain the
information which is specified from time to time by the AO for specific
circumstances. Where appropriate, they will contain written text,
sketches and verbatim records of conversations. All items of data
which are not routinely collected within the HHCT will be written into
the pocketbook. Each entry will be recorded with the date and time,
and the PCN reference recorded where appropriate. The HHCT
record must record the CEO pocketbook page number for crossreference purposes. A detailed procedure on the collection of data in
pocketbooks will be produced by the Council and given to the
Service Provider prior to the Commencement Date. The procedure
must then be followed rigorously by the Service Provider as the
guide for the use of pocketbooks.

3.2.26.2.

It is critical that pocketbook entries are made at the time of the PCN
being issued. If the Council identifies notes not being made
contemporaneously, this could result in the AO instructing
associated PCNs to be voided, and in these circumstances, those
PCN would be considered CEO errors.

3.2.26.3.

Handwriting in pocketbooks, and in other parking enforcement
documentation, must be clear, legible, and in English.

3.2.26.4.

The Service Provider must ensure that they have a robust self
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monitoring plan to prevent the practice of making false entries into
either pocket books or HHCTs. This includes, but is not limited to,
entries pertaining to the issue of fraudulent PCNs or location logging
to cover periods of prolonged or non-official breaks. The Council will
also conduct random checks to ensure the authenticity of pocket
book or HHCT loggings.

3.2.27.

3.2.28.

3.2.26.5.

The design of the pocketbook will be initially approved by the AO,
prior to use on-street.

3.2.26.6.

Each CEO will have a new pocketbook for each shift of duty, and for
every new date commencing from 0:00 hours.

3.2.26.7.

Each completed pocketbook will be transferred by the Service
Provider to the Council each weekday for the previous day for the
Council to electronically scan them.

3.2.26.8.

As well as information required for parking management purposes,
the Service Provider will collect any information as instructed by the
Council that may be useful to other Sections within the Council, or
the MP, for other purposes as determined by the Council.

MP Interface
3.2.27.1.

When necessary, the MP shall be contacted by telephone by a
senior member of the Service Provider’s Staff to notify them of
relevant CEO reports as and when appropriate. CEOs must be
trained to report contraventions which they cannot deal with using
their voice radios or similar technology for efficiency.

3.2.27.2.

In the case of an emergency call for assistance from a CEO, the
Supervisor shall use the 999 number only if there is a genuine
emergency involving actual or potential attacks on any person or
actual attacks on property being in progress at the time. Otherwise
the Supervisor shall use the general MP phone number for LBC.

Fraud
3.2.28.1.

It is the responsibility of all CEOs to identify and report instances of
suspected permit or disabled badge fraud. Such reports should be
made to the radio controller who shall then immediately inform the
AO, providing supporting information to enable the matter to be
investigated.

3.2.28.2.

The Service Provider shall provide 2 full time “Fraud CEOs”, whose
primary responsibility is to identify and act on instances of permit and
blue badge fraud in LBC.

3.2.28.3.

The Service Provider shall ensure that these individuals are fully
trained as CEOs, and wholly competent in their duties.

3.2.28.4.

For Service provision purposes, fraud CEOs must be deployed to
ensure that there is adequate coverage of the weekday core
enforcement hours of 08:30 – 18:30. The Fraud Team may
occasionally require the Fraud CEOs deployed hours to be modified
to include weekend work. Such requirements will be communicated
to the Service Provider giving a minimum of one week’s notice.

3.2.28.5.

The Council will provide to the Fraud CEOs, a disability awareness
training session and an assessment of the CEO's understanding of
that training session within 4 weeks of the Commencement Date of
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the Contract. The Council will also provide a protocol for the Service
Provider to adhere to whilst carrying out fraud related duties.
3.2.28.6.

As a minimum, core duties to be undertaken by the Fraud CEOs
include identifying badges and permits that have been tampered
with, suspected forgeries, faded or damaged badges and permits.
Having identified such instances, the CEOs will be required to work
under the Council’s Fraud Team's guidance to carry out such action
necessary such as:


reporting instances of suspected fraud to the appropriate
teams within the Council;



calling for the clamp or removal of vehicles;



seizing permits from parties suspected of misusing a badge
or permit;



handling face to face queries from members of the public on
action taken by the Service Provider in relation to parking
enforcement ;



completion of witness statements;



attendance at court hearings when requested

3.2.28.7.

The CEOs will be required to work closely and co-operate with the
Council's Permit Fraud Team. On occasion, the CEO’s may also be
required to work closely and co-operate with other organisations
such as the MP, or other boroughs within London.

3.2.28.8.

While Fraud CEOs will, like any other CEO, be supervised and linemanaged by a member or members of the Service Provider's own
Staff, Fraud CEOs may be instructed directly by an AO to carry out
specific fraud-related tasks in LBC in line with Service needs.

3.2.28.9.

The Council’s Fraud team will play a significant role in monitoring the
activity of the Fraud CEOs to ensure that successful outcomes in
fraud detection and enforcement.

3.2.28.10. Fraud CEOs will be required to work across the whole of LBC, using
their own initiative and local knowledge, and may be directed to
certain areas of LBC by the AO/Council’s Permit Fraud Team.
3.2.28.11. Whilst engaging in ad hoc fraud detection on-street, Fraud CEOs are
expected to carry out their secondary responsibility which is to
ensure that parking contraventions are correctly identified and
enforced consistently with full adherence to national legislation and
the Council’s enforcement protocol.
3.2.28.12. Fraud CEOs shall attend and contribute to occasional joint working
groups such as the Vehicle Crime Working Group that is attended by
Council officers, the MP, and organisations responsible for the
management of car parks within LBC.
3.2.28.13. Hours worked by the Fraud CEOs shall be made evident to the AO
upon request, but shall not be counted towards ‘deployed hours’ in
measuring a related KPI.
3.2.29.

Court and Adjudication Service Duties
3.2.29.1.
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In addition to performing other duties elsewhere, CEOs shall attend
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court or adjudication hearings at the request of the AO. The Service
Provider shall be given a minimum of fourteen Calendar Days' notice
wherever possible in order for arrangements to be made and for the
CEOs to re-acquaint themselves with the facts of the case. CEOs
shall be aware of their duties and the procedures they will be
required to follow at a hearing.

3.2.30.

3.2.29.2.

Should a CEO fail, without good reason, to attend a hearing or
otherwise in the view of the AO negligently contribute to the loss of a
case, the default provision within Schedule 5 of the Conditions of
Contract will apply.

3.2.29.3.

If a CEO or other appropriate member of the Service Provider's Staff
is unavailable, because of jury service, pre-booked annual leave or
sickness supported by medical evidence, the AO shall be informed
as soon as the request for attendance is made. It shall be a
condition of employment or engagement of any CEO that they attend
court or an adjudication hearing to give evidence in any case for
which they have relevant evidence after their contract of employment
or engagement has terminated with the Service Provider.

3.2.29.4.

If a CEO or other appropriate member of the Service Provider's Staff
is unable to attend a hearing due to illness, the AO shall be advised
as soon as possible after the facts are known, and a doctor's medical
certificate shall be supplied to be produced to the PATAS or court as
evidence.

Clamping and Removing - The Role of CEOs
3.2.30.1.

CEOs shall identify vehicles to be clamped or removed using the
criteria to be provided by the AO to the Contract Manager, subject to
any amendment subsequently made by the AO.

3.2.30.2.

Enforcement vehicle (EV) action shall be requested by means of a
message to the Pound specifying:

Location



Vehicle Registration Mark



Colour



Make and model



PCN number and contravention code



The priority level in accordance with the procedures



Any other relevant information

3.2.30.3.

The CEOs shall transfer details of identified vehicles to the Despatch
Control System (DCS) either by the HHCT method of data
transmission or in the event of that being inoperable, by voice radio.

3.2.30.4.

CEOs shall not wait for the Enforcement Vehicle (EV) to arrive. An
EV shall be dispatched to the contravening vehicle by the Service
Provider's Pound Despatch Controller (PDC) using information
provided by the CEO/DCS. The OBCEO shall confirm receipt of the
instruction and make the relevant note in the pocketbook.

3.2.30.5.

The software to be provided to the Service Provider to be used onstreet by the CEOs has a function to transfer data in real time
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relating to clamp and removal requests to the main IT system. Use of
this function shall be the default procedure for the transfer of clamp
or removal requests. However, in certain circumstances, the AO may
instruct the Service Provider to pass this information via radio
communication in the event of system failure.

3.2.31.

3.2.32.

3.2.30.6.

The Service Provider must make task and enforcement information
available to the PDC within three minutes of the identification of a
vehicle by the CEO. As time is of the essence in this context, this
performance is crucial to the ability of the Service Provider to
achieve its objectives.
This aspect will be subject to close
monitoring by the Council.

3.2.30.7.

The CEO shall record in the pocketbook the time the request was
made.

Hand-Held Computer Terminals (HHCTS)
3.2.31.1.

The nature of the task of the on-street and clamp and removal CEO
is such that the Service Provider shall provide HHCTs for all CEOs
on duty in accordance with Council's requirements as far as the
HHCTs and associated devices are concerned.

3.2.31.2.

Most important of all is the performance of the devices in printing a
PCN. The quality of the print must be tested daily by the Supervisor.
The print quality must be such that after 24 hours on a windscreen,
the PCN can be easily read at arm's length by any person who holds
a driver's licence.

3.2.31.3.

The responsibility for the provision of all consumables in relation to
the HHCT is the responsibility of the Service Provider.

3.2.31.4.

To allow for the event of breakdown of a HHCT while on patrol, the
CEOs will carry pads of PCNs which can be used to issue
handwritten PCNs. In the event that they are issued, the Service
Provider will key in the data to the Council’s IT System as if they had
been issued by HHCT, and will present the data to the Council in
compliance with the timetable defined above.

Voice Over Radio System
3.2.32.1.

The Service Provider shall provide each CEO with a means of
having direct voice communication with its base. This device shall
be capable of two way communication from all points on the CEOs'
patrol and the Premises and/or Locations (as appropriate). The
Service Provider shall provide the AO with four such devices for
communication. The Service Provider shall secure any frequencies
and licences for any channels it wishes to use.

3.2.32.2.

These devices shall be used by CEOs to enable the following
functions to be carried out:-
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Further checks of vehicles against central records



Requests for clamp/removal action (if the HHCTs are not
functioning)



Reporting functions



To assist in establishing if a parking contravention is being
committed
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Personal assistance



Any other relevant matter

To ensure an adequate provision for CEO security, these devices
shall be equipped with panic alarm buttons.
3.2.32.3.
3.2.33.

The Service Provider shall ensure that these devices function
correctly at all times they are in use.

Parking Suspensions
3.2.33.1.

The Service Provider is required to supply the on-street signing
element of the parking suspensions aspect of the Service.

3.2.33.2.

The Council allows parking spaces and places to be suspended of
its applicable restriction and in most cases a charge is made for the
service ("a parking suspension") which the Council will collect at the
time of application. A parking suspension can be used to prohibit
parking where traffic flow might otherwise be restricted during
carriageway works or due to additional traffic attending special
events. Alternatively a parking suspension can be used for the
purpose of reserving a parking place for particular vehicles related to
carriageway or building works, filming, removals, etc. The
suspension itself it communicated to motorists by the placement of a
bag over the sign advising of the suspension, and advance warning
signage (AWS) which serves to notify of particulars of that
suspension both ahead of the parking suspension coming into effect
and whilst the suspension is in place.

3.2.33.3.

Presently, the notice periods for suspensions depend on the type of
parking space(s) suspended:

Residents parking space

14 calendar days

Pay and Display parking space

3 calendar days

All other types of spaces (e.g., spaces
for dedicated users such as traders,
the disabled, doctors)

7 calendar days

These notice periods are subject to change by the Council.
3.2.33.4.

At present, suspensions applications and payments are processed
by the Parking Services’ in-house Permits Administration Section. It
is expected that this function will remain in-house for the foreseeable
future.

3.2.33.5.

The Council will determine the deployment hours for this Service
requirement and will agree with Service Provider the hours of
operation.

3.2.33.6.

Any parking suspension approved and carried out by or on behalf of
the Council is without prejudice to any action which may be taken by
the MP to suspend parking places without prior warning for reasons
including security and public safety. The Service Provider shall
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develop a two way link to the MP to encourage the exchange of
information for such occasions.
3.2.33.7.

The Council will supply access to the software which provides
access to parking suspensions data. This software will be accessible
as specified by the Council on some or all of the PCs supplied by the
Council at each CEO base and the Pound.

3.2.33.8.

General Procedures

3.2.33.8.1.

From 18:00 hours each day, the Service Provider may
access the parking suspensions software supplied by the
Council to identify the parking suspensions to be
implemented, removed, or modified ahead of the following
Calendar Day.

3.2.33.8.2.

The Service Provider is responsible for formulating a daily
suspensions plan which contains as a minimum the
following information.
a) Details of AWS to be placed;
b) Details of Suspensions to be placed before the
next day of parking control;
c) Details of Suspensions to be lifted before the
next day of parking control;
d) Details of any required leafleting.

3.2.33.8.3.
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In line with this suspensions plan, the Service Provider will
take the following action to suspend those bays requested
for Suspension by carrying out the following tasks:


to affix advance warning labels to advance
warning boards to create AWS;



to place (AWS) beneath time-plates at a height
suitable for optimum visibility. Placing of
warning signs must be made in accordance
with the relevant notice periods, or other notice
periods as instructed by the AO:



to place suspension bags over time-plates
and/or Pay and Display machines to the
suspension start date. This should occur on
the evening before the suspension start date
(but after the cessation of controlled hours for
that parking place), or by 6am on the day of
the commencement of the suspension



to lift suspensions by removing both the AWS
and suspension bags on the following the
expiry of the suspension. The lift must occur
before 0630 hours the following day. In the
situation where applicants have advised the
Council that the suspension may be removed
earlier, e.g., works have been completed
earlier than anticipated, the AO will
communicate the early cessation to the
Service Provider who shall have the
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suspension lifted within two hours of the
instruction being issued.
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to check and remedy the continuing presence
of any suspension equipment that has been
on-site for more than 14 Calendar Days.



to distribute leaflets to places of residence or
to vehicles on occasions deemed appropriate
by the Council.



to take photographs of the AWS sign on
placement, and the suspension bags on
placement. It is critical that the photographs
are of sufficient quality to identify, as a
minimum, the AWS reference and the context
of the signage in the environment. The Council
will provide specific guidance on photo
content. It is also critical that all photos include
the correct time and date stamp within the
image. Photographs shall be catalogued by
the suspension reference number and made
available to the Council on the shared drive, or
by another means to be determined by the
Council, within 1 Operational Day of the
photos being taken.



to make detailed records of the above actions
for evidence purposes, in accordance with
instructions to be provided by the AO.
Currently,
information
is
supplied
in
pocketbooks and signed job sheets; however,
the future requirement may be for records to
be made electronically using HHCTs. If this
occurs, such change will be made in
accordance with the variation/change control
provisions (as appropriate) of the Conditions of
Contract.

3.2.33.8.4.

In the event of the non-availability of a parking place
dedicated for the use of one permit holder, such as a
trader or an individual who is entitled to a dedicated
disabled parking place, the Council will endeavour to
provide alternative accommodation for that permit holder.
Should the Service Provider need to suspend such a
parking place without it being ‘flagged’ to him/her as a
dedicated space, the Staff member shall put up the AWS
as per routine protocol and must inform the AO of this the
following day to avoid delays in arranging suitable
accommodation.

3.2.33.8.5.

Where a whole parking place is to be suspended, AWS
shall be placed on all time-plate posts within it. Upon
commencement of the suspension, suspensions bags shall
cover all signs in that parking place.

3.2.33.8.6.

Where only part of a parking place is to be suspended,
AWS shall be placed on all time-plates posts within the
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parking place. If there is more than one time-plate within
that parking place, only the time-plate closest to the area to
be suspended shall be covered with a bag. If only one
time-plate serves the entire parking place, no suspension
bag shall be placed over it. By leaving it uncovered,
motorists will still be able to identify the applicable parking
restriction for parking spaces that are not to be suspended.
3.2.33.8.7.

It is essential that the Service Provider takes adequate
care in ensuring that all the relevant information is clearly
displayed on the AWS. Should the Service Provider be
lacking in any necessary information that should have
been provided by the Council administrative staff, the
Service Provider shall raise this at the earliest opportunity
the following day, or by a process otherwise agreed in this
regard between the Service Provider and the Council.

3.2.33.8.8.

In no circumstances should the Service Provider manually
alter particulars on a printed AWS label unless permitted
by the AO.

3.2.33.9.

Suspensions Accommodation

3.2.33.9.1.

Accommodation will be made available by the Council
subject to applicable lease/licence or other similar legal
agreement as determined by the Council for the use of the
mobile suspensions Staff and associated equipment, but
not necessarily any of the Service Provider’s vehicles, at a
site within LBC, to be determined prior to the
Commencement Date.

3.2.33.10. Suspensions Equipment
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3.2.33.10.1.

The Service Provider shall be responsible for providing all
the necessary equipment for on-street suspensions
implementation, subject to the Council’s approval and
which shall include, but may not be limited to, suspensions
hoods, padlocks to secure the bags, advance warning
signage (including adhesive labels), and the means of
securing the signage.

3.2.33.10.2.

Given the possibility that suspensions equipment is
susceptible to occasional damage or theft, the Service
Provider must have a routine monitoring process in place
to ensure that operational signage is in place, and that
those signs identified as being damaged or missing can be
replaced on the same shift in order to maintain the
suspension and/or the notice of it. AWS boards in
particular are susceptible to damage by weather and
vandals, so it is critical that the boards supplied are highly
robust and capable of remaining affixed.

3.2.33.10.3.

It is essential that the Service Provider has sufficient stock
levels to cover the highly fluctuating numbers of parking
suspensions at any given time, taking into consideration
that any damaged or defaced boards will need to be
removed from circulation and replaced to preserve a
professional image and the effectiveness of such signage
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in advising motorists of a suspension.
3.2.33.10.4.

The Council will provide to the Service Provider details
concerning the dimensions and design required for
suspension bags and boards, taking into consideration
factors such as the size of Pay and Display machines, and
the Council’s software that produces the labels that need
to be affixed onto pre-printed AWS. The Service Provider
shall thereafter be responsible for ensuring that all items
are of a suitable size and design in accordance with the
Council’s requirements.

3.2.33.10.5.

The equipment involved in the Suspensions is as follows:
LOCATION

METHOD

Pay & Display Machines
Only



Durable, waterproof yellow
suspension bags, showing
the Council's name and logo
in colours specified by the
Council, and the wording
‘Parking Suspension, No
waiting, No loading, No
unloading’



durable locks



Multi-faced AWS, including
adhesive labels



durable, waterproof yellow
suspension bags showing the
Council's name and logo in
colours specified by the
Council and the wording
‘Parking Suspension, No
loading, No unloading’,



durable locks

All Parking Places

3.2.33.10.6.

Section: On-street enforcement

This equipment will be provided by and maintained by the
Service Provider, following initial approval by the AO.
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4.

SERVICES FOR CLAMPING AND VEHICLE REMOVALS

4.1.

Introduction
4.1.1.

4.2.

This Section of the Specification specifies the Council requirements in respect of
two groups of services:
4.1.1.1.

Clamping and removal operations, on-street and on Council housing
estates. Clamping and removal operations relates to the provision of
labour and EVs and associated equipment and stationery required
for the clamping, removing, relocation, decanting and recanting
(between the Pound and the decant pound) of vehicles.

4.1.1.2.

Pound and Payment Centre Operations. The Payment Centre is a
customer interface within the Pound building where payments and
enquiries are received. ‘Pound operations’ generally refers to those
functions carried out by staff responsible for monitoring the Pound
(Pound Attendants) and the vehicles therein, and for the despatching
of EVs (Pound Despatch Controllers).

4.1.2.

The Service Provider should note that for ease of interpretation of the
requirements outlined in this Section, references to Pound and Payment Centre
operations have been made with reference to the requirements in respect of
clamping and removal operations. For avoidance of doubt, should Pound and
Payment Centre operations be excluded from this Contract, the Pound and
Payment Centre operations will be performed by Council staff or a third party
appointed by the Council to perform such functions.

4.1.3.

The nature of the SOR is set out such that the Council will be able to evaluate
the costs of outsourcing the staffing element of the Pound and Payment Centre
operations aspects compared with the cost of them being performed in-house as
is the current arrangement.

Background
4.2.1.

Clamping and removal services have been in operation in LBC for many years,
and the Service Provider will provide Services to continue the existing level and
style of enforcement. The Council operates such services from the Pound.
However, given that the Pound only has a maximum of 83 available spaces for
on street enforcement, including 5 dedicated spaces for parking enforcement on
Council housing estates, a decant pound is required to be provided by the
Service Provider.

4.2.2.

Currently, the majority of clamping takes place on Council housing estates and
not on-street. Current policy states that only persistent evaders and vehicles
displaying fraudulent documents may be clamped whilst parked on the public
highway. The removal and relocation of vehicles takes place both on-street and
on Council housing estates.

4.2.3.

The EV presently being used for on-street clamping of persistent evaders is also
used as a ‘rapid response’ service for parking suspensions that need removing
ahead of the planned expiry time, or for parking suspensions that need urgent
implementation outside of the times designated for suspensions operations. It is
the intention of the Council to allow a similar degree of multi-use of any EV
designated for clamping. The Service Provider must act in accordance with
instructions provided by the Council in prioritising duties in instances described
in this Point 4.2.3.

4.2.4.

The Council operates slightly different policies and procedures concerning the
enforcement of vehicles on Council housing estates, and the Service Provider
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will be responsible to ensure these differences are understood and implemented.
Staff within the Council, with the exception of those in Parking Services, are also
involved in managing parking enforcement on the Council housing estates.
However, the objective is to make these services as similar as is practical for
operational expediency. There may be specific allocations of EVs to on-street
and Council housing estate areas.
4.2.5.

4.3.

Council Central Role in Clamping and Removals
4.3.1.

4.4.

As Council housing estate areas are not currently described within TMOs, the
rules and procedures for enforcing vehicles will be provided by the Council to the
Service Provider prior to the Commencement Date.
Enforcement
4.3.1.1.

The Council shall direct operations in relation to clamping and
removal in terms of determining general policy, and in providing
guidance on a tactical basis as to the use of the EVs. This may
mean that certain geographic areas are targeted, or that certain
contraventions are given particular attention. However, the Council
reserves the right to alter existing directions, or to issue new
directions, should that be required in the public interest or in the
Council's interest.

4.3.1.2.

All matters of operational enforcement practice shall be the
responsibility of the Clamp and Removals Manager and the Contract
Manager, who shall make the necessary decisions in accordance
with the guidelines issued by the Council.

4.3.1.3.

However, it shall be essential that the AO at any time can direct the
operation either in overall terms, or in detail. The Service Provider
shall follow such instructions which will not be deemed a variation
under the Conditions of Contract unless such intervention becomes
prolonged or is frequent in nature in which case such instruction will
be made in accordance with the variation provisions of the Contract.

4.3.1.4.

Payment for this Service requirement will be in accordance with the
SOR. No other items will be paid in relation to the delivery of this
Service requirement.

The Service Provider Duties and Responsibilities
4.4.1.

Identification and Authorisation
4.4.1.1.

To be eligible for clamping or removal, a vehicle in contravention
must first be properly identified. These identifications will be primarily
be as a result of the Service Provider’s patrols or from officers within
Parking Services. In the case of parking enforcement on Council
housing estates, District Housing Offices (DHOs) will be the first
point of contact from local residents. Requests by the Council for
clamps and removals brought to the Service Provider’s Pound
Despatch Controller (PDC) attention must be actioned as soon as
resources are available to respond.

4.4.1.2.

The identification of any vehicle for clamping or removal shall only be
carried out in accordance with the relevant instructions laid down by
the Council, as amended from time to time by the Council. This is
extremely important, as these instructions shall be the statement of
the intentions of the Council regarding the use of these methods of
enforcement.
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4.4.2.

4.4.3.

4.4.4.

On-Board CEOs (OBCEOs)
4.4.2.1.

OBCEOs are CEOs who shall be drawn from the Service Provider's
more experienced personnel (i.e., a minimum of one year’s on-street
experience). These CEOs shall receive formal training specifically
tailored to the Council’s clamp and removal operations.

4.4.2.2.

OBCEOs shall patrol in the EVs, and shall follow the directions given
by the Council regarding area, event and type of contravention and
any other directions, in order to meet the transportation objectives of
the Council. OBCEOs will not issue any PCNs, unless otherwise
instructed by the Council, but OBCEO will complete the
documentation as described below and send detailed authorisation
and clamp/removal information to the PDC. In the case of removals,
OBCEOs will not give physical assistance to the clamp or removal
procedure. OBCEOs they will travel in the EVs back to the Pound,
effecting the hand-over of the vehicle to the Pound Attendant.

4.4.2.3.

The Council does not require EVs engaged in decanting/recanting
activity to and from the Pound to have an OBCEO in the vehicle nor
does the Council require an OBCEO to accompany the driver whilst
the EV is deployed solely on de-clamping operations.

4.4.2.4.

Vehicles displaying a valid or expired disabled badge (excluding
suspected fraudulent badges) may not be clamped or removed by
the Service Provider unless it has first been authorised by the AO.

Procedures for EV Crews
4.4.3.1.

Prior to the start of a shift or after a break, all EV crews shall log on
to the HHCT, or in the event of its failure, Staff shall report their
movements to the PDC via the radio system. Staff shall log off duty
at the end of a shift, and when taking permitted breaks.

4.4.3.2.

In the event of failure of the software supplied by a software supplier
appointed by the Council, the Service Provider shall use a proven,
robust method of recording all events relating to a clamp or removal
case, such that the Council can have access to a full audit trail of all
timed activities relating to each and every case.

4.4.3.3.

The HHCT, or in the event of its failure, the PDC, shall inform the EV
Staff regarding the location of an authorised vehicle.

Removal Procedures
4.4.4.1.

On-street, when the EV reaches the identified vehicle, the OBCEO
shall check the PCN and associated documents for conformance
with the Council's criteria for clamping and removing (Appendix 11),
and shall check the DCS record if necessary, either via voice radio
or by on-line terminal.

4.4.4.2.

The OBCEO shall make a second judgement as to the course of
action, with the alternatives being:
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take no further action,



call for an alternative type of EV;



issue a correct PCN, and/or



proceed with removal
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4.4.4.3.

4.4.5.

If the decision is “to proceed with removal”, the OBCEO will:


complete and sign the condition report;



take photographs in accordance with the Council procedures
for photographs, which can confirm the contravention in the
event of a challenge, and the vehicle condition;



deal with any immediate challenge to the action;



upon completion of these tasks the operator of the Clamping
and Removal vehicle shall load the contravening vehicle by
means of the on-board crane.



supervise the lifting of the vehicle and return of the vehicle to
the Pound.

4.4.4.4.

Once removed, the OBCEO shall communicate the vehicle and
removal details to the PDC. There shall be an absolute maximum of
five minutes between the removal and the information being sent to
the PDC.

4.4.4.5.

If a PCN is missing on arrival by the EV, the OBCEO shall log this
into the HHCT and inform the PDC so that the PDC can arrange for
an on-street CEO to re-issue PCN enabling the vehicle to be reauthorised for removal. In these circumstances a new authorisation
sticker shall be completed and attached to the vehicle. The Council
may require that, in limited circumstances, it may be the OBCEO
who re-issues the PCN is this scenario.

4.4.4.6.

The Service Provider shall be responsible for the removal of onstreet vehicles which have been clamped and have not had the fee
paid in accordance with the Council’s procedure (‘aged removals’).
Vehicles to be clamped and removed from Council housing estates
have different rules and procedures and details of such rules and
procedures will be provided by the Council to the Service Provider.
In any event, aged removals shall be removed to the Pound, after
having the clamp removed, the action shall then be treated as a
removal, and not a clamp. The DCS must be updated to show
vehicles which are in the process of being brought in, in order that
the appropriate public information can be given to a caller.

4.4.4.7.

The objective shall be to have most if not all vehicles clamped that
day, paid for and released by early evening. Where resources are
available, aged clamp vehicles (vehicles which have remained
clamped past 18:30 with no payment received) on the public
highway shall be removed by 23:30, or at other times, to be agreed
with the AO. Similarly, where resources are available, on Council
housing estates, the objective will be to have no vehicle left clamped
after 22:00 on the day it was clamped.

Relocation Procedures
4.4.5.1.

If removal of a vehicle is absolutely necessary for a Disabled Badge
holder, the vehicle concerned shall be relocated nearby, ideally to a
position within sight of the original position. In these cases the
recovery charge is zero.

4.4.5.2.

Relocations are occasionally required as a paid-for service for
parking suspensions applicants who have been unable to submit
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their application within the defined timescales. A relocation in these
circumstances requires payment to be made before any relocation
may take place, thus in the first instance the applicant shall be
directed by the Council to the Payment Centre to make relocation
arrangements.
4.4.5.3.

4.4.6.

4.4.7.

4.4.8.

When the driver/registered keeper of a vehicle contacts the Service
Provider’s telephone line, the driver/registered keeper of the vehicle
shall be given every assistance by the Service Provider to recover
the vehicle.

Clamping Procedures
4.4.6.1.

The PCN shall be checked, and confirmed as valid, digital
photographs taken, and the clamping operative shall be instructed by
the OBCEO to apply the wheel clamp.

4.4.6.2.

The operative shall attach the warning notice sticker to the
windscreen in front of the driving position, explaining that the vehicle
has been clamped and must not be driven. The OBCEO shall
complete the instruction card for the registered keeper and affix this
to the vehicle.

4.4.6.3.

Once these actions are complete, the OBCEO shall communicate
the details to the PDC, and complete any paperwork required as per
the instructions of the AO. There shall be an absolute maximum of
five minutes between a clamp being applied and the information
being sent to the PDC.

4.4.6.4.

If another enforcement agency has legally attached a clamp, such as
TfL, a bailiff or any other enforcement agency, the Service Provider
will not attach a further clamp to the vehicle. The Service Provider
may be required to cooperate in extenuating circumstances to the
enforcement agency by carrying out a removal of that vehicle if the
bailiff or police are unable to provide this service.

De-Clamping
4.4.7.1.

A clamped vehicle shall become available for de-clamping upon
payment of the PCN and clamping fee.

4.4.7.2.

The Service Provider shall be required to de-clamp all vehicles for
which payment has been made within 2 hours of the payment being
received.

4.4.7.3.

On arrival at an unattended vehicle to be de-clamped, the Service
Provider’s operator shall release the clamp and if the registered
keeper/driver is not present, complete and attach to the driver's side
window a de-clamp sticker detailing the time of de-clamp, the
location and the identity of the de-clamper. In all cases, upon declamping a vehicle, the de-clamper shall confirm the action to the
PDC.

4.4.7.4.

The Council shall have no objections to the use of a removal EV in
de-clamping operations, provided the effectiveness of the removal
operations are not jeopardised in any way.

Decanting and Recanting of Vehicles
4.4.8.1.
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The Service Provider will be required to move vehicles to and from
the Pound to the decant pound. The AO will determine when this
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activity will be carried out, but typically this will occur in the evenings
after 18:30. The AO will instruct the Service Provider in writing,
providing a minimum of 24 hours notice of volumes of
decants/recants needing to be completed within the hours specified
in the deployment plan for a given day in the month.
4.4.9.

Particulars for Enforcement Off-street on Council Housing Estates
4.4.9.1.

In the case of parking on Council housing estates, Staff will patrol
the Council housing estates and check permits on vehicles against
information provided by the Council. The Service Provider will be
expected on instruction by the Council to patrol a particular Council
housing estate on foot, checking every vehicle in detail for validity to
park. Permits are checked for VRM, estate and date validity and
parking space number. Any discrepancy in this information will
trigger a 15 minute casual (i.e., non-continuous) observation period
(or as otherwise advised by the AO), then if unresolved, a clamping
or removal, according to the Council Housing Estate Code of
Operations, known as the Code of Operations, a document that shall
be provided to the Service Provider prior to the Commencement
Date.

4.4.9.2.

On estates, the normal action will be for the Service Provider to
clamp any vehicle found to be in contravention of the Council
housing estates rules as defined in the Code of Operations. Under
certain circumstances, vehicles will also be removed, such as if the
vehicle remains incorrectly parked until the next day, or if it is
identified as one where a clamp has previously been forcibly
removed. The Service Provider should provide the list of such
vehicles to the AO on a regular basis, in order to help minimise such
incidents from occurring.

4.4.9.3.

Certain vehicles will be exempt from parking enforcement on Council
housing estates, and list of these will be provided by the Council to
the Service Provider as a part of the operational policy.

4.4.9.4.

On Council housing estates, the Service Provider’s Staff must carry
out, as minimum, the following additional duties:
a) checking the parking related signs and lines at each visit to
a Council housing estate. Any missing or damaged signs
should be reported to the relevant District Housing Office
(DHO) within 1 Operational Day.
b) reporting the presence of a covered vehicle that cannot be
checked for a permit. The location of any such vehicle shall
be reported to the AO within 1 Operational Day.
c) identify and report suspected fraudulent disabled badges
and parking permits. The details of the disabled
badges/permit shall be reported to the AO immediately; or if
out of the hours of 8:00 – 16:00 on an Operational Day, by
10am the following Operational Day.

4.4.9.5.

Section: Clamping and removals

As no PCNs are currently issued on the Council housing estates, the
Service Provider is required to maintain a detail pocketbook log of
duties carried out, including visits, times, details of vehicles
requested for clamping or removal, vehicle clamped and vehicles
removed, permit details of such vehicles and any other details as
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specified by the Council. A detailed operational procedure will be
issued to the Service Provider prior to the Commencement Date and
updated as necessary by the Council during the Contract Term.

4.4.10.

4.4.9.6.

Pocketbooks of Staff patrolling Council housing estates will be
scanned by the Service Provider and made available as scanned
images to the AO by 10:00 on the day following the events in the log.
On request, the Service Provider will provide the original log book
within 24 hours to the AO.

4.4.9.7.

All photographs taken by the CEOs on Council housing estates will
be loaded onto the shared drive and made available to the AO in a
similar
manner
as
to
the
provision
of
on-street
clamp/removal/relocation photographs.

4.4.9.8.

The Service Provider must have in place appropriate S.I.A. licensing
for Staff operating on Council housing estates, accepting payments
in relation to such transactions and dealing with releases from either
Pound and for any other reasons deemed to be required by the
S.I.A.

4.4.9.9.

All other procedures for enforcement in relation to vehicles on
Council housing estate property will be as for on-street vehicles
unless otherwise advised by the AO.

4.4.9.10.

As mentioned above, presently the Council does not issue PCNs to
vehicles parked on Council housing estates. However, this may
change in the future and the Council may wish to start issuing a type
of penalty notice to vehicles parked incorrectly on Council housing
estates. In these circumstances, the Council may require resources
from the SOR to perform this function accordingly, which may or may
not impact on the requirement for EVs for clamping and/or removing.

Digital Photographs
4.4.10.1.

The Council considers the taking of digital photographs in support of
PCNs issued to be a significant factor in supporting its aim of
seeking to provide a quality parking enforcement service. The
Council will therefore determine from time to time, the rules for the
taking of digital photographs of vehicles subject to clamping or
removing, and the Service Provider will implement such rules. The
Service Provider will be consulted on the rules prior to
implementation, but the requirements specified by the Council will
prevail.

4.4.10.2.

The rules set by the Council will specify the circumstances under
which a photograph should be taken and will specify the evidential
information which is required as a consequence of taking the
photographs.

4.4.10.3.

The Council require that a minimum of 5 clear photographs are taken
of each contravening vehicle, which should include, but not be
limited to one of the VRM, one of the PCN and authorisation sticker
affixed to the vehicle, one of the windscreen and any applicable
documentation on display, the general context of the contravention
and a close up of any applicable signage.

4.4.10.4.

Each digital photograph will be available to the Council on an agreed
electronic destination folder on the shared drive. It will be the Service
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Provider’s responsibility to ensure the photographs are catalogued
by date and VRM by 10:00 on the day following the
clamp/removal/relocation.

4.4.11.

4.4.12.

4.4.10.5.

The Service Provider is responsible for ensuring that every EV
carries a fully operational digital camera, which shall be provided at
the Service Provider’s cost. An OBCEO without a functioning
camera is considered by the Council not be fit for deployment in an
EV.

4.4.10.6.

Each camera will be tested at the commencement of each shift to
ensure that the image is clear, all applicable features are functioning,
and that the time and date setting is on and correct as instructed by
the Speaking Clock or Rugby Clock.

Pound Despatch Control
4.4.11.1.

The PDC will receive requests for clamping and removals primarily
via the software operating on each CEO’s HHCT. There must be an
operative from the Service Provider’s organisation on duty at all
times during the hours where the clamp and removal operation,
including decanting and recanting operations are in effect, who is
capable of using the software system supplied by the software
supplier appointed by the Council to despatch jobs to EVs. The PDC
is also typically the point of contact for basic telephone enquiries
from Council officers.

4.4.11.2.

Priorities have been established for the clamping and removals as
Council policy. This policy gives rise to circumstances where
vehicles should be clamped or removed, and conversely, where
vehicles should not be clamped or removed. These provisional lists
are shown in Appendix 11. The Council’s priority list for clamps and
removal, which may change from time to time, will primarily
determine the manner in which EVs are despatched, and the
adherence to the priority list shall be closely monitored by the
Council.

4.4.11.3.

Despatch control must accurately log vehicles on the Council’s
system in keeping with the Council’s Despatch and Control
procedures that shall be provided to the Service Provider prior to
Commencement Date.

4.4.11.4.

On occasions where there is no means within the software system to
be used on the HHCTs to notify TRACE of vehicles that have been
removed, the Service Provider must perform the notification
manually within 2 minutes of being notified of the removal.

Persistent Evaders
4.4.12.1.

Section: Clamping and removals

The present London Council’s definition of a persistent evader is: “a
debtor who has been issued with three or more penalty charge
notices for parking offences that remain outstanding past the stage
where the debtor can make formal representations against the
issuing of the penalty charge notice”. It shall be the Council’s
responsibility to identify persistent evaders or offenders. The Service
Provider shall be responsible for taking action with regards to
persistent evaders identified by the Council in full accordance with
the Council’s procedures for dealing with persistent evaders.
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4.4.13.

4.4.14.

4.4.12.2.

The software to be used on HHCTs allows for CEOs to be alerted to
the persistent evader status of a vehicle once it has been logged in
the HHCT.

4.4.12.3.

Alerts and instructions concerning persistent evaders may come
directly from the AO or Council’s Parking Services' Debt Recovery
Team. On such occasions, the PDC shall make a note on the case
to this effect and ensure the any relevant instructions are passed
immediately to the appropriate operations Staff.

4.4.12.4.

It shall be the responsibility of the PDC to notify the debt recovery
team within one Operational Hour that a vehicle classed as a
persistent evader has been clamped or removed to the Pound.

Driver Returns
4.4.13.1.

Whilst clamping, if action has been started against a vehicle, it shall
normally continue until completed. A clamping action is completed
when the padlock has been locked. Should the driver return to the
vehicle before the padlock is closed, the vehicle shall be authorised
to be released by the OBCEO and fully descriptive notes must be
made in the pocketbook illustrating the reason for releasing the
clamp. Further, the OBCEO shall notify the despatch controller of the
events within five minutes of them occurring. In turn the PDC shall
add notes into the IT system.

4.4.13.2.

In the case of removals, once action has started by the Service
Provider against a vehicle, it shall normally continue until completed.
The start of a removal is when at least one wheel of the offending
vehicle has been moved from its original parked position. Should the
driver return to the vehicle before the vehicle is on the back of the
EV, the fully descriptive notes must be made in the pocketbook
illustrating the reason for not completing the removal. Further, the
OBCEO shall notify the PDC of the events within five minutes of
them occurring. In turn the PDC shall add notes into the IT system.

4.4.13.3.

The Service Provider's Staff shall not become embroiled in
arguments about the case with members of the public and shall be
polite at all times when clamping and/or removing vehicles. The
OBCEO shall be responsible for giving to the driver the information
card explaining the procedures for vehicle release and directions to
the Pound.

4.4.13.4.

If the action has commenced, but the OBCEO feels that there may
be extenuating circumstances which justify the vehicle being
released, the OBCEO should contact the PDC who shall in turn
forward the request to the AO for permission to release the vehicle.
Should the AO authorise the vehicle to be released, a full report of
the event, the related photographs, and the reasons for the return to
the driver/registered keeper of the vehicle shall be made and
submitted to the AO.

Documentation
4.4.14.1.

Section: Clamping and removals

Standard documentation shall be used in conjunction with the
Clamping and Removal Services. A list of this documentation is in
Appendix 8. All items listed in Appendix 8 shall be provided by the
Service Provider, once the design has been approved by the AO.
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4.4.15.

4.4.16.

Relationship with MP
4.4.15.1.

The Service Provider shall cooperate with any MP action requested
during the course of the Service Provider’s operational duties. Any
such event shall be specifically noted in the OBCEO notebook or by
notification from the PDC to the AO.

4.4.15.2.

The Service Provider may be asked to take direction from MP
officers, and shall cooperate with such requests, after authorisation
from the AO.

4.4.15.3.

The Service Provider and the Council shall agree with the MP a
means of providing information to the MP regarding vehicles which
have been removed to the Pound. The Service Provider shall handle
calls or written requests from the MP regarding vehicles which have
been impounded, responding within 2 hours of receiving such
request, with details of any vehicle held in the Pound. In addition,
the Service Provider shall fax to the MP each day at a pre-arranged
time, a list of the vehicles currently held in the Pound.

Vehicles/Equipment
4.4.16.1.

All clamp and removal equipment used shall be operated to a
standard acceptable to the Council, particularly the EVs on-street,
which shall have as their main objective, the avoidance of damage to
any vehicle or property. All clamp and removal equipment must be
kept in a clean and presentable manner. If any vehicle does not
come up to the required standard, the AO shall bring the matter to
the Service Provider's attention and may determine that the vehicle
is not fit for charging as in the SOR.

4.4.16.2.

The Service Provider shall be responsible for any damage or loss to
its clamping and removal equipment during the performance of the
Services.

4.4.16.3.

Each clamping and removal vehicle must be equipped with an
operational HHCT in order to authorise vehicles for enforcement
action directly to the DCS.

4.4.16.4.

Each clamping or removal vehicle must be equipped with a voice
communication capability which can be applied throughout LBC.

4.4.16.5.

The Service Provider's vehicles used in providing Clamping and
Removal Services shall be painted white, and carry no marking other
than a Council logo and Parking Services customer services’ phone
number on the doors. An approved form of words such as "XXX Ltd,
WORKING IN PARTENRSHIP WITH THE LONDON BOROUGH OF
CAMDEN" may be used if express permission is sought from the
AO; this wording may be removed when the vehicle is not being
used in the provision of Services if the Service Provider wishes, but
must be displayed when deployed in the performance of the
Services. Removal EVs shall in addition display the TRACE
Information contact number.

4.4.16.6.

Each clamp shall be painted Pantone Green 348, they shall carry the
Council logo, and a unique number from a batch allocated by the
Council. The type of clamps to be used must be approved as to their
type by the Council, and shall be of the type approved by the Home
Office for use by the MP.
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4.4.16.7.

No member of the public may travel in the Service Provider’s
vehicles at any time whilst the vehicle is being used in the provision
of Services.

4.4.16.8.

The AO, and other Council officers permitted by the AO, shall be
singularly allowed as passengers in any of the EVs at any time whilst
the vehicle is engaged in performing the Services.

4.4.16.9.

No EV is allowed to contravene parking regulations while in the
course of its duties, or when parked, except when it is actually
clamping or removing a vehicle.

4.4.16.10. When not in use, the removal EVs must be parked at the Pound. If
stored elsewhere, the EV must not display the Council logo unless in
a secure location.
4.4.16.11. The Service Provider must hold a current valid Standard Operators
Licence which must be produced for inspection before
commencement of Clamping and Removal Services and at any time
thereafter. Each EV operator must hold a current valid driver's
licence of the correct category.
4.4.16.12. Any EV that does not meet the requirements in this Specification
must not be deployed. In the event that an EV is deployed but does
not meet the vehicle requirements, no contribution will be made
towards the count of deployed hours and no payment will be made
for those hours EVs are not deployed in accordance with the vehicle
requirements in this Specification.
4.4.17.

Particulars - Removal Vehicles
4.4.17.1.

EVs used in the removal of vehicles shall be maintained at all times
in a roadworthy condition with the crane fully serviceable.

4.4.17.2.

The normal method of removal shall be by total lift, as access to the
interior of the vehicle being removed shall be strictly banned, except
in exceptional circumstances. Each EV must be capable of effecting
the removal of any authorised vehicle, within its lifting capacity, from
the parked position to secure for travel on the EV within three
minutes or less.

4.4.17.3.

A second removed vehicle using a “spectacle” lift may be carried
behind the main vehicle.

4.4.17.4.

At least one EV used for removal of vehicles shall have the capacity
to lift four tons (imp.) at a reach of 8' 0", and 2 tons at 13' 0". The
Service Provider must have access to removal vehicles which are
capable of removing an HGV or coach or large vans from a street or
Council housing estate within 24 hours of being notified by the AO.
The ability to remove motorcycles is also required, and for this
purpose, the Council will accept that either EVs for the removal of
vehicles or EVs for the clamping of vehicles may be used to carry
out the removal of motorcycles. Any request to remove a motorcycle
must be capable of being met, unless all enforcement vehicles are
committed at that point in time; in the event that this cannot be done,
the Council will refer to the Schedule of Defaults.

4.4.17.5.

Each EV used for removal of vehicles shall be equipped with an
amber revolving or strobe light.
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4.4.18.

Particulars - Clamping Vehicles
4.4.18.1.

4.4.19.

Particulars - De-Clamping Vehicles
4.4.19.1.

4.4.20.

If a vehicle has been identified as abandoned on-street or on Council
housing estates by the attachment of an abandoned vehicle notice,
the Service Provider shall not clamp or remove the vehicle.
OBCEOs, like other CEOs are responsible for reporting any suspect
abandoned vehicle to the AO.

Emergency Procedures
4.4.21.1.

4.4.22.

De-clamping vehicles may be the same vehicles as used for
clamping. If so, the Service Provider may determine the best way to
complete requisite activities using the resources available. If it is
agreed by the Council that the vehicles will not be the same for both
clamping and de-clamping, the decision about numbers deployed on
either activity shall be an operational one to be determined by the
Council.

Abandoned On-Street/Off-Street
4.4.20.1.

4.4.21.

The vehicles used for clamping will be vans. The Service Provider
must ensure that the vehicle used for clamping is capable of carrying
at least sufficient clamps for 9 hour’s operation, including clamps
specifically for coach/lorry and motorcycle clamping, without return to
the Pound. The Service Provider is responsible for the provision of
clamps as in Point 4.4.16.6, as well as padlocks. No clamping van
may leave the Pound without at least 15 suitable clamps & padlocks
on board.

Under certain circumstances, a decision may be made to allow
routine operations to be by-passed in order to resolve a difficult
situation. Such a decision shall not be the responsibility of the
Service Provider, but shall be taken by the AO. The decisions must
at all times, consider the overall effectiveness of the operation, the
reputation of the Council, and issues of individual safety of registered
keepers/drivers and passengers. In these cases, instructions from
the AO shall override activities which are on-going, and the Service
Provider shall make every effort to fulfil its requirements. These
circumstances shall occur in cases such as these:


a decision to de-clamp a car immediately;



an excessive backlog of de-clamps, which could exceed the
two hour de-clamping time;



a major communications failure in the area;



a power failure;



DCS computer failure;



a transport strike;



a snowstorm;



a MP request, e.g. a bomb warning amongst any other
request.

Special Circumstances
4.4.22.1.
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clamp times specified above in Point 4.4.7.2 in situations where for
reasons outside the Service Provider's control, de-clamping cannot
take place within the 2 hours, e.g., the padlock has been deliberately
vandalised or where the vehicle has been removed by its owner
without the clamp being released by the Service Provider amongst
other situations determined by the Council

4.4.23.

4.4.22.2.

Regardless of the situation, it shall be the Service Provider's
responsibility to release the clamp.
Lost clamps are the
responsibility of the Service Provider. It shall be the responsibility of
the Service Provider to pursue any criminal damage proceedings in
the case of persons deliberately removing clamps, or for vehicles
damaged by any person.

4.4.22.3.

A vehicle authorised for removal may be temporarily clamped
pending removal, if the Service Provider believes that there is a need
for such action.

4.4.22.4.

A back-up of voice communication provided by the Service Provider
shall be necessary in the event of any failure of any mobile data
system used.

Payment Centre
4.4.23.1.

Location

4.4.23.1.1.

The Service Provider shall provide Staff to operate the
Payment Centre at the Pound.

4.4.23.1.2.

The provision and maintenance of the Payment Centre
shall be the responsibility of the Council subject to the form
of lease, licence or other similar legal agreement with
Service Provider, as determined by the Council

4.4.23.1.3.

The Council will be responsible for ensuring that signs in
relation to the Pound and Payment Centre will be clearly
displayed at the Pound for the benefit of pedestrians,
registered keepers of vehicles and drivers.

4.4.23.2.

Equipment

4.4.23.2.1.

The IT software and hardware necessary for checking of
vehicle and PCN status will be provided by the software
supplier appointed by the Council. The Council shall supply
the documentation for the receipting of payments.

4.4.23.2.2.

The Council will also provide the IT software and hardware
to enable authorised representatives of the Service
Provider to have on-line access to the Council’s cash
receipting system, and to the parking management IT
system. The Council will also provide a scanner to the
Service Provider in order that any documents provided by
payees can be scanned and linked into the case record on
the system by the Service Provider.

4.4.23.2.3.

The Council shall provide other equipment the Council
deems necessary for operating the Payment Centre such
as paper documentation, the cash tills, and a safe.

4.4.23.3.
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4.4.23.3.1.

The Payment Centre has secure pedestrian access into
the Pound, such that only members of the public who are
authorised to enter may gain access to their vehicles under
supervision by the Service Provider.

4.4.23.3.2.

Access for disabled persons is provided to the Pound
(under supervision by the Service Provider) and Payment
Centre.

4.4.23.3.3.

The Payment Centre provides two secure counters which
offer Payment Centre Staff a reasonable degree of
protection. The level of protection shall be determined by
the Service Provider’s following a risk assessment carried
out by the Service Provider. At each counter, there is
counter space for a payee to fill in the forms necessary.

4.4.23.4.

Hours of Operation

4.4.23.4.1.

4.4.23.5.

Services Provided

4.4.23.5.1.

4.4.23.6.

The hours of operation of the Clamping and Removal
Services shall be instructed by the Council. The Payment
Centre shall typically operate as a minimum during all
hours during which Clamping and Removal Services are
performed. Initial hours are specified in Appendix 5.
The Payment Centre shall provide the following facilities:


taking payments for PCNs issued



taking payments for relocations, clamping and
removals (on Council housing estates and onstreet) and any associated charges



customer care and provision of public information
(as specified below)



handing out any leaflets in relation to Council
notifications or Council services as required by the
Council;



withholding of fraudulent or stolen disabled badges
and parking permits;



any other facility as directed by the Council.

Customer Care and Public Information

4.4.23.6.1.

The Service Provider shall act as the first point of contact
for members of the public who are present at the Pound
who are making general enquiries or are making a
complaint.

4.4.23.6.2.

A public information service shall be provided by the
Service Provider through a telephone number made
available generally to members of the public. The Council
shall specify the steps which shall be taken by the Service
Provider to make this number publicly known. This public
information service shall operate during the times specified
in Appendix 5, unless agreed to the contrary by the
Council. Any call to the public information service shall be
answered in person by a member of the Service Provider’s
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Staff within 5 rings (not by an answering machine), and the
caller shall be provided with all the help and guidance
required to enable them to identify whether or not their
vehicle is being restrained by the Council and advised on
what needs to be done by the driver/registered keeper of
the vehicle to have the vehicle returned to the
driver/registered keeper. This service shall apply to any
clamped/removed/relocated vehicles, regardless of
whether it was clamped and removed on-street or from a
Council housing estate. This telephone service shall also
take payments for clamped vehicles and for vehicle
relocations.
4.4.23.6.3.

Should a member of Staff receive any request for
assistance which is outside of their remit, they shall direct
the person making the request to the most appropriate
source of advice. The Council shall provide general
information and directions to assist in this process.

4.4.23.6.4.

Any person wishing to make a formal complaint against the
Service Provider or in relation to the Services (but not a
damage to vehicle claim) are to be provided with the
written address for formal complaints to the Council.

4.4.23.6.5.

The Service Provider shall be responsible for dealing with
and resolving issues received from members of the public
which are complaints and claims for compensation in
relation to any damage to vehicle. THE SP shall be
responsible for costs that may arise as a result of a
damage claim being upheld. In the interests of customer
service, it is expected that the Service Provider will deal
with such claims without unreasonable delay.

4.4.23.7.

Staffing

4.4.23.7.1.

The Payment Centre shall be staffed in accordance with
the general requirements covered in Section 1 of this
Specification, and in accordance with the Service
Provider’s method statement(s). All Staff dealing with the
public shall be uniformed. A minimum of two members of
the Staff must be on duty at all times at the Pound and
Payment Centre for the time that the Payment Centre is
open and/or access to the Pound is required by the
Service Provider in connection with clamping/removal
operations and/or decanting/recanting activities.

4.4.23.7.2.

The level of Staffing must be such that no member of the
public has to wait for more than 5 minutes to be attended
at the counter. The Service Provider shall be responsible
for monitoring that this timescale is being achieved. The
only variation to this shall be for special events has
specified in this Specification, in which case there may be
an introduction of relaxation of this time response
requirement for the duration of the special event and with
the consent of the AO.

4.4.23.8.
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4.4.23.8.1.

The monies received in connection with charges for
penalty notices, clamping, removals, storage and
relocations shall be batched, with the appropriate control
forms correctly coded with coding details provided by the
Council by 10:00am each weekday. Such batches will be
placed in plastic bags and stored in the safe provided by
the Council until collected by the Council. Monies will be
collected daily by the Council’s authorised representatives,
and the monies handed over shall be reconciled to the
monies taken during the day. The Service Provider’s
payment system should produce a daily banking report of
all monies processed that day, with an analysis of the type
of payments such as cheque or cash), and the application
of the funds (valid payments, overpayments, unidentified
payments, suspense payments). Copies of these reports
shall be faxed daily to the Council’s Town Hall Cashier and
passed daily to the AO to support the record of the banked
monies.

4.4.23.8.2.

The procedures specified for handling payments, including
banking, will be reviewed from time to time by the Council
and may be altered at the Council’s discretion. The Service
Provider will follow any such procedures (as amended by
the Council from time to time) without delay upon
notification by the Council.

4.4.23.9.

Payment Procedure

4.4.23.9.1.

The Service Provider shall be responsible for the
processing of all payments received in respect of the
clamping and removal Services and associated PCNs,
handing them to authorised representatives of the Council,
and reconciliation of the income with the Council.

4.4.23.9.2.

Responsibility for all of the monies collected rests with the
Service Provider through to the point where the monies are
handed over to authorised representatives of the Council.
For any PCN payment, the only value that will be accepted
for payment is the full outstanding balance as shown on
the Council’s IT system.

4.4.23.9.3.

Each payer shall be given a receipt, showing the Council’s
name, address of payment location, the PCN number, the
date and time of payment, the amount paid and the
method of payment.

4.4.23.9.4.

The Service Provider shall follow the AO's instructions
regarding payment handling, and in particular, all payment
transactions shall be correctly processed and inputted
using the appropriate equipment/documentation/systems.
If manual payment is processed due to a system
malfunction, the Service Provider should add notes on the
receipt and the document the reasons issuing manual
receipts.

4.4.23.9.5.

Apart from Euro cheques and traveller’s cheques written in
£ sterling, the Service Provider shall not accept any
cheques which are drawn on a bank outside the United
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Kingdom and such cheques shall be rejected, with a
request for one of the forms of payment specified above.
4.4.23.9.6.

All cheques should be endorsed with the notice number
and encoded for presentation to the bank. The Council will
specify a controlled procedure for this aspect.

4.4.23.9.7.

No company cheques are to be accepted without AO
authorisation.

4.4.23.9.8.

No cheques will be accepted without a cheque guarantee
card for the amount to be paid.

4.4.23.9.9.

The Service Provider shall not accept a telephone payment
for a removed vehicle unless authorised to do so by the
AO. All removal payments shall be fully processed at the
Payment Centre counter.

4.4.23.9.10.

During the hours in which the Payment Centre is open as
shown at Appendix 5, the Service Provider shall provide a
telephone service for use by members of the public which
shall take credit card payments over the phone for clamp
payments and their associated PCN. Such method of
payment shall involve the Staff operator who is handling
the call identifying the correct record on the Council’s IT
system, taking the payment details from the caller, and
waiting for the transaction to be verified by a Credit
Clearing Agency. The Service Provider must be fully
conversant with the banks’ rules on Cardholder Not
Present (CNP) transactions. The Council will not be liable
if the rules are not followed and payments are disputed by
cardholders.

4.4.23.9.11.

This same telephone service will provide information about
the location of removed vehicles, how to pay for clamped
or removed vehicles, how to get to the Pound, identification
requirements.

4.4.23.9.12.

Payments for clamped vehicles identified as belonging to a
persistent evader will not be accepted by phone, but the
person calling will be instructed to attend the Payment
Centre in person with identification as per the identification
procedures that shall be provided to the Service Provider
by the AO prior to Contract Commencement.

4.4.23.9.13.

When the person claiming their vehicle from the Pound
attends the Payment Centre, the Service Provider's Staff
member will, if possible, satisfy themselves as to the
claimant's identity, and claim upon the vehicle. This shall
form an important part of Council debt recovery strategy,
as for those vehicles associated with persistent evaders
this may prove to be the only opportunity to obtain
sufficient personal information. Release will only be
authorised when all forms of ID specified as required by
the Council are accepted and full payment for the clamp or
removal charges and PCN have been made.

4.4.23.9.14.

Specific instructions shall be given to the Service Provider
by the Council for proof of identity and cases where
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sufficient proof of identity or claim upon the vehicle cannot
be provided.
4.4.23.9.15.

Once approved for release, the name and address of the
registered keeper of the vehicle shall be recorded and the
Service Provider shall produce a Payment Centre form as
an invoice, identifying the amount due. The registered
owner of the vehicle shall sign this document, the monies
shall be taken, and the form and the PCN shall be
endorsed as paid. Payment for the PCN shall be required
at the same time. A receipt shall be printed, and given to
the registered owner of the vehicle.
In the case of
clamping, a notice of the release procedure shall be given
to the driver/registered keeper of the vehicle.

4.4.23.9.16.

The payment methods to be accepted shall be the full
range, appropriate to the circumstances, which are:


Cash, including Euros, where
exchange rate will be used

the

Council’s



cheques (ONLY with cheque guarantee card for the
amount to be paid)



credit cards (at present AMEX and Diners Club are
not accepted)



debit cards



charge cards

4.4.23.9.17.

All documentation, including the clamp form and in
particular the PCN, shall be stored by the Service Provider
for the duration of the Contract Term, and be available to
the Council, if required. Documents where payment is
incomplete, either due to the charges being waived
(Disabled, Diplomatic, etc.), or delayed (inability to pay),
shall be kept separately, and forwarded to the AO as these
shall require special action either to cancel the ticket, or to
instigate action to recover the outstanding charges (PCN
and clamp fee).

4.4.23.9.18.

Any claim for vehicle release without total payment shall be
referred to the AO.

4.4.23.9.19.

The Service Provider's Staff at the Payment Centre shall
hold details of MP or other "special interest" vehicles. In
the circumstance where the system identifies such a MPinterest vehicle, the Service Provider's Staff should contact
the MP emergency number immediately the vehicle is
recognised, and inform the MP of the presence of the
vehicle at the Pound. The Service Provider's Staff should
not otherwise deal with the vehicle or take any action. The
records kept should identify the reason for the special
interest, and the guidance provided by the Council and/or
the MP.

4.4.23.9.20.

Staff at the Payment Centre will not have the power to
accept any sum other than a full payment for the specified
charge due.
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4.4.24.

4.4.25.

Collection of Vehicles
4.4.24.1.

Vehicles that have been removed to the Pound may only be
recovered by the registered keeper of the Vehicle during the hours
for which the Payment Centre is open (as specified in Appendix 5).

4.4.24.2.

When a registered keeper of a vehicle wishes to pay for the release
of an impounded vehicle and that vehicle has been decanted to the
other pound, the Service Provider will accept payment, and instruct
the registered keeper as to when the vehicle will be returned to the
Pound. Any such return must be completed within 24 hours of the
payment being taken. The Service Provider should ask for a contact
telephone number for the registered keeper, and a call should be
made by the Service Provider to that number within an hour of when
the vehicle has been returned to the Pound, and repeated hourly
during normal day time hours until contact is established. The
Council will accept payment for the removal of the vehicle when the
vehicle is collected under these circumstances, rather than when it is
first claimed. In this scenario the storage fee accrued overnight prior
to the vehicle being collected may be waived by the AO and such
instruction notified to the Service Provider.

The Pounds
4.4.25.1.

Provision

4.4.25.1.1.

The Pound shall be provided by the Council subject to
licence, lease, licence or other similar legal agreement as
determined by the Council.

4.4.25.1.2.

The Pound has 88 spaces.

4.4.25.1.3.

An area of the Pound will be used for the storage of the
Service Provider's EVs used in connection the Services.

4.4.25.1.4.

The decant pound will be provided by the Service Provider;
it must be within 10 miles of LBC. There will be no
requirement or authority for public access to the decant
pound or for any payment facilities to be available at that
location. The Council currently has a total of 45 spaces in
the current decant pound and this is generally sufficient,
although tenderers are advised to make their own
estimates of the total space required. Lack of car pound
space must never be a reason for the cessation of removal
operations.

4.4.25.1.5.

In the interests of operational efficiency, the decant pound
shall be no further than 20 miles from Regis Road, NW5,
unless it has been demonstrated to the Council that there
is an economic benefit to the Council over the duration of
this Contract from the Service Provider providing a site
outside of such a geographical location.

4.4.25.1.6.

The choice of location for the decant pound must be
approved by the AO prior to being brought into use.

4.4.25.1.7.

The Service Provider shall be responsible for acquiring all
permissions and agreements relevant to the use of the
decant pound for the storage of vehicles following the
provision of Clamping and Removal Services, the
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operation of the Payment Centre, and the storage of the
Service Provider's vehicles. The Council shall assist as far
as possible to ensure that the necessary permissions are
likely to be forthcoming, if possible.
4.4.25.1.8.

4.4.25.2.

Vehicles in the Pound will be decanted to the decant
pound in accordance with instructions of the AO, but in
general, this will take place in the evenings, and after 7
Calendar days or more in the Pound, unless otherwise
instructed by the AO.

Security of the Pound

4.4.25.2.1.

During the hours when a removed vehicle is in the Pound
or could be brought into the Pound, the Pound must be
attended at all times, and this must include a person or
persons responsible for the security of the stored vehicles.

4.4.25.2.2.

In the event that both operation of the Pound and Payment
Centre is included as part of this Contract, the Service
Provider will be responsible for the security of all aspects
of the Pound, including the vehicles stored therein. The
Service Provider will be responsible for any costs that may
arise in the event of damage caused during the loading or
unloading a vehicle or otherwise as a result of damage
caused to vehicles as a result of the actions of the Service
Provider.

4.4.25.2.3.

If the Contract excludes service provision in relation to the
Pound and Payment Centre, the Service Provider will only
be responsible for any costs that may arise in the event of
damage caused during the loading or unloading of a
vehicle or otherwise as a result of damage caused to
vehicles as a result of the actions of the Service Provider.

4.4.25.2.4.

In the event that a member of the public allowed access
into the Pound causes damage to a vehicle in the Pound,
Attendant must immediately complete a witness statement
for the attention of the AO.

4.4.25.2.5.

Vehicles stored within the Pound must be able to be
restored to their registered keeper at any time the Payment
Centre is open. The only exception to this shall be when
vehicles are reasonably in transit between the Pound and
the decant pound. Visitors to the Pound must not be left
waiting outside the Pound prior to being allowed into the
Payment Centre.

4.4.25.2.6.

Detailed arrangements for any temporary alteration to the
hours of supervision and access shall have to be agreed
with the Council, and special arrangements may be agreed
for periods such as the Christmas holiday.

4.4.25.2.7.

The decant pound shall be physically secure to prevent the
removal of vehicles without authority and to prevent
damage to stored vehicles. Security of the decant pound
and the vehicles therein will be the responsibility of the
Service Provider. Detailed proposals for security shall have
to be approved by the Council and details of prices
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included in the decant pound price within the SOR.
4.4.26.

Vehicle Pound Operation
4.4.26.1.

Arrival

4.4.26.1.1.

Upon arrival at the Pound, the impounded vehicle shall be
allocated a space and unloaded by the driver of the EV.
The member of Staff appointed to act as the attendant at
the Pound (“Pound Attendant”) shall monitor and supervise
the unloading. After unloading, the OBCEO shall hand a
report specifying the physical condition of the vehicle,
known as the Vehicle Condition Report, to the Pound
Attendant, who shall sign the form to acknowledge receipt,.
If there is any variation between the damage noted on the
Vehicle Condition Report completed at the scene, and the
condition of the vehicle as it arrives, the Supervisor of the
Pound shall complete a separate report containing a
similar level of detail as the Vehicle Condition Report, that
will be known as a Damage Report, and forward a copy of
both reports immediately to the AO.

4.4.26.1.2.

Entry of the arrival details into the Despatch Control
System (DCS) shall be completed by the Service
Provider's Staff as soon as practical after arrival and in any
case, no later than 5 minutes after arrival. The Service
Provider is responsible for ensuring details are entered
promptly.

4.4.26.1.3.

Only specially authorised members of the Service
Provider's Staff shall be permitted access to the inside of
any parked vehicle, including boot, bonnet or interior. This
shall only be permissible when special action has to be
undertaken, such as securing a vehicle, hiding valuable
property or getting access to a distressed animal. Any
attempt by other members of the Service Provider's Staff
to gain access for reasons other than those permitted
under Point 4.4.27.1.3 shall be viewed as serious
misconduct in the terms of their contract of employment
with the Service Provider. Except in circumstances of an
extreme emergency, an authorised Council representative
must be present when entry is made to any vehicle.

4.4.26.1.4.

In cases where an authorised Council representative
cannot be present, two members of the Service Provider's
Staff, one of whom must be the Supervisor of the Pound,
known as the Pound Supervisor, must be present when a
vehicle is entered. A digital photographic record will be
taken of the vehicle and its contents, and stored on the
DCS, and suitably linked to the appropriate case record.

4.4.26.2.

Release from the Pound

4.4.26.2.1.
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The Pound must be physically attended by the Pound
Attendant within the part of the Pound containing vehicles,
between the hours of 07:00 to 19:00 (which may be subject
to change at the instruction of the AO) every day in order
to supervise all activity. All receipts issued by the Payment
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Centre must be checked by the Pound Attendant as the
member of the Service Provider’s Staff responsible for
releasing a vehicle from the Pound prior to its release. No
member of the public shall gain entry to the Pound unless
they are able to produce a valid receipt as specified by the
Council.
4.4.26.2.2.

All registered keepers of vehicles stored at the Pound,
after paying, shall be accompanied to their own vehicle by
the Pound Attendant, and supervised during departure
from the Pound, to ensure that no accidental or deliberate
damage is inflicted to any other vehicle or to the Pound
equipment and facilities. The Service Provider shall be
responsible for any damage caused to vehicles whilst in
the Pound, or, if damage is caused within the pound by a
member of the public, the Service Provider must complete
a statement in the capacity as a witness to the event, and
ensure that appropriate details are captured to enable an
insurance claim.

4.4.26.2.3.

Between the hours of 19:00 – 07:00, where pound
attendance may be required by the Council, the role of the
Pound Attendant may be performed by another member of
the Service Provider’s on duty at the Pound.

4.4.26.3.

Inventory Checks

4.4.26.3.1.

4.4.27.

The Service Provider shall be responsible for compiling
two lists within each 24 hour period, each approximately 12
hours apart relating to both of the Pound and the decant
pound. These lists will contain details of vehicles held, and
those entering and exiting the pounds, and shall be in a
format to be approved by the AO.

Abandoned in the Pound - Vehicles Removed from the Public Highway
4.4.27.1.

The Service Provider shall take special action for any vehicles
remaining in storage for over 7 Calendar Days. A report shall be
prepared of such vehicles, showing separate categories of those
stored in the Pound and decant pounds for more than 7, 28 days and
56 days. The Service Provider shall be required to verify the report
by reference to the Pound inventory.

4.4.27.2.

For any vehicle on the report shown as remaining after 7 Calendar
Days, the Council shall check if it is a vehicle in respect of which a
Council permit has been granted, and contact the registered keeper
immediately if it is. If the registered keeper has not legitimately
claimed a vehicle within a further 7 days, the procedures for leading
up to the potential disposal of the vehicle shall continue regardless.
The Council shall obtain from DVLA the registered keeper's name
and address for any vehicle remaining after 3 Calendar Days.

4.4.27.3.

The Council shall write to the registered keeper of the vehicle as
soon as the address is known but not sooner than 7 Calendar Days
after removal, advising the registered keeper of the location of the
vehicle, telling the registered keeper of the cost of recovery, and
advising the registered keeper that unless removed by a certain
date, (28 Calendar Days after entry into the Pound), action shall
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commence which could result in the vehicle being scrapped if vehicle
is un-taxed, un-registered or foreign-registered. After 90 Calendar
Days, vehicles will be sold at auction or scrapped, according to its
value as defined below, and when the licence expires. The Council
shall advise the registered keeper of the Council's rights to retain the
costs of this action.

4.5.

4.4.27.4.

After 28 Calendar Days for un-taxed, un-registered and for foreignregistered vehicles, and after 90 Calendar Days for registered taxed
vehicles, the AO will commence an inspection of the vehicle, and if
the decision is taken that the vehicle is to be disposed of, the Council
will formally take responsibility for any future actions on that vehicle
by giving the Service Provider a receipt for the vehicle. The Council
will then ensure that this discharges the responsibility of the Council
in accordance with the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984, Sections
100-101. The Service Provider will co-operate as necessary with the
disposal of the vehicle using the removal EVs as appropriate. Such
vehicles remaining in the decant pound will be paid for at the day
rate per space, but will not count towards the overall limits on
numbers of vehicles in the decant pound.

4.4.27.5.

The timescales for disposals in relation to vehicles removed from
Council housing estates differ from that above; vehicles that are
untaxed or have a non-UK registration plate can be disposed of after
14 Calendar Days. Vehicles that do not have a registered keeper
according to the DVLA database can also be disposed of after 14
Calendar Days. Other vehicles can be disposed of after 21-28
Calendar Days.

Deployed Hours in the SOR
4.5.1.

Pound and Payment Centre operations are itemised separately from the items
relating the deployment of vehicles and will only be utilised and paid for by the
Council if the Council takes the decision to include this Service requirement
within this Contract.

4.5.2.

An “EV" is specified an enforcement vehicle which is fully equipped and staffed,
and capable of deployment in accordance with this Specification. Staffing for an
EV shall include the driver plus an OBCEO, as appropriate, with an option for a
single handed EV to be deployed under certain circumstances, such as
decanting/recanting, or de-clamping amongst other circumstances specified by
the Council. Deployed hours do not include time spent by the EV on stand-by at
Premises or Locations, nor time when the EV is not required for operational
service.

4.5.3.

The level of resources to be deployed for the clamp and removal enforcement
operation may vary, as instructed by the Council, from time to time. This shall
include in particular:


the numbers and staffing of the EVs; and



the Operational Days and Hours with regards to the Pound and Payment
Centre Operations. In the event of the Council requiring a change to the
Working Hours of Pound and Payment Centre operations, the Council will
provide to the Service Provider a minimum of four week’s notice.
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5.

CCTV MONITORING AND DATA TRANSFER

5.1.

Introduction

5.2.

5.1.1.

Enforcement of parking and moving traffic contraventions is an important aspect
of the Council’s traffic responsibilities. The operations function on the basis of
24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and over 100 fixed cameras are monitored, in
addition to the current 4 mobile units deployed. The IT system used to issue the
PCNs is the ICPS system provided by a software supplier appointed by the
Council and to be used by the Service Provider in accordance with a licence
entered into by the Service Provider and the Council.

5.1.2.

It is envisaged that the Council’s IT system facilitating CCTV enforcement will be
capable of fully digital operation by April 2010.

Service Provider’s Duties and Responsibilities
5.2.1.

5.2.2.

During the Contract Term, the direction of the CCTV related services will remain
under the day to day overall control of Council officers. The Service Provider will
be required:


to monitor the cameras and record instances of non-compliance to
parking and traffic regulations;



to respond to requests from external sources for specific camera
monitoring;



to drive and operate the mobile units;



to provide suitably equipped mobile vehicles;



to manage the CCTV equipment, except the cameras; and



to transfer evidential material into the IT system.

Staffing
5.2.2.1.

As specified elsewhere in this Specification, the Service Provider will
be required to provide a full time manager for the CCTV function,
who will report on a routine basis to the on-site AO.

5.2.2.2.

Staff monitoring the CCTV cameras, driving the CCTV vehicles and
transferring evidence into the IT system will be designated as CEOs,
and will dress accordingly.

5.2.2.3.

There will be a Supervisor provided by the Service Provider at all
operational times in the CCTV suite.

5.2.2.4.

The Council will provide a CEO deployment plan, which will change
from time to time, determining the number of CEOs required to be on
duty at each hour of every day of the standard week, plus the
number of deployed CCTV vehicles required to be operating.

5.2.2.5.

The Council will provide a clocking in system for all Service Provider
Staff. Each week, the Service Provider will transfer the data from the
clocking-in system to an Excel spreadsheet in a cumulative format
provided by the Council, and email the resulting file to the AO. The
Excel capability within the CCTV suite will be provided by the
Council. The Service Provider may propose the supply and
operation of alternative time recording systems which the Council will
evaluate, and agree for implementation if considered fit for the
purpose.
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5.2.3.

5.2.2.6.

All Staff will be suitably qualified by specific training and external
assessment in the use of CCTV equipment, in monitoring
contraventions, in the Council’s specific requirements, and where
appropriate, in driving the CCTV vehicles. The Council will provide
documented procedures for these specific requirements which will
be provided to the Service Provider prior to the Commencement
Date. These requirements will change from time to time. All training
will be provided at the Service Provider’s cost. The Council will train
the Service Provider’s trainers (a maximum of 4 people) free of
charge, in the use of the systems and equipment, prior to the
Commencement Date, and at the same time as the documented
procedures are handed over to the Service Provider.

5.2.2.7.

As detailed elsewhere in this document, training will be verified in
every individual case by external examination. No member of Staff,
including Supervisors and Contract Manager, will be allowed on duty
unless they have passed this verification process.

5.2.2.8.

During shift hours, CEOs will operate in a maximum of 3 hour
sessions, followed by a minimum of a 30 minute break. No
individual CEO will be on duty for more than 10 hours in any 24 hour
period, nor 60 hours in any period between a Monday to the
subsequent Sunday.

Procedures
5.2.3.1.

The Service Provider shall adhere to documented procedures for
each function, provided by the Council, which may be amended from
time to time. If any amendments are subsequently proposed, they
will be discussed with the Service Provider prior to introduction.

5.2.3.2.

The procedures will encompass:
a) Monitoring and selectively recording the CCTV images for
possible contraventions, making manual or electronic records
of contraventions as required by the procedures;
b) Responding to requests via the AO for monitoring of specific
locations at particular times;
c) Reviewing the recorded images, and transferring data as
required by the PCN processing system into the PCN system,
agreeing any questionable images with the Supervisor, and
reporting any issues such as broken or missing signage,
arising from this process to the AO management. This
review of each case must be completed within 48 hours of
the initial event being recorded. This will apply to images
recorded on the main CCTV system and on the CCTV
vehicles provided by the Service Provider.
d) Providing witness statements in a defined format and
attaching these electronically to the ICPS case record. The
AO will define the generic format and content of a witness
statement from time to time and the Service Provider will
follow that. These are currently provided for all CCTV cases
going before PATAS. This process may involve document
scanning; if this is the case, the Council will provide a
suitable document scanner connected to the PCN processing
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system. This must occur within 48 hours of the request by
the Council for a witness statement.
5.2.4.

The deployment of Staff numbers between monitoring and reviewing will be
delegated to the Service Provider, with a requirement that all images are
reviewed to a defined level of accuracy within 48 hours of being initially
observed.

5.2.5.

Vehicles
5.2.5.1.

The Service Provider will be required to provide and operate a
number of CCTV monitoring vehicles. The initial number of these
will be 4. Enforcement using CCTV vehicles is a 24/7/365 operation,
with approximately half of the number of vehicles deployed during
the hours of 0700 – 2200 Monday to Sunday.

5.2.5.2.

There is also a CCTV van which is owned by the Council but which
will be operated by the Service Provider, as requested. This vehicle
is typically used for enforcement outside of schools during school
term times, and as a resource for the MP. The Service Provider may
at such times only be required to provide a driver for this vehicle.
This vehicle requires a C1 licence, and the Service Provider will be
required to have a minimum of 4 such drivers employed at any time.

5.2.5.3.

The number of CCTV vehicles required for deployment may rise or
fall; no less than 3 month’s notice will be provided of a change in the
number of deployed vehicles required by the Council.

5.2.5.4.

The specification of the CCTV vehicle must include as a minimum:
a) Liveried in accordance with the Council’s requirements;
b) Presentation in a clean, undamaged condition;
c) Capable of being powered using a “clean” fuel e.g. LPG or
electricity. Appendix 6 contains minimum requirements as per
Council policy on vehicle fleets;
d) Inclusion in the group of Service Provider vehicles to be
capable of being tracked in real time by the Council;
e) Seats for Driver and CCTV operator;
f)

Approved device certification as required by Guidance to the
Traffic Management Act 2004, and the document “Civil Traffic
Enforcement - Certification of Approved Devices”, currently
obtainable
at:
http://www.dft.gov.uk/pgr/roads/tpm/tmaportal/tmafeatures/tmapart6
/certapproveddevices.pdf ;

g) Recording of all CCTV incidents selected by vehicle operator,
and in a format capable of being transferred to the PCN
processing system; the minimum speed of recording will be 5
frames per second, in MPEG2 format;
h) Capable of recording continuous footage of moving
contraventions such a box junctions, banned right turns or
stationary contraventions;
i)
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and a extendable mast; the image must have a minimum of
480 effective pixels, a horizontal resolution of 480 lines, the
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camera must be able to operate in light conditions typically
down to 0.7 Lux, with a 360º angle for panning, and a tilt
range of -45º to +90º, battery operated;
j)

An internally mounted camera with a 10:1 zoom capability, to
be used as a back-up in the event of main camera failure;

k) Date, time, location (X and Y coordinates), direction of
camera, and frame counter on all images;
l)

Digital image storage capability for a full 24 hour operation
prior to download;

m) All systems to be capable of continuous operation for 8 hours
between changes of shift;
n) Full legal conformity for on-road use of a vehicle.

5.3.

5.4.

5.2.5.5.

The Service Provider shall be responsible for the ensuring that the
CCTV recording equipment within the CCTV monitoring vehicles
provided by the Service Provider is fully functional with the software
provided by the software provider appointed by the Council, enabling
data captured using this equipment to be transferred to the PCN
Processing software for review by the Service Provider’s Staff,

5.2.5.6.

The Service Provider shall be responsible for the specialist training
of Staff operating the CCTV monitoring vehicles prior to deployment.

5.2.5.7.

The Service Provider’s CCTV Manager shall notify the On-street
Manager(s) of locations for mobile camera enforcement that day,
prior to the CCTV vehicles being deployed, to minimise the
possibility of PCNs being issued by both CCTV CEOs and on-street
CEOs to the same vehicles at the same time.

5.2.5.8.

The Service Provider must ensure there is insurance and
maintenance cover in place for the CCTV vehicles and their
equipment.

The Council’s Duties
5.3.1.

All management of archived images will cease to be a Service Provider function
when the CCTV system is fully digital, as archiving will be carried out as part of
the Council’s security procedures for the IT infrastructure.

5.3.2.

Public enquiries in respect of the CCTV management will be handled by the
Council’s Customer Contact Centre.

5.3.3.

The Council’s Customer Services and Correspondence Team will prepare DVDs
of contraventions to send to appellants or to PATAS, as required.

5.3.4.

All printing of notices and the provision of documentation to operate this service
will be supplied and managed by the Council.

Information Technology
5.4.1.

As technology is evolving in this area of operations, the Council will require the
Service Provider to co-operate in the design, implementation and operation of
new technology as required by the Council.
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6.

THE PROVISION OF IT FACILITIES

6.1.

Introduction

6.2.

6.3.

6.4.

6.1.1.

This Section specifies the Council’s requirements and specifies the Service
Provider’s role in relation to the provision of hardware and related services with
related software support and maintenance for such hardware being provided by
a supplier appointed by the Council.

6.1.2.

On-street parking enforcement operations must be based around the use of the
Council’s ICT software solution (ICPS) which is currently being provided by
Mouchel Traffic Support Limited. This contract between the Council and Mouchel
Traffic Support Limited expires on 31/12/11, and will be re-tendered on expiry or
earlier termination, which could result in software being provided by a different
supplier. If at that stage, new equipment is required to be provided by the
Service Provider to ensure compatibility with new software, this will be
negotiated with the Service Provider on the open book principle as a Variation to
Contract.

6.1.3.

Currently, the PCN data from the handhelds is sent directly to the back office
system in real time using GPRS. The Council wish to continue with this level of
service and charges incurred for the GPRS service provider appointed by the
Council will continue to be paid for by the Council.

The Service Provider will be responsible for:
6.2.1.

The provision of the required HHCT and related hardware, including cradles,
printers and cameras, their procurement, installation, configuration,
customisation and maintenance.

6.2.2.

Relevant contract management of the Council’s software supplier in relation to
the provision of the above. The Service Provider will be required to enter into a
support and maintenance agreement with the software supplier in relation to the
software specified in this Point 6. The Service Provider will meet the cost of
support and maintenance directly with the supplier of the software.

CEO Requirements
6.3.1.

The Service Provider is responsible for ensuring that every CEO deployed on
street is fully equipped to the level and standard specified Sections 3 and 4 of
this document; this includes a fully functional digital camera, HHCT and printer
containing a sufficient number of blank PCNs to issue a minimum of 45 PCNs
per 8 hour shift, and duplicates of these PCNs.

6.3.2.

In addition, the Service Provider shall have available at all times two fully
operational items of the equipment that the Service Provider is responsible for
sourcing. This includes 2 HHCTs, 2 cradles, 2 cameras and 2 printers. These
items can be used as and when required by the Council for testing purposes.

Software Upgrades / Updates
6.4.1.

All software upgrades that have an effect on the handhelds and their operation
will be tested by the software supplier appointed by the Council as a standard
procedure, prior to release to the Council.

6.4.2.

The software supplier appointed by the Council will then agree with the Council
when the test should be implemented within the Council’s test environment.

6.4.3.

The upgrades will then be tested and signed off by the Council. The Service
Provider will be involved at this stage to agree that the amended software is fit
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for purpose, such as performing in a way that produces the desired outcome.

6.5.

6.6.

6.4.4.

The Service Provider must use the Council’s IT test environment, presently at
100 St Pancras Way, NW1, to sign off the upgrade from an operational
perspective.

6.4.5.

The Council will inform the Service Provider when the upgrade will be
introduced to the live environment, and a detailed implementation schedule
including communications/training timescales will be agreed.

6.4.6.

The update will then be rolled out to the live environment for use by the Service
Provider.

6.4.7.

The above software testing procedure will be followed for any software
development, unless otherwise agreed.

Training for the HHCTs
6.5.1.

Initial training in the use of the HHCTs will paid for and co-ordinated by the
Council in the period immediately following award of this Contract, to a maximum
of four of the Service Provider’s training staff. The Council may appoint a third
party, such as the software supplier, to deliver the training.

6.5.2.

The Service Provider is required to ensure that appropriate training processes
are undertaken by the relevant contract Staff prior to the Commencement Date,
and in connection with changes to be used and be compatible with the HHCTs.

6.5.3.

From the Commencement Date, the Service Provider is responsible for the costs
of all training in relation to HHCT use. However, if training needs arise as a
result of a single but substantial software change, or package of changes, which
in turn results in a Council-approved programme of training exceeding one hour,
the Council will be responsible for the cost of providing that training to a
maximum of four of the Service Provider’s trainers. Thereafter the Service
Provider will be responsible for the cost of passing on such training to all relevant
operational Staff.

Use of GPS and Downloading
6.6.1.

The HHCT must have the ability to provide GPS data that enables effective and
exact mapping of CEO routes.

6.6.2.

The HHCT shall be able to transfer PCN and GPS information via GPRS to a
central server running the ICPS system in real time.

6.6.3.

The HHCT provided by the Service Provider should be able to transfer and
receive all other information (such as permit files) over the Council’s network via
the HHCT cradles (if provided as part of the Service Provider’s solution). The
Council will provide the communications capability and a PC at each CEO base
and the Pound, as specified above.

6.6.4.

The Service Provider must ensure that the tendered HHCTs are uploaded/
downloaded with all relevant data files within one hour of the end of a CEO’s
shift.

6.6.5.

On the PC at the CEO bases there will be installed software giving limited
access to management information, the Notice Processing system, and photo
allocator software. The extent of access will be discussed with the Service
Provider from time to time. Initially, the Service Provider will have restricted
access to the software suite provided by the software supplier appointed by the
Council to allow:
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6.7.

6.8.

6.9.

PCN and photo quality monitoring
Manual entry of PCN data
Agreed Management reports
Other agreed functions

Digital Images
6.7.1.

Minimum photograph requirements for on-street enforcement and
clamping/removals have been outlined in Sections 3 and 4 respectively in this
document. To complement this, the Council will provide the Service Provider with
a ‘Photograph Protocol’ detailing from time to time, the content and context of
the photographs. This Protocol will be subject to change.

6.7.2.

All photographs shall show within the image the correct date and time, as
instructed by the Speaking Clock.

6.7.3.

Cameras shall be tested by each operative before the shift commences to
ensure that the image is clear, and that the time and date setting is on and
correct. All CEOs must be deployed with sufficient spare batteries to ensure
their operational capability for a full shift.

6.7.4.

The Service Provider shall ensure that all photographs taken are in a JPEG
format, and the equipment used to take the photograph must have a resolution
capability of between 2 mega pixels and 4 mega pixels. Images outside this
resolution should be resized to ensure they are between the above sizes.

PCN Stationery and Processing
6.8.1.

The Service Provider shall supply PCNs to be used in the printers. Current
dimensions are 22.9cm long by 11.1cm wide. Specific PCN details will be
printed on the blank side of the PCN rolls. All information on the reverse side will
be pre-printed by the Service Provider. The Council must approve the wording
on both sides of the document, the paper quality and dimensions before any
purchase is made. The wording on either side of the PCN may change from time
to time.

6.8.2.

The Service Provider shall supply emergency PCNs for manual or ‘handwritten’
usage (known as manual PCNs). The information recorded onto manual PCNs
shall be identical in content to the information entered via the software in the
HHCT. The Council will approve the Service Provider’s design for manual PCNs
to be used in this Contract. The design will illustrate a three-part document, with
one part being the PCN to be served, one part being a list of contravention
codes used by this Council, and one part being the evidence for processing and
storage by the Council. The Council will also advise the Service Provider of the
PCN numbering reference sequence and range to which the Service Provider
must adhere to on both manual and HHCT-issued PCNs.

6.8.3.

The Service Provider shall supply PCN envelopes which will be carried by all
Staff designated to issue PCNs and used to contain every PCN affixed to a
vehicle. The PCN carrier will be capable of being attached to the windscreen of
the vehicle; it will be waterproof and it will enable a driver to see the PCN clearly
on the inside. The carrier must be capable of enclosing the equivalent of three
PCNs.

Future Enhancements
6.9.1.
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at any point during the Contract Term, this will be negotiated with the Service
Provider on the open book principle as a Contract Variation.
6.10.

Technical Specification Requirements
6.10.1.

6.10.2.

6.11.

HHCT Specification


Able to run Window CE.net version 6 or above



Display - ¼VGA 240x320 portrait format screen



Memory – 128MB RAM + 256MB flash memory



Connectivity - Ethernet 10BASE-T and GPRS



Minimum network speed -100MB per second



Geo-location via GPS



Battery Life (HHCT and printer) – sufficient to last a minimum of an 8 hour
shift, in which up to 45 PCNs may be issued, + GPRS + GPS



Time Sync - ability to use NTP for synchronisation with specified server at
specified intervals



Able to scan barcoded data from a tax disc through windscreens

HHCT Camera /Digital Camera Specification


Image format - JPEG



Pixels - Between 2MP and 4MP



Image timestamp mechanism



Image size capability - VGA: 640 x 480 pixels and QVGA: 320 x 240 pixels



Flash – Images must be clear at all times, including those taken at night



Battery life – must last a minimum of an 8 hour shift



A minimum of x3 optical zoom lens



USB port and cable

The Council has a preference for cameras which are separate from the HHCTs; however,
the Council wishes to specify the output required, not the means of achieving it, which is
recognised as being the responsibility of the Service Provider.

END OF SPECIFICATION
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APPENDIX 1: MAP OF CIVIL ENFORCEMENT AREA
The following map shows the CEA, being the whole of the London Borough of Camden
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APPENDIX 2: LBC EQUALITIES POLICY
As a community leader and advocate
We are committed to creating a socially inclusive and cohesive community within LBC by:








Promoting equal opportunity and equal access to employment, services and information.
Identifying and addressing the barriers that different groups face to participation in
economic, social, cultural and political life.
Working towards ensuring fair and equitable resources.
Celebrating and respecting the diversity of our community.
Working with others to ensure that Camden is a safe place in which to live, work, study or
visit.
Listening and responding to the views of our communities through appropriate and
widespread consultation and participation mechanisms, which are accessible to all.
Ensuring the communications we produce and the events we hold positively reflect and
promote the diversity of our communities and are made fully accessible, where such a
requirement has been identified.

As a service provider
We are committed to ensuring that our services are accessible to all and responsive by:





Ensuring our customers are aware of our services and that we deliver our services in ways
that are sensitive to customers’ needs.
Ensuring that all those in the community are able to visit our public buildings and open
spaces.
Ensuring the information we provide about our services is accessible to our community.
Consulting and involving all sections of our community in the development and monitoring
of our policies and services in ways which enable people to participate.

As an employer
We value and celebrate the diversity that exists amongst our workforce and are committed to
creating a working environment in which everyone can take full part.
We aim to develop, promote and deliver our employment and training opportunities without
discriminating on the basis of a person’s race, disability, age, gender, religion or belief, sexual
orientation or any aspect of an individual’s background or heritage which is used as justification for
unfair treatment.
We believe our organisation will be a better, more creative and innovative place to work as a result
of managing our people in a way that gets the best from their diversity; values their different
perspectives and individual backgrounds; and integrates fairness and equity into every aspect of
our employment practices.
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We will do this by:











Recruiting, attracting, developing and retaining the most talented people, valuing the varied
skills and experiences people bring to the organisation and ensuring that our workforce is
representative of our community.
Developing more imaginative and open ways of recruiting and retaining a diverse workforce,
making sure that our employment opportunities are accessible to all and encouraging
applications from all sections of our community.
Providing a safe and accessible working environment that values and respects the identity and
culture of each person.
Ensuring that all employees have access to promotion, learning and development
opportunities so that their contribution and potential are maximised.
Regularly reviewing our people management policies and practices to make sure that they
support these commitments, including the commitment to making reasonable adjustments
where appropriate to do so.
Providing support and training to ensure that this policy is communicated, understood and
acted on by all of our employees and Members.
Making sure that all our employees understand their rights and responsibilities concerning
discrimination, bullying and harassment.
Setting performance indicators so that we can monitor and regularly report on our progress.
Implementing a fair and equitable approach to how we pay and reward our people for equal
work, making sure that we regularly review its application.
Making sure that we treat seriously behaviour that is deliberately contrary to our valuing
diversity principles and take appropriate action.

As a procurer of goods and services
We are committed to ensuring that those service providers and others from whom we procure
goods and who deliver our services share and implement our equality vision and values by:


Demonstrating that all practicable steps are being taken to allow equal access and equal
treatment in employment and service delivery for all, as appropriate to the nature of the
contract concerned.

N.B. This policy is subject to change during the Contract Term. If this policy changes, the Service Provider will be
notified by the Council of the change with the view to the Service Provider meeting revised requirements of the policy
within an agreed timescale.
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APPENDIX 3: MANAGEMENT INFORMATION AND ROUTINE REPORTING

Description

Service

Update
frequency

Submission

Staff Lists, by Service
Including details of Staff employed on the Contract, e.g.,
job title, identification number, date of birth, induction
training dates, examination date(s), start date on the
contract, gender, any relevant licences held (e.g., drivers
licence, SIA licence) and the expiry date of the licences,
and where applicable, the departure date from the
Contract. In addition, the overall percentage calculation to
reflect the percentage of staff with a minimum of six
month’s experience.

Each
core
service area

Monthly

Within
4
Calendar Days
of the end of
the month

Each
core
service area

Weekly

Each Monday

Monthly

Within
4
Calendar Days
of the end of
the month

Monthly

Within
4
Calendar Days
of the end of
the month

CCTV, On-street

Monthly

Within
4
Calendar Days
of the end of
the month

On-street, clamp
and removals

Daily

Available
by
10am
the
following Day

Each
core
service area

Annually

Deployed Hours, by Service
Including for each hourly and daily unit utilised from the
SOR, aside from Managers: planned deployment times,
designated duty (and for on-street CEOs, the designed
zones/beat to patrol), the actual start of the shift, the actual
end of the shift, and actual time taken out within a shift for
non-deployed activity, e.g., lunch breaks, additional
breaks, training, etc). This data will be grouped by day,
and for each day a summary of deployed hours against
the target will be stated. In addition, the overall summary
of deployed hours against the target for the day shall be
stated.

Deployment Summary, by Service
Including daily actual deployment against the required
daily deployment, and overall monthly deployment against
the required monthly deployment shown in actual hours
and expressed as a percentage of required deployed
hours.

Each
core
service area

Training Plan, by Service
Including all Staff job titles, identification numbers, and
against those details: the date a training need was
identified, who identified the need (e.g., individual’s
supervisor, the AO), a description of the training need, the
date training was delivered, the method in which it was
delivered, and by whom. This Training Plan shall include
scheduled and on-going training needs and delivery.

Each
core
service area

CEO Activity Level
Including total PCNs issued against deployed hours,
expressed as a ratio.

CEO tracking
Electronic reports of CEO, Supervisor, and EV Staff
tracking information, each day.

Vehicle Emissions
Including vehicle type, fuel type, consumption (litres),
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st

31 July

vehicle registration number. Vehicle mileage, annual CO2,
NOx, PM10 emissions (tonnes) for each year running from
April to March.

On-street only
Description

Frequency

Date Of Submission

Same day notification

Service Provider’s database to be
updated by 10am the following
Operational Day

Daily

Service Provider’s database to be
updated by 10am the following
Operational Day

Same day notification

Council’s database to be updated
by 10am the following Operational
Day

Same day notification

Service Provider’s database to be
updated by 10am the following
Operational Day

Abandoned Vehicles
Including the date and time the
vehicle was observed, precise
location of where the vehicle is
parked, photographs as defined in the
relevant procedure, the VRM, the
make, model and colour, the tax disc
number and expiry date, and where
appropriate, a brief account of why
the vehicle appears to be abandoned.

Special Enforcements
Including the date and time the
location(s) were visited, the CEOs
responsible for those visits, details of
PCNs issued, interactions with
drivers/residents in connection with
the enforcement

Pay and Display machine
and meter faults
Including the date and time the fault
was observed, the device number, the
name of the street the device is on,
the fault seen, the date and time the
fault was reported to the Council’s
parking maintenance section, and the
number of CEO who identified the
fault.

Covered Vehicles
Including the date and time the
vehicle was observed, the precise
location of where the vehicle is
parked, any details of the vehicle that
may be useful for identifying it, and a
brief account how the vehicle is
covered

Suspensions Activity

Daily

Including details of jobs completed
and reports of any matters of concern.

Lines and Signs Defects
Including the date and time the defect
was observed, details of the precise
location of the defect, the nature of
the defect, and the CEO who
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By 8am the following Operational
Day

Council’s database to be updated
by 10am the following Operational
Day

identified it.

Suspected
Fraudulent
Disabled Badges/Permits
Including the date and time the
suspected fraudulent document was
observed, details of the precise
location of the vehicle in which it’s
displayed, details of the vehicle, the
nature of the fraud, and the CEO who
identified it.

Same day notification

Service Provider’s database to be
updated by 10am the following
Operational Day

Clamp and Removal - in Relation to Enforcement On-street Only
Description

Monies Received
Payment Centre)
Decant/Recant
Activity

of

(Via

Frequency

Date Of Submission

Daily

By 10am the following weekday

Daily

By 10am the following Operational
Day

Twice daily

By 10am the following day

Same day notification

Service Provider’s database to be
updated by 10am the following
Operational Day

the

Vehicles

Including references of dates/times
the decant/recants were instructed
and details of decants/recants,
including times the vehicle was in
transit and vehicle VRMs.

Main Pound and
Pound Inventory

Decant

Including details of vehicles held in
each pound and movements of those
vehicles in and out of the pounds

Self de-clamps
Including VRM, the location where the
vehicle was clamped, date and time
the vehicle was identified as being
self-de-clamped/not in the location.

Clamp and Removal - in Relation to Enforcement on Housing Estates Only
Description

Frequency

Monies Received
Payment Centre)

(Via

the

Including
receipt
number
and
associated VRM, individual payment
amount, enforcement type, payee
name, payment type, and cashier’s
name

Decant/Recant
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Day

Activity
Including references of dates/times
the decant/recants were instructed
and details of decants/recants,
including times the vehicle was in
transit and vehicle VRMs, and EV
Crew ID.

Main Pound and
Pound Inventory

Decant

Including details of vehicles held in
each pound and movements of those
vehicles in and out of the pounds

Twice per Operational Day

By 10am the following Operational
Day

Daily

By 10am the following Operational
Day

Vehicles Clamped
Including the date and time of
clamping, VRM, make, colour, EV
Crew ID, offence code, location, job
code, release time, paid status,
receipt number

Self De-clamps

Same day notification

Service Provider’s database
updated by 10am the following
Operational Day

Daily

By 10am the following Operational
Day

Daily

By 10am the following Operational
Day

Daily

By 10am the following Operational
Day

Including VRM, the location where the
vehicle was clamped, date and time
the vehicle was identified as being
self-de-clamped/not in the location.

Vehicles De-clamped
Including details of vehicles clamped
and de-clamped (e.g. VRM, street
name,
time
de-clamped),
and
associated payment times.

Vehicles Removed
Including the date and time of the
removal, VRM, make, colour, EV
Crew ID, offence code, location, job
code, impounded time, release time,
paid status, receipt number

Vehicles Relocated
Including the date and time of the
relocation, VRM, make, colour, EV
Crew ID, locations (where the vehicle
was moved from, and where to), job
code, release time, relocation status,
paid status (if applicable), receipt
number

The tables above outline a number of management information and routine reporting requirements, however, it is not
intended to be an exhaustive list and, from time to time, new requirements may be instructed by the Council
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APPENDIX 4: MINIMUM CONTENT FOR CEO POCKETBOOKS
As a minimum, the pocket book should record the following details:


CEO identification number



Shift start and finish times



Details of any breaks taken



Vehicles to be disregarded (non-enforcements)



Locations for special enforcement



Any interaction with the public and Council officers



HHCT equipment breakdowns



Reports made to the base, the Control Room, and the Pound



Vehicles authorised for clamping and removing

N.B. This list is not an exhaustive list of requirements and may be subject to change.
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APPENDIX 5: OPERATIONAL DAYS AND HOURS

On-street patrols

Operational Days and Hours will be determined
by CPZ hours that vary across LBC. Principle
CPZ coverage hours are 08:30 – 18:30,
Monday to Saturday. In addition, LBC has 24
hour restrictions that require patrolling 24/7/365.
Specific deployment hours to cover applicable
Operational Days and Hours will be stated in
the deployment plan to be issued by LBC.

CCTV Monitoring

24/7/365

Estate patrols

08:00 – 20:00, Monday - Sunday

Clamps and Removals – on-street

08:30 – 18:30, Monday - Sunday

Clamps and Removals – Council housing 08:00 – 20:00, Monday - Sunday
estates
Decants, Recants, and aged lifts – on-street 18:30 – 23:30, on selected days as per the
and Council housing estates
deployment plan.
Payment Centre

07:00 – 23:00 Monday to Sunday

Payment Centre phone enquiry line

07:00 – 23:00 Monday to Sunday

Days and hours specified are subject to change as instructed by LBC.
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APPENDIX 6: LBC GREEN VEHICLE FLEET POLICY
1.

Introduction

The Council has a strong commitment to improving the environment with specific objectives
related to improving air quality and mitigating climate change. Reducing vehicle emissions, in
particular PM10, NOx and CO2, plays an important delivering these goals. The Council has a
number of strategies and plans in place to encourage reductions in PM10, NOx and CO 2
emissions in LBC. These include the Air Quality Action Plan, Environmental Sustainability Delivery
Plan and the Green Transport Strategy.
The Council has additional duties to comply with national indicators set in the Local Government
Performance Framework including National Indicator 185 – ‘Percentage CO2 reduction from LA
operations’ and National Indicator 194 – ‘Percentage reduction in NOx and primary PM10 from LA
estates and operations’. In order to comply with these indicators the Council is required to
measure and quantify annual CO2, NOx and PM10 emissions associated with their operations and
estates and set reduction targets. NOx, PM10 and CO2 emissions associated with our service
providers’ services must be included in our calculations.
The Council is keen to assist reducing NOx, PM10 and CO2 emissions from road transport in
Camden and have prepared a Green Vehicle Fleet Policy. This will be adopted by our own
corporate transport department and the Council will expect contractors to abide by this policy. The
policy will be incorporated into our strategic procurement and tender evaluation process. This will
ensure that a high standard of sustainable fleet management is implemented as part of the
Council’s operations and services. A number of requirements are outlined below for achieving
emission reductions.
2.

Vehicle Fuel and Technology Hierarchy

Vehicles shall operate using clean fuels and alternative vehicle technology. Preference shall be
given to the vehicle fuels and technology options listed below in ascending order. The proportion
of low emission vehicles in the fleet shall comply with targets identified in Table 1.
Vehicle fuel and technology options:
1. Hydrogen fuel cell
2. Electric
3. Plug-in hybrid
4. Bio-methane
5. Bi-fuel Liquid Petroleum Gas fitted with hybrid assist
6. Compressed Natural Gas/Liquid Natural Gas
7. Bi-fuel Liquid Petroleum Gas
8. Petrol Hybrid
9. Diesel Hybrid
10. Bio-diesel made from used cooking oil
11. Bio-diesel made from virgin vegetable oil
12. Ultra low sulphur petrol
13. Ultra low sulphur diesel
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Table 1 Minimum Vehicle Fleet Fuel & Technology Targets & Compliance Dates

2009/10
15% from
Options 1-7

85%
from
Options 8-13

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

20%
from
Options 1-7

25%
from
Options 1-7

30%
from
Options 1-7

80% from

75% from

70% from

Options 8-13

Options 8-13

Options 8-13

The following matters shall be addressed with regards to bio-fuel vehicles:
a.) Preference will be given to bio-methane manufactured using on-site Combined Heat and
Power Plant.
b.) Evidence shall be provided for options 10 and 11 to demonstrate the source of bio-diesel.
c.) Evidence shall be provided for option 11 to demonstrate the percentage bio-diesel blend,
compliance with recognised sustainability standards and compliance to EN14214.
d.) Bio-diesel vehicles are associated with increase in NOx emissions compared to conventional
diesel vehicles. NOx emission control technology shall be fitted to vehicles operating on biodiesel.
3.

Vehicle Emission Standards

Vehicles shall be required to meet the minimum European Emission Standards as set out in Table
2 in order to reduce PM10 and NOx emissions. To ensure that the vehicles being operated are
producing the least amount of emissions possible, these standards shall become progressively
tighter over time.
Table 2: European Emission Standards and Low Emission Vehicle Compliance Dates

2009/10

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

75%

50%

25%

50%

Passenger cars/light commercial (<3.5T)
Euro 4

100%

Euro 5

75%
25%

Euro 6
Light lorries (3.5-12T)
Euro 4

75%

50%

25%

Euro 5

25%

50%

75%

Euro 6

25%

Heavy lorries (>12T)
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Euro 4

100%

Euro 5

90%

80%

70%

10%

10%

10%

10%

20%

Euro 6
Passenger vehicles (<3.5T)
Euro 4

75%

85%

65%

50%

Euro 5

25%

15%

25%

35%

10%

15%

90%

80%

70%

10%

10%

10%

10%

20%

Euro 6
Passenger vehicles (>3.5T)
Euro 4

100%

Euro 5
Euro 6

* Reduced Pollution Certificate - vehicles fitted with exhaust after treatment technology such as
particle traps must be approved by the Energy Saving Trust.
4. Vehicle Size Criteria
The smallest sized vehicles shall be used for a particular service in order to assist reducing NOx,
PM10 and CO2 emissions.
5.

Fleet Efficiency Standards

A 10% reduction in fuel consumption shall be achieved by encouraging vehicle operators to adopt
fuel efficiency driving practises. The Council and service providers shall be accredited to the
Bronze standard of the Freight Operators Recognition Scheme (FORS) co-ordinated by Transport
for London in order to achieve improvements in fleet efficiency. Efforts shall be made to work
towards Silver and Gold accreditation over time.
Council and Service Provider’s ’s vehicle operators shall receive driver training in accordance with
the Safer Fuel and Efficiency Driving Standard (SAFED).
Service Providers shall present evidence to the Council to demonstrate membership with the
FORS and that driver has received SAFED training.
6.

Monitoring and Recording

The data below shall be monitored and recorded over a 12 month period starting 1 st April and
ending 31 March each year:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Vehicle type (light van, car, lorry, bus)
Fuel type and consumption (litres)
Vehicle registration number
Vehicle mileage (miles or kilometres)
Annual CO2, NOx and PM10 emissions (tonnes/kg)
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The data shall be collated and reported in the Emissions Calculation Tool published by DEFRA
(see Note 1). For the Service Provider the completed Emissions Calculation Tool shall be
submitted to the Council by 31 July of each year for the full duration of the Contract.
Note 1 - Tool for calculation of CO2, NOx and PM10 emissions from organisations http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/localgovindicators/documents/ni185-emissions-tool-2008.xls

7.

Additional Notes

Reporting Requirement
The Service Provider shall only provide the Council with emissions data relating to the Contract.
The Service Provider shall record and report the required information using the DEFRA provided
emissions calculation tool.
The Service Provider will have regard to the methodology defined in the technical guidance notes
published by DEFRA on the reporting of Local Authority CO2, and PM10 and NO2 emissions
when calculating their emissions inventory.
The Service Provider’s method for calculating their emission inventory should comply with well
known standards such as ‘ISO14064:1 Specification with guidance at the organisation level for
quantification and reporting of greenhouse gas emissions and removals’, and ‘ISO14064:2
specification with guidance at the project level for quantification, monitoring and reporting of
greenhouse gas emission reductions or removal enhancements’ as relevant.
The Service Provider shall complete a verification statement on the accuracy and relevance of the
data submitted. To do this, the Service Provider shall complete and sign a verification form
accompanying this requirement.
The Service Provider shall email the required documents to both the Council’s Authorised Officer
and the Council’s Corporate Sustainability Team no later then 17th July each year.
Emissions Reduction Requirement
The Service Provider shall provide the Council with an updated action plan annually. The updated
action plan shall note the successes and failures of planned actions and the new actions included.
8.

Background Information

CO2, NOx and PM10 emissions arise from stationary emission sources such as electricity and gas
consumption, and transport emission sources including staff travel by private or public transport
and the operation of an organisation’s vehicle fleet.
A good quality emissions inventory will include all direct stationary and transport emissions (the
fuel is used by sources owned or controlled by the organisation), and indirect emissions from
imported electricity. The Service Provider does not need to include any data for ‘scope three’
emissions, such as staff commuting, their own supply chain emissions, emissions from waste and
water, and so on. Scope three emissions will not be used by the Council.
The Council recommends that all the Service Provider collects data regularly, so that producing an
emissions inventory does not become an intensive ‘end of year’ process, potentially missing the
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reporting deadline which has no flexibility.
Where an organisation uses its buildings and vehicles to deliver multiple contracts it can be difficult
to designate emissions to any one contract. In this circumstance, the organisation should calculate
its total emissions inventory and then apportion emissions to the Council using one of the following
methods:
Apportioning emissions to the value of the Council’s business compared to the organisation’s total
income. For example, should the Contract be worth 10% of the Service Provider’s annual income,
then the Service Provider should provide the Council with 10% of the Service Provider’s emissions
in its emissions inventory. This is an appropriate method to use when the Service Provider delivers
similar services to all of its customers.
Apportioning emissions taking into account both the ‘emissions intensity’ and value of the
Council’s business compared to the Service Provider’s total income. Emissions intensity refers to
the tonnes of CO2 emissions arising per £1000 of the Contract. The Service Provider would need
to be able to calculate CO2 emissions for the particular service that it delivers to the Council, and
then designate emissions to the Council based on the proportion of that service that the Council
receives.
The Council is open to alternative suggestions for apportioning emissions to its specific contracts.
The Service Provider should discuss alternative proposals to those above directly with the Council.
In general, reducing emissions of carbon dioxide will also reduce emissions of NOx and PM10,
however, the Service Provider should be mindful that the carbon intensity of a fuel is different to its
affect on air quality.
Compliance with the Green Vehicle Fleet Policy (note 6.1) will contribute to the action plan and
emissions reduction target.
The Council will be setting an annual emissions reduction target in the summer 2009. The Council
currently aims to reduce the electricity and gas consumption from its corporate property by 1.5%
per year, and aspires to increase both the scope of this target to cover its full carbon footprint and
increase the target to a 4% reduction per year from 2009.

N.B. This policy is subject to change during the Contract Term. If this policy changes, the Service Provider will be
notified by the Council of the change with the view to the Service Provider meeting revised requirements of the policy
within an agreed timescale.
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APPENDIX 7: LBC CORPORATE ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
Our approach to delivery
We will:
•

provide leadership, both by example in continually reducing the environmental impacts
from our own estate and operations, and by engaging with the whole community, making
it easier for businesses, other institutions and residents to do their bit.

•

prioritise activities that deliver the most cost-effective carbon emission reductions possible
and that capture the public imagination and stimulate behavioural change.

•

work collaboratively with partners – both our local strategic partners at the Council and
our regional partners – to develop large-scale solutions with economies of scale.

•

encourage all individuals and organisations with whom we work to adopt, where
practicable, similar policies and practices.

Our improvement priorities
1.

Reduce LBC’s contribution to climate change. We aim to cut LBC’s emissions
by 10% from 2005 levels by 2012 and to make LBC more resilient to climate change.

2.

Improve the use of resources and waste management by encouraging waste minimisation,
re-use, recycling and composting. We aim to reduce residual household waste by 20%
from 2006-07 levels by 2012.

3.

Encourage greener transport alternatives, through traffic reduction and the use of cleaner
vehicles, including the promotion of walking, cycling and public transport. We aim to reduce
traffic by 15% from 2001 levels by 2012.

4.

Protect and enhance local bio-diversity and open spaces, ensuring they are appealing and
accessible for all.

5.

Reduce the environmental impacts of all developments and growth, including investigating
how major developments can generate heat and power for surrounding areas.

6.

Reduce harmful pollutants in the air, land and water by complying with, and enforcing,
environmental legislation.

We will monitor and report on our performance and review this policy annually.
Copies of this policy and our full environmental sustainability delivery plan – Delivering a Sustainable
Camden (2008-2012) are available online. For alternative versions of this document or for more information
visit camden.gov.uk/smallsteps
N.B. This policy is subject to change during the Contract Term. If this policy changes, the Service Provider will be
notified by the Council of the change with the view to the Service Provider meeting revised requirements of the policy
within an agreed timescale.
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APPENDIX 8: FORMAL DOCUMENTATION TO BE SUPPLIED BY THE SERVICE PROVIDER
The Council must be consulted in the design and particulars of the following documents. The
Council must approve documents to be used in this Contract prior to them being used to provide
the Service.

DOCUMENT

SUGGESTED
SIZE

CORE SERVICE AREA

A5

Clamping and Removals

Clamping warning adhesive notices

A4

Clamping and Removals

Clamping information leaflets

A5

Clamping and Removals

Vehicle removal forms

A4

Clamping and Removals

Vehicle condition reports (triplicates)

A4

Clamping and Removals

Removal
notices

A5

Clamping and Removals

Relocation adhesive notice

A5

Clamping and Removals

Vehicle damage claim form

A4

Clamping and Removals

De-clamp adhesive notices

A5

Clamping and Removals

Smaller than
A5

Clamping and Removals

A5

Clamping and Removals

HHCT PCNs

22.9 (H)x
11.1cm (W)

On-street Enforcement

Manual PCNs

Similar to
HHCT PCN

On-street Enforcement

Adhesive PCN envelopes

Sufficient for
enclosing 3
PCNs

On-street Enforcement

-

On-street Enforcement

Clamping
notices

authorisation

authorisation

adhesive

adhesive

Fraudulent/stolen disabled badge
adhesive labels to be placed on
vehicle condition reports
‘Council Aware
adhesive notice

CEO handbooks

of

this

Vehicle’

N.B. This list is not an exhaustive list of documentation requirements and may be subject to change.
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London Borough of Camden

Specification – Civil Parking and Traffic Enforcement and Associated Services

APPENDIX 9: PHOTO QUALITY RATINGS

1 star = completely unusable photos.
This includes times when no photos have been taken by the CEO or when they are of
such poor quality to be of no value and may even hinder the enforcement of the case.
2 stars = an attempt has been made to take photos but not satisfying the protocol.
This includes times when the CEO has not taken the minimum required photos or the
quality is too low to use them effectively.
3 stars = usable photos.
The minimum amounts of photos have been taken according to the protocol and they are
clear and useable.
4 stars = excellent photographs.
The CEO has taken photos that either exceeds the amount or quality of the protocol and
the photos strengthen the enforcement of the case beyond the limits of the protocol, i.e.,
when photographing a building number in a suspended bay case or times on PD
machines.
N/A = the driver hindered the CEO from taking photographs in accordance with the
protocol.
This includes instances of driver abuse/aggression and when the CEO has been
‘Prevented from Serving’ the PCN. The CEO should make full notes of the driver’s
behaviour and where appropriate choose Prevented from Serving as the destination of the
notice. This mark does not apply to PCNs being issued by post as ‘Vehicle Driven Away’,
as there is a minimum requirement in the protocol for this method of service.

N.B. Ratings are subject to change.
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London Borough of Camden

Specification – Civil Parking and Traffic Enforcement and Associated Services

APPENDIX 10: MINIMUM OUTLINE CONTENTS OF A CIVIL ENFORCEMENT OFFICER
HANDBOOK
Expected Handbook Contents:
1)

The Duties Of A Civil Enforcement Officer

2)

Uniform And Its Appearance

3)

Equipment: Its Care And Use

4)

Personal Behaviour On Duty
Conduct In Relation To Members Of The Public
Conduct In Relation To The Media
Personal Appearance And Behaviour
Discrimination In Any Form

5)

Behaviour In Response To Particular Circumstances:
Road Traffic Accidents
Traffic Control Limitations
Requests For Assistance
Bribery

6)

Procedure For Patrol

7)

Procedure In The Event Of A Contravention

8)

Procedure To Request A Clamp Or A Removal

9)

Recognition Of Various Contraventions

10)

Response To Specific Issues

11)

Reporting Abandoned Vehicles

12)

Disciplinary And Grievance Procedure

N.B. This list is not an exhaustive list and it may be subject to change.
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Specification – Civil Parking and Traffic Enforcement and Associated Services

London Borough of Camden

APPENDIX 11: PRIORITIES FOR CLAMPING AND REMOVING

Contravention
code

AFTER
24hrs

DO NOT
CLAMP &
REMOVAL

INSTANT REMOVAL

01
02

Removal

Instant

Observation
from issued
time

Yes

Yes

NIL

Yes

Yes

NIL

Comments

Code 16 includes
Traders, designated
Disabled bays,
Business bays, Doctors
bays, Car club bays

16

Yes

Yes

NIL

21
23
24
25
26
27
40
41
42
45
47
48
49
62
99

Yes

Yes

NIL

Yes

Yes

NIL

Yes

Yes

NIL

Yes

Yes

NIL

Yes

Yes

NIL

Yes

Yes

NIL

Yes

Yes

NIL

Yes

Yes

NIL

Yes

Yes

NIL

Yes

Yes

NIL

Yes

Yes

NIL

Yes

Yes

NIL

Yes

Yes

NIL

Yes

Yes

NIL

Yes

Yes

NIL

Contravention
code

Removal

Instant

Observation
from issued
time

Comments

30

Yes

No

N/A

-

Comments

Contravention
code

Removal

Instant

Observation
from issued
time

04

Yes

No

24hrs

05

Yes

No

24hrs
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Including from Shared
Use Parking Places

Specification – Civil Parking and Traffic Enforcement and Associated Services

AFTER 7 DAYS

London Borough of Camden

Including from Shared
Use Parking Places

06

Yes

No

24hrs

07
08
12
19
22

Yes

No

24hrs

Yes

No

24hrs

Yes

No

24hrs

Yes

No

24hrs

Yes

No

24hrs

Instant

Observation
from issued
time

Comments

(LBC Residents Permit
holders removed after 7
days of expiry)

Contravention
code

Removal

12

Yes

No

7 Days

19

Yes

No

7 Days

12 & 19

Yes

No

7 Days
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(LBC Residents Permit
holders removed after 7
days of expiry)
Shared used Bays

